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Abstract

This thesis explores all-optical networks for data centres, with a particular focus on network designs for live media production.

A design for an all-optical data centre network is presented, with experimental verification of the feasibility of the network data plane. The design uses fast tunable (< 200 ns) lasers and coherent receivers across a passive optical star coupler core, forming a network capable of reaching over 1000 nodes. Experimental transmission of 25 Gb/s data across the network core, with combined wavelength switching and time division multiplexing (WS-TDM), is demonstrated.

Enhancements to laser tuning time via current pre-emphasis are discussed, including experimental demonstration of fast wavelength switching (< 35 ns) of a single laser between all combinations of 96 wavelengths spaced at 50 GHz over a range wider than the optical C-band. Methods of increasing the overall network throughput by using a higher complexity modulation format are also described, along with designs for line codes to enable pulse amplitude modulation across the WS-TDM network core.

The construction of an optical star coupler network core is investigated, by evaluating methods of constructing large star couplers from smaller optical coupler components. By using optical circuit switches to rearrange star coupler connectivity, the network can be partitioned, creating independent reserves of bandwidth and resulting in increased overall network throughput. Several topologies for constructing a star from optical couplers are compared, and algorithms for optimum construction methods are presented.

All of the designs target strict criteria for the flexible and dynamic creation of multicast groups, which will enable future live media production workflows in data centres. The data throughput performance of the network designs is simulated under synthetic and practical media production traffic scenarios, showing improved throughput when reconfigurable star couplers are used compared to a single large star. An energy consumption evaluation shows reduced network power consumption compared to incumbent and other proposed data centre network technologies.
Impact statement

The work in this thesis has potential impact for implementation in future data centre networks and as a bridge to future research in dynamic optical networks for data centres.

The advances made in this thesis in experimental demonstration of fast switching lasers open up new avenues of academic research, including the use of fast switching lasers with coherent data transmission. The novel network designs presented in chapters 4 and 5 are presented in this thesis in sufficient detail for future experimental implementation of both the network physical connectivity and the network controller.

During this PhD studentship, an interruption was taken for a placement with Microsoft Research, to create a functional prototype network with fast switching lasers integrated with commodity electronic hardware. This internship allowed direct knowledge transfer from the work of this thesis into industry, with a successful demonstration achieved of key optical components and subsystems from this research in an operational prototype.

The work in this thesis was also carried out in partnership with BBC Research and Development, who are researching future network structures to support next-generation broadcast production. The dynamic optical network designs in this thesis have been circulated not only within the BBC but also presented at the European Broadcasting Union, leading to interest from public service broadcasters from across Europe. All of the network architectures researched have been influenced by broadcasters’ use cases and day-to-day operations, and are ideal candidates for future data centres supporting multicast, high-bitrate video flows. The results of this work will feed directly into future plans for broadcast network designs.

Some chapters of this thesis have already contributed to journal and conference publications, as listed in section 1.12, and it is envisaged that at least two further submissions will be made of currently unpublished material.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Data centre size and applications

Increasing worldwide communications connectivity has enabled new models of computing services for businesses and consumers. Computers have traditionally been located on premises with end users, but the advent of fast internet connections means that resource-intensive tasks such as large scale data storage, interactive web applications and processing of complex data sets can now be carried out at remote facilities. By placing many computing resources in a central location, economies of scale can be exploited.

Computing resources are aggregated in data centres, which are vast buildings holding tens of thousands of individual servers. Commercial data centre owners are reluctant to divulge information on their operations, but academic studies have observed 10-15,000 individual servers in commercial data centres, and 147-1093 servers within university data centres [1]. The total number of servers across all data centres has been growing rapidly year on year; by 2008 Google, Microsoft and Yahoo! had each already deployed 4-500,000 servers worldwide [2], and by 2013 this had doubled to over 1,000,000 servers spread across at least 15 sites worldwide for each company [3]–[5].

The data centre computing model provides challenges not just for the long haul data transport between data centres and end users, but also information transfer within the data centre itself. Over 75% of data traffic remains within the data centre [6], while total data centre traffic is doubling every 18-36 months [7]. The predicted growth in data centre traffic (including both the traffic within data centres and the traffic between data centres and consumers) is shown in Figure 1. As data centre sizes and scales increase, the distances over which intra-data centre traffic must be carried are also increasing, to the order of 2 km or more [3].

Data centre energy consumption is a major concern for operators users alike. 2% of US energy usage is directly attributable to data centres [8], and data centres operated by Google alone account for 0.01% of the global energy consumption [3]. Historically, data centre energy consumption has risen at 4% per year [8], resulting in a doubling of total energy usage over 18 years. The network infrastructure is currently only responsible for 10% of the overall power consumption in data centres [9]. However, this is projected to rise drastically to up to 50%, due to greater improvements being predicted in the power efficiency and effective utilisation of servers than any improvements to the power efficiency of networking hardware [9], [10].
Figure 1: The growth in worldwide data centre network traffic, including traffic within data centres, between data centres, and between data centres and end users. Data from [6], including real traffic sampling for past years to aid future predictions.

A major driver of data centre growth is data analytics, where the parallel nature of the multiple computing resources in data centres can be exploited to perform analysis on datasets of petabits ($10^{15}$ bits) or greater in size. By splitting up datasets and processing them simultaneously using multiple servers, analysis can be performed much faster than by using individual computers. Common algorithms for data processing include MapReduce [11], Hadoop (a specific implementation of MapReduce) [12], and Spark [13], all of which rely on parallel operations across many servers simultaneously to increase efficiency, which in turn is driving data centres to continue growing in size.

A second catalyst for growth in cloud computing is the virtualisation of computing resources. This involves the creation of virtual machines (VMs), which are self-contained units of software that can imitate the performance of dedicated hardware, regardless of the actual underlying hardware that the software runs on [14]. By using VMs, individual processes are no longer tied to specific hardware, and a single server can run multiple VMs concurrently. The connectivity between VMs can be arbitrarily defined; VMs can be isolated or networked as required. VMs allow any software to be run on any hardware in any data centre, and VMs can be created and destroyed on demand, matching the agility and scalability requirements of web services.

Consumer facing services are also key users of data centre resources. Accessing remotely stored data from data centres such as web pages and streamed or downloadable video currently makes up 85% of global internet traffic [15]. Document storage, including photo and video storage, is also handled well by data centres, since
data can be stored in multiple locations across one or multiple data centres simultaneously, for reliability and redundancy. The expected increase in Internet of Things (IoT) devices is also a contributor to data centre growth. IoT devices are often low power, with minimal processing and storage capacity on board the device. Data processing and storage of data from IoT devices can be efficiently handled by cloud services in data centres [16].

Consumer and enterprise cloud services have already been implemented into commercially available data centres. The network architectures of commercial data centres are generally similar, and are based on proven principles from telecommunications networks.

1.2. Evolution of network architectures

Early data centre architectures were generally based on the Clos topology, originally proposed to reduce the total number of crosspoints (2x2 switching elements) required in a telephony switch [17]. The design allowed switches to provide strictly non-blocking paths (allowing all possible input-output connections to occur at any time) without any oversubscription (where oversubscription is defined as the potential maximum input data flow into a switch being greater than the finite total switch capacity). Figure 2a shows the two possible states of a 2x2 crosspoint, which form the basic building block of higher port count switches. In Figure 2b, four separate 2x2 crosspoints are combined to form a 4x4 switch. However, using the switch layout configuration in Figure 2b, some connectivity paths are not always possible simultaneously. For instance, in Figure 2c, if A is already connected to F, there is no possible path for B to connect to E. When not all paths can be simultaneously provided, a switch can be described as “blocking”.

Figure 2: a) The two possible states of a 2x2 crosspoint switch; b) 4x4 network built from the 2x2 switches shown in a); c) demonstration of blocking in the 4x4 network - when A is communicating with F, there is no path for B to reach E; d) Clos network which allows A to reach E and B to reach F without blocking.
To build a non-blocking network connecting 4 inputs to 4 outputs would require sixteen separate 2x2 crosspoints in a square array (not shown in this thesis, but described in [17]). However, Clos's innovation was to increase the output port count of some crosspoints and to add a layer of "middle switches" at the centre of the network, as shown in Figure 2d. In [17] and in the example presented here, the middle switches have a port count of 3x3 and some crosspoints become 2 input x 3 output switching elements. The addition of the centre switching layer permits all possible combinations of input and output connectivity, without blocking any paths. Clos’s work in [17] showed the general case for a network of $N$ endpoints, which reduced the number of crosspoints required from $O(N^2)$ in a simple square array, to an upper bound of $O\left(6N^3 - 3N\right)$ crosspoints or fewer. The exact number of layers, and the port count of each crosspoint in each layer, determines whether a network requires fewer crosspoints than this upper bound.

The design shown in Figure 2d provides strictly non-blocking communication; that is, communication between any two nodes can always be arranged, without needing to change the existing connectivity across the network. Clos also proved in [17] that it is possible to provide rearrangeably non-blocking communication, where all possible connections between input and output could be arranged, although existing connectivity may need to be adapted to achieve some connectivity scenarios.

The work by Clos on rearrangeably non-blocking architectures is the basis of “fat tree” networks, also known as “folded Clos” networks, developed by Leiserson in [18]. Given that modern electronic communication switches can simultaneously switch both their input and output connectivity, and that Ethernet links between switches and/or servers are bidirectional, the "middle switches" introduced by Clos can be removed and diagrammatically placed at the top of a hierarchical structure of layers. The "middle switches" in the top layer must have a higher port count than the lower switches to ensure non-blocking throughput (no quantified numerical bound is specified by either Clos or Leiserson other than that it must be higher – the minimum port count required depends on the specific implementation of the topology). This structure, shown in Figure 3, forms the basis of most modern hierarchical data network architectures.

Figure 3: A fat tree (also known as folded Clos) network architecture.
1.3. Electronically switched data centre networks

Present data centre networks are generally constructed using hierarchical layers of electronic switches with fewer than 128 ports per switch, due to the convenience of deploying small units and their compatibility with legacy networking systems [9]. When discussing data centre architectures, there is a convention to describing and drawing network topologies; individual nodes (also known as servers) are generally depicted at the bottom of the hierarchy, with links “upwards” to horizontal layers of switches. A typical data centre layout is shown in Figure 4, with servers at the base of the diagram linked “upwards” to switches shown in “higher” layers.

Individual servers are located in racks, which are physical structures each holding 20-100 servers. Each rack also contains a Top-of-Rack switch (ToR switch), which is an electrical packet switch connecting all of the servers in a single rack, and providing links upwards to other switches in the data centre. ToR switches are connected upwards to aggregation switches, which provide a first layer of traffic aggregation by connecting several racks into a group. Each ToR switch may be connected to several different aggregation switches; this provides additional data pathways for both increased data throughput and reliability through redundancy.

Each aggregation switch is then connected to a layer of core switches, which link together aggregated groups. Additional layers join together core switches to connect an entire data centre site (over distances up to a few kilometres), and to access gateways to other data centre sites and the wider internet (over international distances). In large data centres, multiple layers of core switches would be required to provide connectivity between all of the aggregation switches.

![Figure 4: A representative data centre architecture, showing individual servers in racks, top of rack switches (ToR), aggregation switches (Agg.) and core switches. Each switch has multiple links to higher layers of the network.](image-url)
Hierarchical designs show several benefits. Firstly, oversubscription can be used at lower layers of the network structure. This technique takes advantage of the low utilisation rates of individual network links from servers to ToRs (for example, < 1% in a Facebook data centre [19]) to combine data from multiple servers onto a single network link, reducing the total number of links and switch ports required. In addition, each switch from the ToR layer upwards in the hierarchy is connected to the rest of the network by multiple links, providing redundancy should any individual network link fail. However, hierarchical structures also have some flaws. When performing a parallel data processing task, the traffic pattern across a data centre shows little communication “locality” - a measure of whether data transfer occurs between servers that are co-located, or physically separated across the data centre. Traffic patterns without locality are not served well by hierarchical structures, particularly in terms of bisection bandwidth (defined as the minimum bandwidth between the two halves of a network, after considering all possible ways to split the total number of servers into two equally sized groups) [20].

Building high performance hierarchical structures without oversubscription also quickly becomes expensive in cost and energy consumption due to the number of switches required even at modest (low Tbit/s) total throughput levels – to increase the switch port counts, number of links and link transmission rates across a network to completely remove oversubscription would cost 14 times as much as a typical oversubscribed network [21].

Latency can also become an issue in hierarchical topologies, as traffic may pass through many switches between source and destination servers; each switch adds both buffering and processing time delays to packets passing through. Switch latency increases exponentially with port count, with typical values of latency from 0.5-4.5 µs per switch [22]. Different paths through the layered structure may incur different delays dependent on the load and buffer size of each switch, resulting in a continuous stream of data from a source having variable packet arrival times at the destination should packets not all follow the same route through the network.

Commercial implementations of data centre networks are currently built using hierarchical layers of electrical switches. For example, Google published details of their existing and historic datacentre architectures in [7]. Clos structures were favoured by Google to provide high bisection bandwidth of over 1.3 Pbit/s using link rates of 10Gbit/s and 40Gbit/s in their 2012 network design (the most recent published work). However, the high throughput came at the cost of latency (unquantified in published work) due to intermediate buffering in hierarchical layers. Non-standard routing
protocols were also required to efficiently route traffic through Google’s multi-layered network. Google do not mention any novel optical technology; instead the network structure relied on custom silicon switching processors, with commodity optical links.

Creating one single electrical switch with greater than 128 ports would also be preferable to hierarchical layered designs, by reducing latency, complexity, blocking and oversubscription. However, it is challenging to make efficient high port count electrical switches, since high port count switching chips are fabricated by forming an internal Clos topology of low port count chips. In addition, only small future increases to both the total pin count per chip and the bandwidth per pin are expected, due to the power constraints at each pin [23].

The choice of network topology is often driven by the application which will be run on the data centre hardware. One such application, underserved by current technologies and explored in work to be described in this thesis, is live media production.

1.4. Live broadcast production workflows

Live television and video broadcast production currently uses point-to-point data link protocols to send and receive video, audio and ancillary data [24]. Uncompressed video footage requires bitrates from 1.5 Gbit/s up to 192 Gbit/s; the bitrate required for several common uncompressed video formats is shown in Table 1. For future live production systems, the basic video capture format will be an ultra-high definition (UHD) format requiring at least 24 Gbit/s. Uncompressed video capture is preferable to compressed media streams in live productions, to avoid delays incurred in compression and decompression, which can slow down editorial and creative workflows. In addition, compression at the point of capture can introduce visual artefacts to the media during later processing stages, degrading the video quality.

The most common standard for links of uncompressed video is the Serial Digital Interface (SDI). SDI is a suite of standards for continuous streams of video data (including embedded audio), ranging from 270 Mbit/s up to 24 Gbit/s depending on the video resolutions required [25]. The broadcast industry at present relies on point-to-point links using this standard, generally over electrical coaxial cable, although with point-to-point optical connectivity when required for long distance links [26], [27].

Live media environments predominantly use legacy technologies rather than embracing modern network designs. Production facilities currently use IT network architectures and protocols to configure point-to-point network routing infrastructure [28]. Media transmission protocols up until 2010 have focussed on creating new data rate standards from multiples of the SDI point-to-point link standards, rather than fully embracing commodity IT network technology [29].
Table 1: A comparison of the data rates required for uncompressed video capture and transmission. Data from [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video format</th>
<th>Height (pixels)</th>
<th>Width (pixels)</th>
<th>Bits per pixel (dependent on colour sampling quality)</th>
<th>Frame rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Video data rate (Gbit/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1080p or Full HD (High Definition)</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>12, 24, 36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.5, 3, 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48, 12, 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHD 4K (Ultra-High Definition)</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>12, 24, 36, 48</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6, 12, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12, 36, 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHD 8K (Ultra-High Definition)</td>
<td>4320</td>
<td>7680</td>
<td>12, 24, 36, 48, 48</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>24, 48, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12, 24, 36, 48, 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is now movement across the broadcast industry to use commodity IP (Internet Protocol) networks for programme production rather than point-to-point streaming links [31]. This type of network will allow advanced live production techniques such as remote production (the separation of editorial gallery functions from the event venue), and interactive and immersive experiences (e.g. selection of alternative viewpoints, overlaid information, and virtual reality content). This relies on elemental “grains” as the basis of programme making, rather than streams. Each grain is an individual unit of video, audio or data, and is encapsulated in one or more IP packets in an “IP Studio” ecosystem [32]. For example, a grain could be a single frame of video, or a 10 ms sample of audio.

A critical component in live production is timing synchronisation across all media sources captured. Video sources are currently locked together using a legacy signal from analogue video production, where an electrical pulse signals the start of each frame of video. The frequency of each camera’s frame capture is matched to this signal, and phase adjustment can be performed when video frames from multiple cameras arrive at a central switching point to ensure clean switching between sources. Although precise alignment of IP packets is not required to ensure clean switching, due to buffering within all network nodes, video streams can now be switched by changing the routing of IP media streams across a network [32]. To avoid delays or buffering, a
200 ns bound to network switching time is required, so that switching does not cause video or audio break-up while a switch takes place.

One solution to timing synchronisation for IP studio use is the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) standard (formalised as IEEE Standard 1588). This standard was developed to synchronise clocks across IP networks, and has been adopted to synchronise clocks at every node in an IP media system [33]. Using PTP, the capture of each grain can be carefully timestamped to µs accuracy, so that media flows can be reassembled in the correct order and at the correct frame rate. Specialist hardware can reduce timing uncertainty to 500 ps or less, provided that the synchronisation frequency at which PTP timestamps are shared is high enough [34].

Live media production is sensitive to latency, due to the need for human operators to react to remote situations viewed only through cameras. Although a numerical bound on latency can only be determined by the speed of the specific action being filmed (e.g. fast moving sports action is more sensitive to latency than landscapes and static beauty shots), delays of more than 30 ms cause problems for the interactions between remotely located production contribution sites [35]. This is mostly a problem for the long-haul network links between remote sites and broadcast galleries, but any undue delay in a data centre could cause problems to a production team.

Delay arises from network transmission and processing of uncompressed video and audio data, due to the high bitrate of the media streams. This difficulty can be overcome by using lower quality proxies of video streams, with linked timing metadata between all of the proxies [36]. However, this adds complexity to the production and means that programme makers may not be able to work with the highest quality media streams throughout the creative process. An example remote production system is shown in Figure 5; a sporting event in Glasgow is captured by cameras at the venue, with vision mixing (the choice of camera angles by the director) performed in Salford, and audio commentary and processing produced in London. A field trial of this system had audio latency of 950 ms and video latency of 1400 ms between Glasgow and London, which resulted in difficulties in the creative process of vision mixing [37].

There is a difference between the required end-to-end latency at the application layer (defined above as 30 ms) and the target network physical layer reconfiguration time. When media flows are present across a network, it is essential to switch between the flows without any buffering or packet loss causing audio or video break-up. Due to the high bitrates of uncompressed media, a single node may only be able to receive a single media flow at any time, as the network interface card will be limited in total throughput.
Figure 5: A remote production scenario of a sports broadcast from Glasgow with production systems in Salford and audio processing and contribution in London. IP = Internet protocol; HEVC = High efficiency video coding, a compression method for video distribution to the public. Figure reproduced from [37].

It is therefore required to switch media flows for programme production within the network, rather than at the end nodes themselves. Using existing SDI technology, “switching points” are defined within video streams as timeslots where time-aligned media streams can be safely switched [38]. By extrapolating the standard switching points defined in [38] for low resolution video to the high resolution formats shown in Table 1, the “safe” switching timeslot is approximately 200 ns. This provides a target bound for network reconfiguration timeslot which is much smaller than the latency required for data transfer from node to node.

Complete flexibility is required in the connectivity between all 1000+ nodes in a media production network. In most media production facilities, the application requirements vary from day-to-day dependent on the type of programme being filmed, the required video format of the programme and the video and audio processing requirements. This necessitates constant changes to network configurations and routing, in contrast to a data centre with generally fixed node locations and fixed link bitrates. In addition, a single media flow from a camera or other source will need to be simultaneously transmitted to multiple galleries for editorial programme construction, alongside edit suites, storage archives and transcoders. This one-to-many data transmission pattern is known as multicast. Other nodes will need to simultaneously receive multiple media flows for quality control, automated video enhancement and editorial decision making. This requires many-to-one data reception, known as incasting.

The specific network requirements for live media production, which are the target for the network designs presented in this thesis, can be summarised as:
• All-optical network with transparency to bitrate and modulation format, achieving bitrates of > 24 Gbit/s with a clear upgrade pathway to 200 Gbit/s
• Network scalable to support at least 1000 nodes
• End-to-end latency below 30 ms
• Packet switching delay below 200 ns (to allow switching of data streams without noticeably buffering media flows)
• Support for both multicast and incast traffic
• Completely variable multicast and incast group sizes, from 2 nodes up to and including a single multicast group connecting all 1000+ nodes

The complex patterns of streaming media flows in one-to-many (multicast) and many-to-one (incast) patterns, which are constantly changing over timescales of seconds to hours, are crucial to live media production. Support for these traffic patterns across existing data centre topologies is explored in the next section.

1.5. Multicast and incast in data centres

When sending data to and from multiple network nodes simultaneously, some terminology can be defined to represent different types of traffic flow. Multicast is defined as the transmission of data from a single source to multiple destinations simultaneously. This is in contrast to unicast (the dominant method of network data transfer), defined as data transmission from a single source to a single destination. The opposite of multicast is incast, defined as multiple sources simultaneously sending data to a single destination. Both multicast and incast traffic patterns are essential for the live media application requirements discussed in the previous section. If multicast and incast traffic are both present in a network (whether involving the same nodes performing dual functions as transmitters or receivers, or different sets of sending and receiving nodes), the resulting overall traffic pattern is described as anycast.

When the same data from a single source is to be transmitted to multiple destinations, it is inefficient to set up multiple unicast links, and congestion can occur in parts of the network. Consider the topology shown in Figure 6a, which is an arbitrarily chosen simple network design showing a single source and two destination nodes connected via multiple switches. If the same data is to be sent from the source to both destinations by unicast transmissions, the data must be sent twice over some of the same links, causing congestion as shown in Figure 6b. To avoid this, a multicast transmission can be prepared, so that the network can efficiently send a single stream of the data wherever possible, and only split the single stream at the last possible switch to minimise the unicast traffic. This reduces congestion, as shown in Figure 6c.
Figure 6: a) an example network topology, with a source, two destinations, and electronic packet switches (labelled "X"); b) unicast transmission of the same data from the source to both destinations; c) multicast transmission of the same data from the source to both destinations.

However, multicast does not scale across hierarchical switch networks, or indeed any electrical packet switched networks, due to the limits of multicast addressing. IP networks use a single “multicast address” to identify a “multicast group” of servers. To route multicast data to the correct destinations within the multicast group, each switch must use lookup tables to identify the membership of the groups, and then ensure that optimum multicast paths are formed across the network. There is a limited size to the address lookup table of each switch (generally in the low 100s of addresses, using memory only available for “non-standard” addresses), forcing a limit on the total number of multicast groups that a network could support. Each server could be a member of several multicast groups simultaneously, resulting in more multicast group addresses being required than servers can store and process.

In addition, protocols for switches to communicate routing paths to their neighbours do not efficiently cover multicast traffic. Switches may discover routing paths through the wider network by exchanging messages with their immediate neighbours, and can assume that the addressing and connectivity of the neighbouring servers and nodes remains static. Multicast groups can be created and destroyed on demand, and entries must be created on all switches on any path between multicast group members. Without a central multicast address registry (which is generally the case), the complexity of keeping every switch up-to-date with multicast routing becomes unmanageable, and especially intolerant of link or switch failures if connectivity must be rapidly remapped.

There is also lack of topological structure to multicast group IP addressing, resulting in impractical complexity [39],[40]. IP addresses in data centres are usually allocated so
that areas of a data centre are addressed using the same subnet (the first digits of an IP address) e.g. 192.174.xxx.xxx would correspond to one region of interconnected switches and nodes under a core switch, while 192.175.xxx.xxx would correspond to another. This simplifies routing decisions made at each switch and maps the virtual address space to the physical data centre layout. However, there is no such planning in multicast group addressing; IP multicast addresses are allocated from a reserved block with no topological hierarchy. Moreover, the closed protocols of network transport between virtual machines may not follow strict IP address structures, further limiting the feasibility of IP multicast implementations [41].

The lack of support for IP multicast over the hierarchical switch network designs described in section 1.3 means that physical layer multicast, including optical multicast, is a promising solution to provide multicast at data centre scales. To move media production services requiring high data rate optical transmission into data centres, it is desirable to ensure efficient multicast support using optical technologies. The following sections describe the main categories of optical switching which can be used as building blocks to create data centre networks.

1.6. Optical Circuit Switching

Optical circuit switching (OCS) describes networks which can be reconfigured by physically repositioning the paths (“circuits”) over which light flows through the network. The paths are generally constructed from optical fibres, although free-space optics can also be used to route signals in the optical domain. OCS also encompasses light-paths in wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks, where circuits are set up across a network between multiple nodes, using dedicated wavelengths over a single fibre [42]. OCS can build future-proof optical networks, since circuit switches are agnostic to the optical modulation format and data rate of the optical signals, passing all signals equally. In addition, OCS switching units draw little power; for example, a 320x320 port OCS consumes only 3.3% of the power of a 224 port 10 Gbit/s electrical Ethernet packet switch [43].

OCS units typically use microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) to steer beams between input and output fibre ports; switches with up to 384 x 384 ports are already commercially available, with a switching speed of the order of 25 ms [44]. Commercial products generally switch on a ms timescale, with a few laboratory prototypes in the µs timescale [45]. Given that data packets transmitted at 10 Gbit/s or higher speeds are only of ns duration, allowing time for OCS units to switch each packet individually would impose a large overhead on network throughput. It is, therefore, more efficient to
switch optical paths for flows or bursts of multiple packets, so that the reconfiguration time is a shorter proportion of the data flow.

In this thesis, OCS is used in chapters 4 and 5 to provide connectivity between optical passive star couplers to create multicast-capable networks. The slow speed of OCS switches (10s ms) compared to fast laser tuning times (< 200 ns) means that it may be necessary to reconfigure the OCS units at a different rate to the tunable lasers, to avoid excessive network reconfiguration times (see section 1.10). The low power consumption of OCS units is reviewed at the end of chapter 5 to justify adding OCS units to passive star networks – the potential increases in network throughput from using OCS units are greater than

1.7. Optical Burst Switching

Optical burst switching (OBS) assembles groups of data packets at the edge of the network that are destined for the same output node (or a group of nodes), before transmitting them together as a “burst” to provide efficient routing of data through the network core [46]. Once a burst is assembled at the edge of a network, control data is transmitted ahead of the data burst, so that a dedicated optical path can be set up through the network.

There are several methods of controlling the network to set up the required optical paths, with a trade-off between causing a delay in transmitting the burst onto the network, and guaranteeing that the path reserved for a burst will be collision-free. In “just-in-time” signalling, a control packet requesting an optical path is sent on an out-of-band control channel just ahead of the burst data. The burst itself is sent soon afterwards, without waiting for confirmation that the path has been reserved through the network core [47]. Although acknowledgements can be sent by the receiver to confirm successful reception of the transmitted data, waiting for acknowledgements may cause network latency to grow larger than the 30 ms specified for live media production in section 1.4.

Using a central controller to co-ordinate burst access to the network was shown to remove the possibility of collisions within the network core in [48]. In addition, with global oversight of the assigned wavelengths in a WDM network, wavelengths were flexibly reallocated to serve bursts from multiple sources. However, this came at the cost of reduced admission of bursts to the network, and a greater (albeit deterministic) delay experienced by bursts when waiting at the network edge. While nodes gather packets for assembly into bursts, the network interface is not idle and does not needlessly seize a wavelength, but can transmit bursts that have previously been assembled. However, the work in [48] showed that although increasing the burst
assembly time to 50 ms guaranteed the quality of service by removing collisions and limiting latency, it reduced overall network utilisation to 50%. This was an inefficient use of network resources, and would result in unacceptably high latencies for media applications (see section 1.4).

In this thesis, the operation of the WS-TDM network introduced in chapter 2 operates at a mid-point between OBS and optical packet switching (see section 1.8). In the WS-TDM network, transmitters request wavelengths and timeslots which are allocated by a central scheduler. Similarly to OBS networks with fixed time periods to assemble bursts, the WS-TDM network reconfigures transceiver wavelengths every 2 µs. However, the WS-TDM network does not require a transmitter to wait to collect multiple packets into a burst before sending data – transmitters can request any number of timeslots within any 2 µs epoch.

Although OBS makes more efficient use of network resources than OCS when transferring short lived data flows, the indeterminate latency (caused by waiting for acknowledgements or transmission rights to avoid collisions), and the overall latency involved in collating bursts, mean that OBS is not suitable for transferring real-time media streams. An alternative method of optical switching is to switch individual packets, rather than bursts of data.

1.8. Optical Packet Switching

Optical packet switching (OPS) describes systems where individual data packets are switched entirely in the optical domain. This can be achieved using a single centralised optical switch, or a network of optical switching units.

Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) can be used in OPS sub-systems due to their fast on-off switching time (ns), high extinction ratio (20-40 dB), low power operation (< 0.2 W) and broadband performance across the optical C-band. Early SOA switches exploited the refractive index change within SOA devices due to carrier injection to provide switching through interferometric effects [49]. However, it is much more common for SOA switching devices to be formed from a power splitter, which splits an optical signal in a “broadcast-and-select” fashion [50]. As shown in Figure 7, an input signal can be split using a passive optical power splitter, and each output of the splitter can pass through an independent SOA; an applied electric current enables the optical route through an SOA, while other SOAs are reverse biased to attenuate light approaching their paths. Optical power combiners (functionally identical to splitters in reverse) combine the signals from multiple SOAs to ensure that all paths are available.
Figure 7: A simple design for a broadcast-and-select semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) based optical switch. In this example each of two inputs are split into two outputs using a passive splitter. Each output can be independently enabled or disabled, allowing unicast or multicast from either input.

The high optical power gain of SOAs has also been exploited to overcome power splitting losses when combining multiple SOAs into non-blocking switching units [51]. To date, only low port count (from 8x8 up to 32x32 ports) SOA switches have been experimentally demonstrated, due to the impact of cascaded ASE noise from multiple successive SOAs adding to the original signal. SOA switches can be efficiently constructed by using the 2x2 switch design of Figure 7 in a Clos topology (i.e. for an 8x8 port network, 3 layers of SOAs, requiring 64 SOAs in total). By measuring the parameters of multiple optical passes through an 8x8 SOA switch construction block, a 64x64 SOA switch was simulated in [52] which allowed a 6dB input power dynamic range with 2 dB output power penalty.

Alternatively, Mach Zehnder intensity modulators (MZIs) can be used as optical switching elements. The crosstalk from the use of cascaded MZIs as switches was shown to be reduced by using SOAs to partially block crosstalk from passing through the switch stages [53]. However, the effect of accumulated ASE noise from the SOAs on high bit rate signals has yet to be fully assessed in a practical implementation. SOA switches have also been integrated into full optical packet processing systems [54], but the scalability of this design to greater than 64 outputs has not been demonstrated, so the application of SOA switches to data centres requiring at least 1000 outputs is not clear.

SOA switches utilise active switching at the core of the network, but it is also possible to route packets in the optical domain using passive network components. An arrayed waveguide grating router (AWGR) is a passive device, which routes each different wavelength at an input to different destinations. AWGRs use a cyclic wavelength routing pattern so that every input can transmit to every output by using a particular wavelength [55].

An example of the cyclic wavelength pattern of a 4x4 AWGR is shown in Figure 8; each of 4 different wavelengths (labelled $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_4$) is present at each input (labelled A-D). Each wavelength is routed to a different output, following a mapping which is
dependent on the input port. For example, \( \lambda_1 \) transmitted into input A is routed only to output A, but \( \lambda_2 \) transmitted into input A is routed only to output B.

![4x4 AWGR diagram](image)

Figure 8: An example wavelength routing pattern of an arrayed waveguide grating router (AWGR). Each input wavelength is routed to only one output fibre, showing that AWGRs do not readily support multicast.

However, when using AWGRs in switching networks, laser tuning times (often ms or higher, as described in section 2.2.2) dominate packet switching latency, and the coloured nature of AWGRs does not allow any form of multicast [56]. This is shown in Figure 8, where each individual wavelength input to any port of an AWGR is only routed to a single output. This one-to-one mapping between input and output ports, determined by wavelength, forbids broadcast across AWGRs.

Experimental realisations of AWGR based networks have achieved large port counts – using 512x512 AWGRs in hierarchical systems has been proposed to connect data centre scale networks [57]. Despite physical layer feasibility, the latency across large scale AWGR systems has yet to be fully quantified, especially when including laser tuning times into the total latency experienced by each packet.

Both SOA and AWGR network designs require a central scheduler, using an independent control network to receive requests from nodes and grant allocations. This increases the network complexity and cost, by requiring either a parallel electrical switching network, or a secondary optical control network, albeit at a lower bitrate. To avoid this, it is also possible to use optical header recognition to route data packets [58]. A correlator can be used to match addresses contained within the optical data packet with known bit patterns, formed from a fibre Bragg grating etched with a reflection pattern to match a binary bit sequence. Optical header recognition has been shown to operate across several WDM channels simultaneously [59]. However, the correlation technique would not scale to a network comprising > 1000 nodes, due to the need for a unique optical comparator (i.e. a unique address) for each output.

Optical header recognition is, therefore, not recommended for use at data centre scale.

The work in this thesis predominantly concerns “packet-like” switching rather than true OPS. Due to the 200 ns reconfiguration time of the WS-TDM network in chapter 2, it is not possible to switch every packet individually without the network reconfiguration.
overhead being larger than the data transmission time. The network is instead reconfigured by wavelength every 2 µs, and each wavelength could carry a single large packet from a single transmitter up to 50 packets from up to 26 different transmitters. However, work in chapter 3 reduces the laser retuning time to 35 ns, which is approaching packet-level timescales (analysis of packet durations and switching overheads for a range of data transfer rates is shown in Figure 38).

Having described the three major categories of optical switching, data centre network designs incorporating some or all of these technologies can be reviewed to assess their suitability for all-optical networks supporting multicast for media production.

1.9. **Data centre network designs**

1.9.1. Literature review criteria

The following literature review is a study of both theoretical network architectures and specific experimental implementations of network topologies, and it is not always possible to find numerical metrics by which to compare designs. For instance, quantifying the number of distinct multicast groups available in designs based on OCS may depend on the port count of each OCS, which is a design choice in any specific implementation of an architecture; comments could then only be made on the general scalability of a network topology. However, there are some clear metrics which can be used to compare architectures; where numerical comparisons are not possible, the design choice which would limit the metric is specified e.g. if the only barrier to increasing the total number of supported nodes in an OCS network is the OCS port count, this will be noted.

The comparison metrics are as follows:

**Total node count.** Data centres for media production contain over 1000 servers as end nodes of the network, so any network design should be able to support at least that many end nodes.

**End-to-end latency.** As specified in section 1.4, live media production places strict bounds on end-to-end communication latency between any pair of servers on the network of 30 ms.

**Reconfiguration time.** Although a network may have high flexibility and reconfigurability to allow new routes or connectivity, it may take time for the physical layer reconfiguration (whether wavelength tuning, fibre connectivity via an OCS, or any other reconfiguration to take place). For media applications, optical packet switching in < 200 ns is essential to ensure that switching operations can take place in inter-packet gaps and video or audio streams do not need to be paused or buffered.
**Multicast capability.** In optical network designs with wavelength routing and segregation, or limited pathways between central core nodes, multicast is not always possible. A network architecture suitable for media production must be multicast capable.

**Unlimited number and size of multicast groups.** Even though a system may support multicast, it may not be possible to create multicast groups of arbitrary sizes. A network architecture suitable for media production must be able to create multicast groups of any size up to and including all nodes simultaneously.

Designs excluded from this review include:

- Any design requiring intermediate optical-electrical-optical conversion
- Light-tree approaches using wavelength tuning and/or splitting targeting long-haul mesh networks rather than data centres

The metrics are restricted by the following conditions:

- Where the end nodes are ToRs, a value for total node count only includes the number of ToRs stated in the published work, since the ToRs themselves could have any number of ports to connect servers.
- End-to-end latency does not include control plane latency, but does include all propagation time for data transfer.

Total throughput is not useful as a metric, due to the lack of objective comparison traffic patterns and recognised benchmarks [60]. Attempts were made in [60] to define a “worst case” traffic matrix by which to compare topologies, although network simulations in [60] using the defined worst case traffic matrix contradicted many previous findings in the literature.

A comparison of prior work to the defined metrics is presented in Table 2 at the end of this chapter, with analysis of the works which most closely meet the application demands applications presented below.

**1.9.2. Non-hierarchical electrical switching networks**

Before reviewing all-optical networks, there are some notable electrical switch architectures which do not employ hierarchical layered structures. It is challenging to quantify numerical metrics to compare the performance of the network topologies for several reasons: a lack of experimental data; the wide range of variables in constructing the networks; the impractically high number of possible network connectivity arrangements; and the inherent dependence of the system performance on the underlying network traffic pattern. Nevertheless, useful (even if qualitative)
comparison metrics include the bisection bandwidth, latency and support for diverse traffic patterns.

DCell [2] used a recursive structure of “cells” to form a network which was highly fault tolerant due to the partitioning of servers and switches into a cellular structure. However, the bisection bandwidth of DCell was only 15% of the bisection bandwidth of a fat tree architecture (for a 1000 node network), most likely due to the reliance on congested interconnects between cells. Latency was also high (unquantified in published work) due to many hops required between switches, and broadcast traffic from a single source to multiple destinations was not supported.

BCube [61] used servers to forward packets on to other servers, which reduced the number of switches required; layers of switches were then used to connect groups of servers. Further layers of switches were added in a recursive pattern to provide full connectivity between the groups, although switches only ever connect to servers, no aggregation is provided over switch-to-switch links. Custom routing software or hardware was required, which reduced server performance. Queues of buffered packets at intermediate servers would also cause latency (unquantified in published work).

VL2 [21] used an enhanced fat tree topology to increase the connectivity within each layer of the hierarchical structure. By adding more links between switches than the minimum required for a Clos network, the overall throughput and bisection bandwidth were increased compared to the Clos architecture (the exact amount of increase depends on the number of additional links added). However, this came at the cost of increasing the total number of switches required, and the queueing/buffering latency that the additional switches incur.

1.9.3. All-optical data centre networks

The “Archon” architecture [62] used a central OCS capable of switching multi-element fibre to provide switching between groups of ToR switches in a data centre. The OCS was also linked to both a time division multiplexing (TDM) switch for localised traffic within the data centre, and wavelength converters to provide WDM links between data centres. The overall network throughput of up to 320 Gbit/s per link and the combination of an OCS with TDM allowed multicast and incast traffic. However, the network scalability was poor due to the large number of complex multi-element fibre switching and conversion units required to reach a high port count. Additionally, the switch reconfiguration speed was 25 ms (limited by MEMS OCS units), which is greater than can be tolerated by media applications.
The “Optical Multicast System” [63] constructed a hybrid architecture of OCS switching and EPS switching, and permitted multicast flows by switching optical couplers and splitters in and out of optical paths, as shown in Figure 9. Although multicast and incast are well supported, and the end-to-end latency of 30-50 ms meets the application needs, there is not necessarily support for arbitrary and variable multicast group sizes. This is because the possible multicast group sizes are set by the sizes of the optical couplers and splitters attached to the OCS units, which is set at the time of commissioning the network and cannot be changed in real time as application demands change.

“LIGHTNESS” [22], [64] used a hybrid combination of OCS and OPS to connect data centre rack switches. The “LIGHTNESS” network showed end-to-end latencies of 5 µs and the OPS switching units could reconfigure within around 200 µs (although SOAs with ns rise times were used as OPS switching elements, the delay time arose from the processing required on FPGAs used to control the SOAs). The OPS units only allowed multicast in limited circumstances (dependent on the locations of servers within the data centre that are members of a multicast group), so OCS can be used to provide multicast via optical power splitters. To reconfigure the OCS units of the “LIGHTNESS” design incurred a large delay of 300 ms, due to the configuration of wavelength selective switches (WSS). Although beyond the scope of this review, the complexity of the “LIGHTNESS” software control plane brought the total reconfiguration latency to a very high 970 ms, which is far in excess of the 30 ms required by media applications.

Figure 9: An example hybrid electrical packet switch (EPS)/optical circuit switch (OCS) network, connecting to top of rack switches.

“*-cast” [65] demonstrated an all-optical network capable of multicast and incast data traffic patterns. The system architecture used OCS units to switch “photonic gadgets” in and out of fibre paths between transmitters and receivers; the possible “gadgets” included splitters, couplers, amplifiers and wavelength filters. Some experimental results showed the latency reaching 199 ms when trying to serve 1000 racks with the “*-cast” design, which is far larger than the acceptable latencies for media production outlined above. The network design also only partially meets the design requirements
for multicast traffic, since fully flexible group sizes are not feasible. This is due to the possible group sizes being fixed by the gadgets attached to the OCS, which cannot be changed in real time as application demands change.

The limits to the network reconfiguration speed in “Optical Multicast System”, “LIGHTNESS” and “*-cast” are the OCS units. Highly scalable OCS units (with port counts > 64x64) generally use MEMS to change the path which the light beams follow, which require milliseconds to precisely and securely align optical beams in 3D space. OCS units are therefore best suited to switching long flows of data, rather than individual packets, so that the network reconfiguration time overhead is small (a few %) compared to the data transmission time [43]. Only a few laboratory prototype systems with low port count (such as a 24x24 port switch in [45] or a 64x64 port switch in [66]) have shown microsecond switching times.

“LAMBDANET” [67] showed a network centred around an optical star coupler, connecting nodes over 40 km distances. Each transmitter in the network was allocated a fixed wavelength, and each node contained a WDM demultiplexer followed by an individual receiver for each wavelength, so that each receiver could directly receive data from all transmitters simultaneously. The “LAMBDANET” network design only targeted up to 128 nodes (limited by power budget across the optical star coupler core), which would require 128 receivers at each node – neither the power budget nor number of receivers would permit scaling the network design to > 1000 nodes. However, the star coupler network core permitted fully flexible multicast groups, up to and including all nodes joining a single multicast group.

“OvS” [68] created “optical virtual switches” (OvS) by using switchable wavelength routing in the network core to direct packets to their destinations. Although “OvS” showed end-to-end latency of 114 µs which meets the design criteria for low latency data transfer, the switching time of 7 ms is too long to provide packet level switching that would not interrupt media flows. In addition, although multicast is supported in “OvS” by placing optical couplers and splitters in the optical circuit paths, some multicast group arrangements are only feasible using intermediate buffering at switching nodes, which may incur queuing and therefore increase latency.

“Splitter and Delivery” [69] and “Mixed Splitter and Delivery” [70] networks used optical splitters followed by optical switches to provide a fully flexible multicast network. The published work presented only architectural designs so no quantitative comparisons of switching speed can be made from the published results. However, since the designs use tunable filters and tunable wavelength converters to ensure that all signals from the network core can reach all outputs, the switching time would be limited by the
wavelength tuning speed of tunable lasers (the technical feasibility of fast wavelength switching is discussed further in section 3.2).

The network architectures described in this section were all designed for generic data centre use, however, some designs have been designed and/or constructed specifically targeting live media production applications.

1.10. Optical networks for broadcast production

To date, point-to-point links are the only major optical transport innovations for media to be commercially realised. The use of specialist fibre optic links for media production has been limited to the parallel transmission of video data, breaking down a single high bitrate stream into smaller flows and using either space multiplexing across bundles of fibre [71], or through coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) in a proprietary protocol [72].

Some prior work has already considered applications of all-optical networks specifically for media production. In [73] an optical star coupler network supporting broadcast workflows was demonstrated as scalable to 200 nodes at a bitrate of up to 2.29 Gbit/s per media flow. This network was implemented in a media production centre, but was not scalable or futureproof to increased data rates, and would not permit arbitrarily sized and variable multicast groups due to the use of a parallelised star coupler topology to reach all nodes.

A further media production network design aimed to connect up to 200 nodes at bitrates of up to 1.2 Gbit/s per node [74]. Although this network was also based on a star coupler, the design would not scale to the requirements of today’s media data centres (>1000 nodes and 25-200 Gbit/s bitrates) due to the direct detection optical receivers allowing insufficient optical power budget.

It is notable that both networks described in this section, and most networks described in section 1.9 were generally based on optical star couplers. It therefore appears that star couplers are a promising optical technology to meet the application demands of live media streaming.

1.11. Star coupler networks

The information in section 1.9 highlighted that prior work on optical networks has not led to a design capable of meeting all of the demands of media production applications, and the networks that have the best performance against the defined metrics are all based on passive optical star couplers. To consider the specific properties of star coupler networks in detail, further literature has been reviewed, and the distinct
contribution of the work presented in this thesis highlighted compared to prior publications.

An early design known as LOCNET split wide and narrow band services via an optical star coupler [75]. The network was designed to support only 64 end nodes (not the >1000 targeted by this work for data centre scale), and switching functionality was only performed using TDM, which limited the bitrate that could be used for data transmission by each node (to 4 Mbit/s in the published implementation, and to the transmitter line rate divided by the number of nodes in a generalised case).

The Knockout star coupler switch described in [76], [77] showed a star coupler switch capable of broadcasting all inputs to all outputs for up to 1000 nodes, however the switch design assumed that packet loss was unavoidable in any practical switching implementation. The effects of packet loss were mitigated using parallel buffers at the receivers, but for a 70% network load, 12 receiver buffers each capable of holding 40 packets were required. This approach is not suitable for media streaming, since buffering would incur latency, and if buffers overflowed, dropped packets would cause loss of media which could not be resent in real time.

Work published in [78] considered the use of tunable transmitters and receivers over a single large optical star coupler, despite fast tunable lasers not having been developed at the time of its publication. The design in [78] was focussed on suitable control protocols for scheduling traffic over a star coupler network rather than the network design itself; this thesis does not consider the optimum control protocol but instead provides physical layer verification of the feasibility of a star coupler data centre network.

A suite of publications considered fibre star couplers to be "shared directional multichannel" (SDM) devices, capable of connecting multiple nodes in a single-hop architecture[79]–[82]. However, the general case of the SDM topology required multiple transceivers per node to guarantee flexible connectivity, and the separated nature of the star couplers meant that efficient multicast (using a single transmitter per multicast flow) could not be supported between all nodes. Additionally, the total throughput of the network was limited, as the work explicitly ruled out sharing the fibre bandwidth through wavelength or time division multiplexing. The work described in this thesis explored star coupler architectures which require only a single transmitter per node to permit any-to-any multicast and incast traffic, which reduces the overall data centre network complexity and cost.

Other prior work has considered the arrangement of multiple star couplers connected to have the same connectivity as a single star coupler. The work in [83] used multiple
small star couplers to reduce the total amount of cabling while maintaining the abstraction of a single star coupler connecting all network nodes, while the work in [84] considered the construction of larger stars from smaller stars to increase the total node count ([84] showed only a general network topology so no specific numbers were given). However, the work in both [83] and [84] did not use reconfigurable star coupler combinations as a tool to increase the total capacity. The work in chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, where stars are constructed from combinations of smaller star couplers via switching units, is focussed on increasing the total network throughput without losing the connectivity properties of star couplers.

Star coupler properties will be explored further in section 2.2.1, which describes each of the subsystems necessary to build an all-optical network capable of meeting all of the design metrics described above.

1.1.2. Conclusions and thesis outline

The application requirements of live media production, alongside the prior work reviewed in this chapter outlined the following design requirements which are not all met in a single design by any work to date:

- All-optical network with transparency to bitrate and modulation format, achieving bitrates of at least 24 Gbit/s with a clear pathway to upgrade to 200 Gbit/s
- Network scalable to support at least 1000 nodes
- End-to-end latency below 30 ms
- Packet switching delay below 200 ns (to allow switching of data streams without noticeably buffering media flows)
- Support for both multicast and incast traffic
- Completely variable multicast and incast group sizes, from 2 nodes up to and including a single multicast group connecting all 1000+ nodes

The designs reviewed here which showed performance closest to these desired characteristics used optical star couplers to enable fully flexible multicast groupings. However, none of the prior work also met all of the bitrate, node count scalability, latency and switching speed requirements, which the work presented in this thesis targets:

- Most prior work on star coupler networks reviewed in this chapter was performed at low transmission rates per node (Mbit/s or lower); chapter 2 describes the feasibility of 25 Gbit/s transmission across an optical star, while
the network designs of chapters 4 and 5 are transparent to the bitrate and transmission formats used.

- To integrate optical star coupler networks into data centres suitable for live media production requires networks with over 1000 ports, which presents challenges for signal integrity due to high power splitting ratios; chapter 2 demonstrates the physical layer feasibility of a 1000 port star coupler network at both 10 Gbit/s and 25 Gbit/s.

- End-to-end latency was not measured during the experiments described in this thesis, due to the focus of the work being on the network physical layer rather than network drivers in the nodes and/or the control plane. However, the data plane latency will only be due to the speed of light in the optical fibre between the transmitter and receiver, due to the single-hop nature of the network. This is described in chapter 2.

- Packet switching times of 200 ns can be achieved using fast tunable lasers; full system demonstrations of 200 ns laser tuning speed (measured from the start of a laser tuning to error-free data recovery) are described in chapter 2, and further reductions of laser tuning time to 35 ns are described in chapter 3.

- When using an optical star network, multicast and incast are inherently supported for arbitrary numbers of casting groups and group sizes. Chapters 4 and 5 present methods of increasing the input across star networks, by using reconfigurable circuit switches to configure optical star couplers while maintaining the same multicast and incast connectivity of a single passive optical star.

In summary, Chapter 2 outlines the WS-TDMA physical layer network design based on a star topology, and describes experiments carried out to explore and verify the physical layer feasibility of the design. Chapter 3 suggests improvements to the tunable laser and line coding subsystems within the WS-TDMA network, to reduce the network reconfiguration time and increase overall throughput. Chapter 4 presents methods to construct passive optical star networks on-demand, while chapter 5 presents a method to split a larger star; both chapters are seeking to use dynamic optical components to increase the throughput of star networks without losing the desirable characteristics. Chapter 6 both concludes the thesis and discusses future work which may develop from the concepts and results that it describes.

1.13. Publications related to work described in this thesis


Table 2: A comparison of prior work on all-optical networks for data centres. Prior work which almost, but not entirely, meets the data centre application requirements is denoted in the right-hand column with an asterisk (*), and analysed further in section 1.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior Work</th>
<th>Network Type</th>
<th>Total Node Count (N)</th>
<th>Reconfigur - ation time</th>
<th>End-to-end latency</th>
<th>Multicast</th>
<th>Variable group multicast</th>
<th>In-cast</th>
<th>All-to-all multicast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archon</td>
<td>OCS</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>25 ms limited by OCS</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, only if OCS has a single NxN star attached</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHODA</td>
<td>Hybrid OCS/OPS</td>
<td>106 with restrictive traffic assumptions</td>
<td>25 ms limited by OCS</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, limited by splitters at OCS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, only if OCS has a single NxN star attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Multicast System</td>
<td>Clustered OCS/EPS</td>
<td>512 - limited by OCS ports</td>
<td>25 ms limited by OCS</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, limited by OCS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes via OPS only, or if OCS has a single NxN star attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTNESS</td>
<td>Clustered OCS/EPS</td>
<td>&gt; 128 per cluster - limited by OCS</td>
<td>300 ms limited by WSS (670 ms limited by control plane)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes via OPS only, or if OCS has a single NxN star attached</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in this thesis</td>
<td>Hybrid OCS/OPS</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
<td>&lt; 1 µs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes via OPS only, or if OCS has a single NxN star attached</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Prior work which almost, but not entirely, meets the data centre application requirements is denoted in the right-hand column with an asterisk (*), and analysed further in section 1.9.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-to-all multicast</td>
<td>Yes, only if OCS has a single N x N star attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable group multicast</td>
<td>No, limited by splitters at OCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-cast</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-cast</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end latency</td>
<td>199 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfiguration time</td>
<td>0.1 ns to 1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Node Count (N)</td>
<td>10 to 10000, implementation dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Type</td>
<td>Hybrid OCS/EPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.</td>
<td>[63], [65], [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Work</td>
<td>LAMBDA-NET, OvS, Work in this thesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Work</td>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPI</td>
<td>[85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIN</td>
<td>[86], [87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Vortex</td>
<td>[89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helios</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mordia</td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in this thesis</td>
<td>Hybrid OCS/OPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-to-all multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. The hybrid WS-TDM star network

This chapter describes an all-optical network design which meets the system requirements specified in chapter 1, for all-optical, low-latency, fully flexible multicast communications across a 1000 node data centre. Components and subsystems necessary to realise construction of the network are presented, and experimental results showing the feasibility of the physical layer of the design are discussed.

2.1. High level system design

At a high level, the star network design proposed in this chapter can be abstracted as a single broadcast-and-select switch, with a finite total throughput capacity to be shared between all connected nodes. By creating a single shared pool of bandwidth, the network can flexibly allocate transmission rights to nodes that request connectivity, before reconfiguring as the desired traffic pattern changes. All network nodes are at the same topological layer, connected to just one switch, without a hierarchical structure. The network therefore has lower absolute latency, and lower variability in latency compared to transmitting data in several short “hops” between multiple electrical switches. This is due to buffering and queuing being implemented independently at each switch within a layered electrical switching network.

The core element of this network design is a passive star coupler, as shown at the centre of Figure 10. The broadcast-and-select property of a passive optical star coupler means that all input optical signals are split in power and distributed across all outputs. The broadcast nature of a passive optical star coupler means that multicast is inherently supported. Multicast groups can be formed up to and including all network nodes simultaneously, and there are no limits to the flexibility of multicast group creation.

![Figure 10: The star coupler network design, supporting N nodes. DSDBR = Digital Supermode Distributed Bragg Reflector. MZM = Mach-Zehnder Modulator.](image)

Each node is equipped with an optical transmitter, comprising a tunable DSDBR laser and a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). If a different wavelength is used at each transmitter, all wavelengths will combine in the core of the star coupler, and every
output port will simultaneously carry all of the input wavelengths. Tunable filtering at each output is necessary to ensure that only a single channel is received from the star coupler core without interference from other channels. In this design, a tunable local oscillator to a coherent receiver provides tunable wavelength filtering at each output.

This network design is highly reconfigurable; wavelengths can be used to partition the network dependent on the connectivity requests between transmitters and receivers. During a fixed time period defined as an “epoch”, all transmitters and receivers are each allocated a wavelength on which to send or receive data, and they remain at the same wavelength for the duration of the epoch. This effectively partitions the network by wavelength into distinct groups of senders and receivers, as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11a): An example star network connecting N nodes to a central passive optical star; b): The same physical network partitioned by wavelength during an epoch.

In Figure 11a, the physical connectivity of the fibre network shows that all senders and receivers are connected to a single optical star coupler. In Figure 11b, the star connectivity has been partitioned by wavelength during an epoch; the tunable receivers each only receive transmissions on the wavelength that they are tuned to. In between each epoch, tuning time is allowed for all transmitters and receivers to tune to new wavelengths simultaneously; no data is transmitted during the tuning time. This removes the possibility of spurious wavelengths emitted during the tuning process interfering with data transmissions through the network.

Each epoch has a fixed 2 μs duration, before transmitters and receivers all retune simultaneously over the subsequent 200 ns. The epoch duration is selected to meet a trade-off between several competing factors:

- It is desirable that the reconfiguration downtime causes at most a 10% overhead to reduce total throughput; 200 ns is a conservative estimate of the maximum time required for the receive and transmit lasers to retune between any two wavelengths and for error free data recovery. Fixing reconfiguration time at 200 ns therefore means at least an epoch duration of at least 1.8 μs ($\frac{0.2}{1.8+0.2} = 10\%$).
The network requires a separate control plane to perform scheduling of transmissions through the star coupler core. Work in [85] described the implementation of a control plane for the WS-TDM star network, requiring 0.5 µs to collect requests from transmitters, 1 µs to calculate and allocate transmission rights, and 0.5 µs to send allocated grants to nodes. This requires 2 µs total; a 2 µs epoch would permit scheduling to be performed just one epoch in advance. A shorter epoch time would mean a reduction in the number of nodes supported, a reduction in the number of requests or grants that nodes can send/receive, or a less optimal allocation of requests due to less computation time available.

- The data plane must be able to efficiently support large Ethernet frame sizes e.g. the maximum Ethernet packet size is 1542 bytes (= 12336 bits). At 25 Gbit/s, this packet would require 0.49 µs to transmit. A 2 µs epoch would therefore permit 4 maximum size packets to be transmitted at 25 Gbit/s in a single epoch, allowing multiple transmitters to share a single wavelength during an epoch even when the individual units of data are large.

- For 1000 nodes on the network, and assuming completely equal sharing of the total available bandwidth (i.e. 89 wavelengths each carrying 25 Gbit/s), every node could transmit 564 bytes per epoch. This could be anything from a single 564 byte packet, up to 8 minimum sized (64 byte) packets per epoch, per transmitter. For a fixed data rate, an increase in the number of nodes would result in a decrease in the mean data per epoch that a node can transmit. For 1000 nodes, a 2 µs epoch is a sensible trade-off between maximising the average amount of data that each node can transmit per epoch and minimising the time between retuning to allow high flexibility in sharing the total pool of available bandwidth.

The tunable lasers of the transmitters and receiver local oscillators can be tuned to any of 89 possible wavelengths on the ITU 50 GHz grid (an international standard to define absolute frequency of optical channels) in the optical C-band (defined as 1530-1565 nm). The available tuning range of the DSDBR lasers is limited to the C-band to match the useful range of erbium doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs) used in long-haul optical transmission systems.

To avoid interference between transmissions within the coupler, only 89 transmissions (one per wavelength) can be launched into the star coupler simultaneously, regardless of the total number of network nodes. However, using wavelength alone to split the network would cause inefficient bandwidth allocation. Each transmitter and receiver is tuned to a single wavelength for the entire duration of an epoch, but individual packets...
are of short duration relative to the 2 µs epochs (the minimum 64 byte Ethernet packet size is 50 ns at 10 Gbit/s or even 5 ns at 100 Gbit/s). If the traffic pattern and wavelength allocation only permits a single transmitter to send data for a duration much shorter than the 2 µs epoch, a large amount of potential transmission time may be wasted.

By using time division multiplexing (TDM), each wavelength can be shared by multiple transmitters during an epoch. Each epoch can be further split in the time domain into 50 “timeslots” and a transmitter can be allocated specific timeslots to transmit on its allocated wavelength. The number 50 was chosen to allow high flexibility in transmission rights allocation but without excessive controller complexity. Each transmitter can request multiple adjacent timeslots to transmit any packet size (from the length of a single timeslot up to the full epoch duration).

To avoid conflicting wavelength usage and ensure consistent alignment of timeslots, it is necessary to synchronise all transceivers to a central controller. This could be achieved using a separate star coupler to connect dedicated control transceivers at each node to a centralised network controller and clock. Details of the controller/scheduler are beyond the scope of this thesis, which focuses on the architecture and feasibility of the data plane. However, work elsewhere in [86] has shown the feasibility of computing schedules for optical star networks of 1000 nodes, where demands were collected by a centralised controller, transmission rights allocated, and grants returned from the controller to all transceivers, all within a 2 µs epoch. Further work elsewhere in [87] has demonstrated clock synchronisation and receiver phase alignment on sub-nanosecond timescales for data centre networks, verifying the feasibility of an optical packet-like switching approach.

2.2. Enabling technologies and sub-systems

2.2.1. Optical stars

Optical star couplers are simply optical power combiners and splitters - all input optical power is split equally between all output ports. Optical star couplers are directional i.e. power can flow from any input port to any output port, or vice versa, but power does not flow between inputs or between outputs. Couplers can be formed by fusing bundles of fibre together, creating a mixing region where power from each input fibre is coupled into all other fibres. Star couplers can also be formed on planar lightwave circuits, where multilayer designs can efficiently reach port counts in excess of 100x100 [88].

The key characteristics of a star coupler are the uniformity of power splitting between ports (values of 0.1 to 0.5% power variation between output ports are typical, mainly due to misalignment of the fibres during fabrication), and the uniformity of power
splitting by wavelength (±0.2 dB power variation across the C-band is typical). Both of these properties can be tuned at the point of fabrication. For use in an all-optical star network, minimum power variation between ports and with wavelength is ideal, so that each port can be considered identical.

A fibre star coupler formed from a single fused bundle of fibres could lead to high levels of optical power at the centre of the star at the point where the optical power from all transmitters is combined, as in Figure 12a. High optical powers within fibre results in non-linear interactions due to the intensity dependent refractive index (or Kerr effect), such as self-phase modulation, cross-phase modulation and inter- and intra-channel four wave mixing [89]. All of these effects would degrade data transmission performance across the coupler.

Assuming 10 dBm transmitted power per transmitter, 1000 x 10 dBm = 40 dBm at the centre of the star coupler, although assuming only 89 transmitters can be active simultaneously (one per C-band wavelength) and the rest are attenuated by 15 dB, this total power is reduced to 29.5 dBm. This is still excessively high, so to counteract this, a Banyan topology of couplers can be formed, which uses a connected network of smaller couplers to produce the same connectivity as a single large star, as in Figure 12b [90]. Since input power is split by the small couplers at every stage of a Banyan topology, the total power at any coupler is not high enough to cause non-linear effects. For example, a topology using three layers of 10x10 couplers to reach 1000 ports in total would result in a total power of 20 dBm in the centre of each coupler, which should be tolerable without signal degradation or fibre damage.

In practical manufacturing terms, each coupler incurs additional power losses, through both splicing and excess loss. These losses are accumulated per coupler, regardless of the coupler split ratio. Therefore, if a higher split ratio coupler is used as a building block, the total system loss can be reduced. For example, using 3x3 couplers as a building block as shown in Figure 12c requires fewer couplers on each end-to-end path than an equivalent port count network built from 2x2 couplers. This in turn requires fewer splices, resulting in a lower total system loss.
2.2.2. DSDBR lasers

Digital Supermode Distributed Bragg Reflector (DSDBR) lasers are used in this network design to enable rapid network reconfigurability, through fast wavelength switching [91]. The DSDBR laser is capable of switching across the entire optical C-band (1530-1570 nm) due to a combination of DBR gratings; one chirped grating at the front to select the coarse lasing “supermode”, and one at the rear with a finer pitch to precisely adjust the wavelength. Extra-fine tuning control is provided by a “phase” diode section, adjacent to the main gain region. Tuning of all sections is performed by current injection to the relevant section, which adjusts the effective grating pitch. The front grating is broken up into a series of smaller sections, and each smaller section has a slightly different grating pitch (i.e. the grating as a whole is “chirped”), and an independent current supply. Application of current into a particular front section causes its spectral reflectivity to match that of an adjacent section, which selects a broad range of wavelengths to reflect most strongly. Figure 13 shows the internal structure of the DSDBR laser sections.

Figure 13: The internal structure of a DSDBR laser, showing the independent current injection points to enable wide ranging tunability.

The average linewidth across all tuning channels of a DSDBR laser is below 1.5 MHz, comparable with fixed wavelength DFB sources used for telecom applications [92]. However this linewidth broadens to more than 3.8 MHz during the 200 ns following a tuning event, and has been shown to take microseconds to settle, even when applying pre-emphasis to the step changes in tuning currents [93]. In a steady-state wavelength configuration, the lower the current applied to the rear section of a DSDBR laser, the lower the linewidth observed [94]. It was found that the linewidth can vary from 1.8 MHz for 60 mA current in the rear section down to 0.4 MHz for zero current in the rear section [94]. This is due to the increased carrier density reducing reflectivity in the rear section and thus reducing the coherence of the output. Although these high linewidths may cause an issue for future coherent transmission applications, they are not of great concern for the intensity-only modulation formats used in this work.
During a wavelength switching event, DSDBR lasers pass through several intermediate lasing wavelengths, before reaching the desired output wavelength. When retuning while a laser is coupled into a WDM system, the intermediate wavelength emissions can interfere with transmissions on other channels. It is possible to shut off the output of the laser during a tuning event using the integrated SOA on the output of the device, by removing the bias to the SOA so that the semiconductor junction absorbs photons [95]. This also reduces the momentary frequency drift observed during wavelength channel switching, which can be problematic in WDM systems. However, using the SOA to attenuate the optical output can also increase the time taken for a tuning event, due to the thermal changes in the front grating induced when the adjacent SOA section experiences changes in current [95]. It has been shown that SOA blanking on a microsecond tuning timescale can reduce the output power without impairing the tuning time and accuracy through thermal drift [96].

For additional attenuation during tuning times, the SOA can be operated in reverse bias. This was shown to provide more than 40 dB of attenuation, however it was most effective over millisecond timescale switching due to the thermal instabilities caused [97]. In addition, due to the packaging constraints of the DSDBR laser design, there is a shared ground plane between the SOA section and all other laser sections (front, rear and phase tuning sections). When switching high currents (~250 mA) through the SOA section, there is undesirable current leakage via the ground contacts onto other tuning sections, which affects the stability of the wavelength output, causing intermittent mode-hops.

Adding pre-emphasis to the current waveforms which drive the DSDBR laser sections, can reduce the impact of the thermal effects of switching, and remove spurious wavelength emissions during switching events [98]. It is also possible to add pre-emphasis to a heating/cooling element adjacent to the active laser elements, which can reduce the overall variation in tuning time between channel switches [99]. However, this has not been shown to reduce the total tuning time for all possible channel switching combinations. Additionally, a wavelength locking circuit has been implemented to reduce the wavelength drift during an optical burst (where data is transmitted over a few microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds duration). A wavelength feedback loop was shown to be critical to ensure low bit error rates when using a DSDBR laser to transmit optical data bursts of ms length [96].

DSDBR laser tuning stability is highly sensitive to temperature, with only 0.1° temperature change sufficient to cause mode hops, but it is possible to operate a DSDBR laser without active cooling and still maintain a constant wavelength [100]. An open loop feedback system can inject current to the laser rear section to counteract
changes in laser temperature and maintain a constant output wavelength [101]. This could reduce the power consumption of the laser by not using the integrated cooling element, but the long timescales (seconds) over which the open loop feedback operates means that the technique is not feasible for rapid wavelength switching. Additionally, stability is only maintained within a 0.1 nm range, making coherent reception difficult due to the potential for variable transmitter-LO frequency offsets.

The speed of wavelength switching in DSDBR lasers is discussed further in section 2.3.2, after an introduction to the receivers, data modulation and other sub-systems.

2.2.3. Coherent receivers

To detect an intensity modulated optical signal, the lowest complexity and cheapest solution is a square-law photodiode. The intensity envelope of the optical signal is converted by the photodiode to an electrical signal, and a decision circuit can operate on the electrical signal to decode the intensity data. Although this technique is simple to implement and low cost, intensity-only data has low spectral efficiency and requires high bandwidth photodetectors to receive high bit-rate optical signals.

An alternative method of receiving optically transmitted data uses a coherent receiver, as shown in Figure 14. An optical signal has 4 possible dimensions that can be modulated – independent signals can be modulated on the in-phase and quadrature components of both polarisation states of the light. A coherent receiver is able to split received light into these 4 dimensions, so that each can be processed independently and the data modulated onto each successfully recovered.

![Diagram of coherent receiver](image)

Figure 14: The internal components of an optical coherent receiver. LO = Local Oscillator. PBS = Polarising Beam Splitter.

Coherent receivers are a mature technology for optical communications and the general operating model is as follows: an optical signal entering the “signal” port of a coherent receiver is initially split into two orthogonal polarisation states. Each polarisation of the signal then enters a 90° optical hybrid, which mixes the signal with
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the local oscillator (LO, an unmodulated laser tuned close to the signal wavelength) and splits out the 4 independent components of signal polarisation and phase to separate photodiodes [102]. The output of each hybrid falls on a balanced differential photodiode pair for optical-electrical conversion.

Consider the electric field from an optical signal (denoted \( E_S(t) \)) and the electric field from an optical local oscillator (denoted \( E_{LO}(t) \)), where the optical carrier frequencies are \( \omega_s \) and \( \omega_{LO} \) respectively. The electric fields mix in the optical hybrids of the coherent receiver, and considering only a single polarisation (i.e. either the top two pairs or bottom two pairs of balanced photodiodes in Figure 14), the optical power (\( P \)) falling on each photodiode is

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{i+}} &= |E_{LO}(t)|^2 + |E_s(t)|^2 + 2\Re\left[ E_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right] \\
P_{\text{i-}} &= |E_{LO}(t)|^2 + |E_s(t)|^2 - 2\Re\left[ E_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right] \\
P_{\text{q+}} &= |E_{LO}(t)|^2 + |E_s(t)|^2 + 2\Im\left[ E_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right] \\
P_{\text{q-}} &= |E_{LO}(t)|^2 + |E_s(t)|^2 - 2\Im\left[ E_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right]
\end{align*}
\]

where + and − refer to the two members of the differential pairs of photodiodes, \( I \) denotes the in-phase component and \( Q \) denotes the quadrature component, and \( \Re \) and \( \Im \) denote the real and imaginary components of a complex number respectively.

The responsivity of each photodiode (denoted \( R \)), is the conversion factor between optical and electrical signal power. By subtracting the current signal from one photodiode from the other, a differential signal is obtained for the in-phase and quadrature components of the received optical signal (denoted \( I_i \) and \( I_q \) respectively):

\[
\begin{align*}
I_i &= I_{\text{i+}} - I_{\text{i-}} = 4\Re\left[ RE_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right] \\
I_q &= I_{\text{q+}} - I_{\text{q-}} = 4\Im\left[ RE_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right]
\end{align*}
\]

This derivation is identical for each polarisation, resulting in a fully diverse receiver which can demodulate data on both polarisations of the optical signal. DSP techniques can be used to rotate the received polarisation states; each received polarisation can be processed independently to recover the data modulated on the signal lasers [103].

To consider how coherent receivers provide frequency selectivity, consider \( I_i \) from equation 2 (the following derivation holds whether \( I_i \) or \( I_q \) are considered). In an ideal system, the frequency offset between the optical signal and the optical local oscillator will be almost zero, i.e. \( (\omega_s - \omega_{LO}) \rightarrow 0 \). This removes the oscillating term from \( I_i \):

\[ I_i = 4\Re\left[ RE_s(t)E_{LO}^*(t)\exp(i(\omega_s - \omega_{LO})t) \right] \]
Consider a second optical signal also incident on the coherent receiver, at a frequency offset of $\Delta \omega$ from the original signal i.e. the absolute optical carrier frequency of this new optical signal is $\omega_{s2} = \omega_s + \Delta \omega$. The coherent receiver has only a single optical local oscillator, at a carrier frequency $\omega_S$. By substituting $\omega_{s2}$ in place of $\omega_s$ in equations 1 to 3, the electrical signal observed at the output of the in-phase photodiode due to the second optical signal is

$$I_2 = 4R E_{s2}^*(t) E_{LO}^*(t) \exp(i\Delta \omega t)$$

Note that in equation 4 the oscillating term remains, since the local oscillator is only aligned with the original signal and not with the second optical signal. However, assuming that $\Delta \omega$ is greater than the bandwidth of the photodiodes, the entire $I_2$ signal is filtered out by the low pass response of the photodiode circuitry. Common wavelength grid spacings of $\Delta \omega = 50$-100 GHz are greater than generally available photodiode bandwidths (of the order of 30 GHz maximum), and selection of appropriate photodiodes per application can thus ensure wavelength selectivity.

In addition to wavelength selectivity, coherent receivers provide advantages in low signal power regimes through enhanced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance compared to a direct detection photodiode receiver. It is assumed that only shot noise is significant in an optical coherent detection system (thermal noise is far smaller in magnitude than shot noise at laboratory and data centre temperatures, and high LO powers mean that shot noise dominates). The signal to noise ratio at the coherent receiver can be calculated for a shot noise limited system, where the following derivation is adapted from [104].

Recalling that the power output of a photodiode is proportional to the square of the current passing through the diode circuit, and combining all constant factors from equation 3 into a new constant ($R$), consider the square of the photodiode current:

$$\overline{i_{\text{circuit}}^2} = R \left( E_s^* (t) E_{LO}^* (t) \right)^2 = R P_s P_{LO}$$

The dominant noise source of the system (assuming no optical pre-amplification) is the shot noise on each photodiode:

$$\overline{i_{\text{shot}}^2} = 2eR \frac{P_{LO}}{2} \frac{B}{2}$$
for electron charge $e$ and photodiode bandwidth $B$. Here it is assumed that the LO is of substantially greater optical power than the signal, so LO shot noise dominates. However, this noise level should be doubled to find the total, taking into account both the I and Q photodiodes:

$$i_{\text{total-noise}}^2 = 2i_{\text{shot}}^2$$

The final signal to noise ratio can then be found:

$$\text{SNR}_{\text{coh}} = \frac{i_{\text{circuit}}^2}{i_{\text{noise}}^2} = \frac{RP_s}{eB}$$

However, a similar derivation for a pre-amplified direct detection system would result in a signal to noise ratio of [105]:

$$\text{SNR}_{\text{DD}} = \frac{RP_s}{2eB}$$

resulting in a factor of two increase in achieved signal-to-noise ratio when using coherent detection, in the shot noise limited regime.

Coherent receivers have been selected for use in this system for the two reasons described above: they can provide increased sensitivity compared to direct detection, and provide fast switching filtering across WDM channels. Although the cost of coherent receiver hardware is currently higher than equivalent bandwidth direct-detection solutions, it is expected that this cost will decrease as the manufacturing volume of coherent receivers increases. Coherent receiver hardware is now commercially available, but is generally implemented in tandem with digital signal processing (DSP), which this work aims to avoid, as described in the next section.

2.2.4. DSP-free coherent reception of OOK

To successfully receive high order modulation formats, coherent receivers require complex digital signal processing (DSP) to overcome dispersion, signal-LO frequency offset, phase noise and non-linearity, by employing techniques such as digital back-propagation [106]. The complexity of operating DSP algorithms in real-time means that even dedicated DSP hardware resources such as FPGAs and ASICs are energy intensive and expensive. Equally challenging is the contribution that DSP makes to end-to-end communication latency. Signal processing can contribute to network delays, especially so in network designs where there are otherwise no buffers between
transmitter and receiver. To avoid both latency and scalability power constraints, the system design in this work implements coherent reception without DSP.

Approaches to DSP-free coherent receivers have been previously proposed: an analytical derivation was described in [107], where 2x2 and 3x3 optical hybrids were used to recover only intensity information of an OOK signal. Other experiments, using a data signal only modulated on one polarisation, showed an improved receiver sensitivity of over 20dB compared to a direct-detection receiver formed from the same specification photodiodes [108]. Polarisation diversity was ensured in [108] through the use of a polarising beam splitter on the signal at entry to the hybrid, although this resulted in a 2dB power penalty on each polarisation compared to a single polarisation signal. Using full coherent receivers with reduced complexity DSP, particularly the adaptive equaliser, was also experimentally shown to have no implementation penalty in received signal quality, and is a promising area for future research [109].

The work described in this thesis proposes the recovery of only optical intensity data at the receiver, by summing and squaring the individual electrical outputs of the coherent receiver that correspond to the electric field amplitude of the received light. This technique requires no DSP, resulting in a simple and low-complexity receiver signal path. Figure 15 shows the proposed signal processing flow after the electrical outputs of the coherent receiver (i.e. the currents shown in equation 2 for each polarisation are XI, XQ, YI and YQ in Figure 15). All of the filtering, summing and squaring blocks shown in Figure 15 could be performed in real time using passive components. This means that DSP would not be required, bringing down the cost, and energy consumption of the transceivers. However, in all experiments described in this thesis, the processing was performed offline in software, for simplicity of laboratory trials.

![Figure 15: The signal flow following the outputs of the coherent receiver. The entire signal processing flow could be performed using passive electronic components, but in this thesis the processing was performed offline in software.](image-url)
Coherent receivers can also be used to receive complex modulation formats (e.g. QPSK and higher orders of QAM), and by deploying coherent receivers in data centres, it may be possible to upgrade transmitters in future to support increased data rates. A clear upgrade path to higher data rates makes investing in coherent receiver hardware a promising and attractive concept to data centre operators. However, to increase the flexibility in sharing throughput capacity, the system design presented here uses TDM in addition to wavelength switching.

2.2.5. TDM

To enable finer grained sharing of the available bandwidth through the star core than would be possible using wavelength switching alone, the wavelength tuning epochs are further split into “timeslots”. The granularity of these timeslots can be high, serving the smallest possible Ethernet packet size in a single timeslot. Since the smallest possible Ethernet transmission is 64 bytes [110], which at a transmission rate of 25 Gbit/s would require 20.5 ns, up to 97 timeslots (since 2000 ÷ 20.5 = 97.7) can be defined in each epoch. To reduce timeslot allocation complexity, in this work an epoch is defined as containing 50 timeslots, each of 40 ns. Each transmitter can request multiple adjacent timeslots, which can be combined to make a larger slot to accommodate data awaiting transmission.

A major challenge for systems with multiple inputs sequentially reaching the same output is that of phase locking and clock recovery. Phase locking is the process a receiver undertakes to match the sampling instant of the receiver to the optimum point in the bit period, for lowest errors in the received signal. To maintain a constant and well-locked phase, a clock signal must also be recovered from the transmitted data to ensure that the sampling clock of the receiver is aligned with the transmitter’s clock. Any deviation in the frequency of the two clocks will result in a phase mismatch between transmitter and receiver, and thus a reduction in system performance – even 40 parts per million frequency offset between transmitter and receiver can cause performance degradation equivalent to 20 dB signal power penalty [111].

To operate a network connecting thousands of nodes at scale, it is necessary to distribute not just high frequency clocks to align the transmitter and receivers, but lower frequency clocks (ns to µs) so that timeslots and wavelength changes can be aligned across all transceivers. A deep exploration of methods to achieve this is beyond the scope of this work, but there are several promising developments elsewhere. These include:

- Precision time protocol (PTP) [33], a standardised protocol based on measuring the round trip time of packets between two nodes using accurate
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clocks at each node. PTP can reach nanosecond clock synchronisation accuracy, but can be non-deterministic if the network is fully loaded.

- **White Rabbit** [112], an extension of the PTP protocol, using Synchronous Ethernet between neighbouring nodes to reach sub-nanosecond clock synchronisation. White rabbit delivers high accuracy but is only compatible with tree network topologies, and as it also uses PTP to communicate between nodes, the performance degrades under high network loads similarly to standalone PTP.

- **Datacenter time protocol (DTP)** [113], which uses the physical layer of links between nodes within a data centre to synchronise clocks to nanosecond precision. DTP requires specialist networking hardware with adaptions to the physical layer, but is a fully deterministic protocol.

Given the feasibility of sub-nanosecond clock synchronisation across the data centre, it is receiver phase alignment which presents the lower bound to the guard bands between each TDM timeslot. Further work elsewhere in [87] has already demonstrated clock synchronisation and receiver phase alignment on sub-nanosecond timescales for data centre networks. The guard bands between each timeslot must therefore have a minimum duration of a single bit period, to account for the worst possible phase misalignment between two transmitters. Although TDM increases the flexibility in sharing the available network capacity, it introduces interference between transmitters at the same wavelength. The effect of this interference, and how it can be mitigated using line coding, is considered in the next section.

### 2.2.6. Line coding

During each epoch, multiple transmitters can be allocated the same wavelength, even though only one transmitter can be granted data transmission rights in each timeslot. All lasers that are not transmitting data must be attenuated, so that optical power does not leak into the star network core and interfere with the data signals. An SOA is integrated on the output of each DSDBR chip, and SOAs can be switched on and off in nanosecond timescales. This would allow fast switching between providing gain and attenuation respectively. However, the resulting temperature change causes wavelength instability [98], and even a nanosecond switching timescale is greater than the desired single bit time domain guard bands between each timeslot (0.04 ns for 25 Gbit/s transmission).

To perform partial shuttering, the Mach-Zehnder modulator (external to the laser package) can be set to continuously transmit a “zero” level during all timeslots where the node is not allocated transmission rights. This reduces the transmitter output power
by the modulator extinction ratio (10 to 14 dB). Despite this attenuation, each unmodulated transmitter continues to send a finite optical power into the star coupler. A signal from unmodulated transmitters will, therefore, still appear on any receiver which is tuned to the same wavelength channel, interfering with valid data. In addition, each unmodulated transmitter will be tuned to a slightly different wavelength within a ±500 MHz range of the local oscillator, due to the limited accuracy of fast wavelength tuning. Each signal from an unmodulated transmitter will be received at the coherent receiver as a “beat signal” oscillating at the frequency difference between the transmitter laser and the local oscillator.

To explore the impact of the finite modulator extinction ratio, a simulation was performed of a single transmitter connected directly to a single receiver. The transmitter consisted of a DSDBR laser modulated with 10 Gbit/s bipolar on-off keyed (OOK) data. The extinction ratio of the modulator was simulated at an experimentally realistic value of 12 dB. The receiver consisted of a coherent receiver with a DSDBR local oscillator, at a frequency 200 MHz higher than the signal, using the DSP-free signal processing described in Figure 15. The power spectral density of the simulated received signal is shown in Figure 16a, with a peak at 0 Hz from the unattenuated signal power due to the finite extinction of the modulator.

![Figure 16a] Power spectral density of a single transmitter modulated with data at 10 Gbit/s; b) A single 10 Gbit/s modulated transmitter combined with 25 unmodulated transmitters at notionally the same wavelength

A further simulation was performed with the same parameters as for Figure 16a, but with an additional 25 unmodulated transmitters at the same wavelength coupled into the same fibre before reaching the coherent receiver. The additional unmodulated transmitters are all simulated with power attenuated by the attenuation of the modulator.
in the “off” state (i.e. 12 dB attenuation) relative to the signal. The unmodulated transmitters were each simulated with a random frequency offset between ± 500 MHz of the LO frequency. Figure 16b shows the simulated received signal. There is a signal observed at each of the frequency offsets between the local oscillator and each of the unmodulated lasers, which has a peak power approximately 5 dB greater than the signal peak power.

For the intensity modulated data to be received without errors, the interfering DC signals must be removed from the data stream. If the signal-LO and signal-interference frequency offsets are always kept to below 1 GHz (an achievable target while maintaining fast tuning capability) and the data from the signal of interest can be manipulated to contain no low frequency components < 1 GHz, a high pass filter can be used to remove the interfering terms without corrupting the transmitted data. A band-pass filter could also be used to filter the signal, which would remove both the low-frequency terms from transmitters at the same wavelength, and any high frequency noise outside the signal bandwidth.

To shape the frequency spectrum of a data stream and remove any data signals below 1 GHz, it is necessary to apply a line code immediately prior to modulation. Line coding is defined as the choice of pattern in light or voltage at the transmitter to represent digital signals over a transmission line. Line coding of transmitted data has several purposes, including spectrally shaping transmitted data to match the properties of the transmission channel, enhancing the number of transitions between symbols to assist clock recovery, and the detection and/or correction of errors at the receiver.

It is often desirable to use line coding to reduce the DC component of any transmitted data stream, to avoid channel-specific signal degradation. For example, when using digital regenerative repeaters powered by a DC voltage over the same transmission line as the AC signals, it is necessary to avoid DC and low frequency components in the data stream to avoid ripples in the repeater power supply [114]. Optical recording systems also require line coding of the stored data for two reasons: the separation of AC components from DC to simplify the hardware required to decode the information stored on optical discs; and to overcome manufacturing imperfections when mass producing copied discs by using error-correcting line codes [115].

A further use of DC suppression line codes is in passive optical networks (PONs). When PONs are already installed and operational at a fixed bitrate, they can be difficult to upgrade, due to the reluctance of users to change from legacy low bitrate services. New services transporting high bitrate data could be spectrally shaped to remove any low frequency components [116]. This allows a higher bitrate stream to be carried over
the same fibre network and wavelength channel as the original low bit rate legacy service. Passive filtering at the receiver could separate the two different data rates.

An example line code which provides DC suppression is 8B10B, which uses a codeword system to convert 8-bit source data blocks into 10-bit coded sequences for transmission [117]. 8B/10B coded sequences are DC-balanced (meaning they contain no DC component through long-term equal likelihood of a 1 or 0 being transmitted), and have bounded disparity (the maximum possible number of consecutive identical symbols). No more than 5 consecutive ones or zeros are permitted, which results in reduced power at low frequencies compared to an uncoded data stream. An implementation of a partitioned 8B10B coder, which used 5B/6B and 3B/4B subordinate coders, reached very close to the theoretical performance limits for 8B10B encoding [117]. However, 8B10B encoding comes at the expense of a 25% data overhead lost to the additional data bits. Despite this high overhead, Gigabit Ethernet and serial AT attachment (SATA, used for PC hard drive connections) signals, among other formats, use 8B/10B line coded signals.

To improve on 8B10B line coding, 64B66B line coding only increases the size of a 64-bit data source packet by 2 bits, which is only a 3.1% overhead on the raw data. The two additional bits added to the uncoded data identify the packet as either raw data or a mixed data/control packet, and provide a guaranteed transition between 1 and 0 or vice versa. This results in a maximum run-length of 65 continuous 1s or 0s. However, the 64B66B code has almost no impact on the low frequency power of the signal, unlike 8B10B. Additionally, 64B66B provides no guarantee of DC-balance, short run lengths or high bit transition densities; they are statistically likely due to a scrambling operation carried out after the addition of the two extra bits, but have no guarantees. Nevertheless, due to the greatly reduced overhead in comparison to 8B10B encoding, 64B66B encoding is used for signal formats such as 10 Gigabit Ethernet and Fibre Channel [118].

In this system proposed in this thesis, it is essential to remove frequency components below 1 GHz, and desirable to reduce the required line coding overhead to a minimum, to maximise the total throughput of useful data traffic. Therefore, the aim is to select line coding that does not require any additional redundant bits added to the data stream while still achieving suppression of low frequency spectral content.

Bipolar line codes remove DC components from signals by translating binary data to a three level signal: two non-zero values of equal magnitude but opposite polarity (referred to as + and -), and the zero level. A simple bipolar code is alternate mark inversion (AMI), whereby source data zeros are transmitted as zero levels, and
alternate source data ones are transmitted as + or -, regardless of the number of zeros in between each one [119]. This code provides DC balance, but cannot guarantee a clock signal from repeated transitions in the data stream, meaning patterns of data with long runs of zeros can result in poor reception if a clock frequency is being derived from the received signal.

Although bipolar line codes applied to binary data produce a three-level transmission signal, it is possible to bias a Mach-Zehnder modulator such that the received intensity signal is only two levels. Receiving a three-level signal would require better SNR performance than a two-level signal, due to smaller differences in intensity between each signal level. However, by biasing the Mach Zehnder modulator (MZM) at the null-power point, the received two-level signal in power/intensity would retain the spectral properties of the line code, but not suffer from SNR degradation.

Figure 17 shows the MZM transfer function between voltage and both electric field and power, where $V_{\pi}$ is defined as the voltage required for a phase shift of $\pi$ in the optical power transmitted. In general, MZMs for intensity modulation are voltage biased at a midpoint in power transfer. For example, biasing the modulator at a voltage of $-\frac{V_{\pi}}{2}$ in Figure 17 would increase transmitted power for increased voltage (up to a voltage of zero), and decrease power for decreased voltage (down to a voltage of $V_{\pi}$). However, for the bipolar coding used in this work, the MZM is biased at a null-power point e.g. $-V_{\pi}$ in Figure 17. Increasing the voltage from this point would increase electric field and power, but decreasing the voltage would decrease electric field while still increasing power. Applying the bipolar modulation around this null-power point allows positive, negative and zero electric fields (or more practically $\pm \pi$ phase shifted electric field or zero electric field, given the oscillating nature of light waves) to be transmitted, and two levels of intensity (zero and one) to be received.

Figure 17: Mach Zehnder Modulator (MZM) transfer functions between voltage and electric field/power
By interleaving the encoding, the high frequency spectral properties of the encoded signal can also be manipulated. To perform interleaving, the incoming bit stream is split alternately into “odd” and “even” bit sets, and the coding is performed individually on each set by independent encoders, each running at half of the full clock rate [120]. After recombining and interleaving the two encoded signals, the frequency spectrum of the full signal is altered e.g. for interleaved bipolar coding, a spectral null is also created at around 50% of the bitrate. Interleaving also increases the likelihood of transitions, but a data scrambler is still required to reduce the likelihood of long runs of consecutive symbols in a data stream, as the two encoders operate independently. The interleaved bipolar line coding outlined above can be implemented as a series of linear logical operations on an input binary data stream; this is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Interleaved bipolar line coding (IBLC) performed on a continuous stream of input binary data as a series of linear operations.

The target required for line coding in this system design is to remove any DC component and any signal bandwidth below 1 GHz. Figure 19 shows a comparison of the power spectral density of a simulated 25 Gbit/s binary signal encoded as NRZ OOK binary, and three different line codes: IBLC, 64B66B and 8B10B. In Figure 19a, which plots the power spectral density over 25 GHz, it is shown that IBLC is the only line code out of those studied which requires a lower overall bandwidth than the uncoded binary signal. In the IBLC coded signal stream, all of the useful signal information is encoded at frequencies below the null at 12.5 GHz; the total signal bandwidth is contained within half of the bandwidth of comparable 8B10B or 64B66B streams [120].

Figure 19: Comparison of the spectral power density of $2^{20}$ random binary bits encoded using uncoded binary (NRZ OOK), IBLC OOK, 64B66B OOK and 8B10B OOK line coding schemes, where a) shows the full bandwidth of a 25 Gbit/s signal, and b) shows the detail in the low frequency region below 3 GHz.
Figure 19b shows the detail of the low frequency (below 3 GHz) spectral shaping of the data for each of the line codes studied. For the application in this thesis, the aim is to suppress signal power in the low frequency region (< 1 GHz) as much as possible. IBLC has the most suppression, even better than 8B10B, despite the 20% overhead of the 8B10B code. The 64B66B code does not provide any low frequency suppression compared to the raw data stream, so is not useful for this network design.

Figure 20 shows the IBLC line coding in the time domain: Figure 20a) shows an input random stream of binary data; b) shows the IBLC encoding of this random stream as optically modulated onto the electric field; and c) shows the optical power eye diagram, as would appear after the summing and squaring stage of the coherent receiver output signal chain, averaged over many received bits. Figure 20c shows how the three level signal in Figure 20b reverts to the same eye diagram and detection requirements as binary NRZ when intensity detection is used at the receiver.

The IBLC line code was chosen as best meeting the system requirements, and alongside the transmitter and receiver subsystems as well as the star coupler core, can be used in experiments to verify the feasibility of the entire network physical layer.

2.3. Experimental demonstrations

2.3.1. 10G and 25G receiver sensitivity

Initial characterisation of this system design was carried out at 10 Gbit/s. To assess the performance of the coherent receiver under low received optical power (< -20 dBm due to the 30 dB loss of a 1000-port star coupler), a measurement of receiver sensitivity to
signal power was made. A variable attenuator was used to gradually decrease the optical signal power from a 10 Gb/s transmitter reaching a coherent receiver. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 21, where DSDBR lasers were used both as a transmission source and as a Local Oscillator (LO) for a coherent receiver.

![Figure 21: Experimental setup for 10 Gbit/s data plane demonstration. Arb. Wave Gen. = arbitrary waveform generator. MZM = Mach-Zehnder modulator.]

Only a single data polarisation was used in these experiments, as a data centre transmitter module is only likely to include a single polarisation modulator, to reduce the cost compared to manufacturing a dual-polarisation capable device. In the experiments described in this thesis, a polarisation controller immediately before the coherent receiver was used to align the polarisation to arrive with equal power on the optical hybrid for each polarisation. This minimised the signal power arriving on all 4 pairs of photodiodes, and effectively provided the worst-case noise performance. In practice, no polarisation control is envisaged in the receiver subsystem to reduce cost, so a worst-case demonstration scenario verifies the performance in a real environment.

Each DSDBR laser was supplied with constant front, rear and phase tuning currents by a 250 MS/s arbitrary waveform generator (Arb. Wave Gen.). The gain and SOA currents of each laser were held also constant using continuous current. A continuous stream of a known sequence of $2^{20}$ random data bits using a $2^{13}$ pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) pattern was modulated onto the transmitter laser, captured at the coherent receiver electrical outputs, and processed offline following the signal flow in Figure 15. A swept decision threshold measurement was made on the final NRZ binary output to determine the Q-factor of the received data, and from the measured Q-factor, the BER was calculated using the relationship $BER = \frac{1}{2} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{Q}{\sqrt{2}} \right)$ where \text{erfc} is the complementary error function [121].

The target received BER was $10^{-12}$, as this can be considered error-free in the physical layer of Ethernet systems [110]. It is likely that a data centre implementation of this system would operate a standard Ethernet network stack, justifying this choice of target. By reaching this BER level in the data plane without any receiver DSP and/or error correction coding, the latency, network overhead and power requirements of each transceiver can be kept to a minimum.
The BER was measured as the variable attenuator was varied to adjust the signal power at the receiver, and the measurements are plotted in Figure 22. A received power of -24.6 dBm was required to achieve a received BER of $10^{-12}$. Following the calculations of the loss across a 1000 port star coupler in section 2.2.1 (30 dB), and considering an achievable transmitter output power of +10 dBm, the total loss budget of $10 - (-24.6) = 34.6$ dB gives sufficient power budget to support a 1000 port star coupler, with 4.6 dB implementation margin. For received powers of -23 dBm and greater, the BER approached an error floor where received optical power was no longer the limiting factor to bit errors.

Figure 22: The sensitivity of the BER to received optical power for a stream of $2^{20}$ random data bits at 10 Gbit/s.

Given the feasibility of transmission and reception at 10 Gbit/s, the data rate was increased to 25 Gbit/s for a further sensitivity measurement. To carry out this experiment, the 10 GS/s Arb. Wave Gen. supplying the electrical data for modulation onto the optical carrier was changed to a 25 Gbit/s pulse pattern generator (PPG), and an external cavity laser was used as the local oscillator laser at the receiver (due to only a single DSDBR laser being available at the time of this experiment). The experimental setup is shown in Figure 23, with all other experimental details the same as those for the 10 Gbit/s experiment above.

Figure 23: The experimental setup for 25 Gbit/s sensitivity testing of the data plane. PPG = Pulse Pattern Generator. Arb. Wave Gen. = arbitrary waveform generator. MZM = Mach-Zehnder modulator. ECL = external cavity laser. LO = local oscillator.
To successfully receive data at 25 Gb/s, it was necessary to incorporate an adaptive equaliser in the received signal pathway. To keep the receiver circuit low complexity, a 10 tap T/2 fractionally spaced, decision directed equaliser was selected as an ideal candidate for this work, as it is feasible in low cost hardware. Similar processing is already found in commodity SFP transceivers, albeit in the analogue domain e.g. a continuous time linear equaliser (CTLE) based on a two-pole analogue filter. In this experiment, the equalisation was performed offline, in between the sample phase alignment and decision blocks shown in Figure 15.

As per the earlier experiment at 10 Gbit/s, the BER was measured while varying received optical power, both with and without an equaliser. These measurements are plotted in Figure 24.

![Figure 24: The sensitivity of the BER to received optical power for a stream of 2²⁰ random data bits at 25 Gbit/s. The performance is plotted both with and without a low complexity equaliser incorporating in the signal flow.](image)

The addition of an equaliser showed a performance gain of 1.2 dB in power sensitivity at the 10⁻¹² BER limit, relative to data recovery without an equaliser. For a BER of 10⁻¹², the required optical power was -20.8 dBm when using an adaptive equaliser. As per the discussion for the 10 Gbit/s demonstration, assuming a transmitter power of +10 dBm, a power loss budget of 30.8 dB was feasible across the network core. This means that a star coupler supporting over 1000 nodes may be used between 25 Gb/s transmitters and coherent receivers (30 dB coupler loss with 0.8 dB excess implementation margin).

### 2.3.2. Wavelength switching

Fast switching has previously been studied in detail in DSDBR lasers, where the fundamental limit to tuning speed is the spontaneous carrier lifetime in the diode sections of a few nanoseconds [122], [123]. DSDBR lasers in particular can switch rapidly between wavelengths when driven by custom high-speed electronics, with
lasers shown to tune between all combinations of pairs of 32x32 channels at 100 GHz spacing within 50 ns [124] and all combinations of pairs of 64x64 channels at 50 GHz spacing within 5 ns [125]. However, these fast switches are limited in accuracy as to the wavelength that they reach, with tuning only guaranteed to within ±8 GHz or ±12 GHz of the target wavelength in [124] and [125] respectively.

An early implementation of a widely tunable fast switching laser showed the feasibility of reaching 100 distinct wavelength channels on a 50 GHz grid, but only demonstrated switching to and from 2 of the available channels [126]. By reducing the grid spacing to 2 GHz, 2000 distinct channels were shown to be available from a single laser, but with reduced side-mode suppression (often < 30 dB) and limited accuracy (tuning errors of over 300 MHz) [127]. A challenge in fast current switching of laser diode sections is the parasitic capacitance of the package, which when coupled with the high dynamic resistance of the diode at low currents, results in long settling times when switching from high to low current regimes or vice versa [128].

In prior work on integrating fast tuning lasers into full systems, often only a few wavelength switches are presented, and it is not clear if the presented switches are representative of the full laser performance. For example, despite a headline figure of 130 ns switch time between wavelength change and error-free data recovery in [129], only a single wavelength switch was demonstrated, and the switch chosen required minimal change to the current through the diode sections. It was described in [130] that wavelength switching is slowest for switching currents below 5 mA. Given that there is no direct linear relation between current and wavelength across the entire C-band, wavelength switching demonstrations must choose the wavelengths used to demonstrate switching based on diode currents rather than wavelengths, to ensure that small scale demonstrations are representative of full range performance. This work aims to present full and thorough laser characterisations, wherever possible.

For the WS-TDM star system, three separate characterisations were performed such that the total system performance is verified through their combination: the time taken to reach 90% of steady state intensity when switching from one wavelength channel to another; the time taken for laser frequency to stabilise within ±1 GHz of the target wavelength after switching (±1 GHz range was chosen such that the IBLC line code can be used to remove all interfering terms at the receiver); and the time elapsed before error-free data can be received following a switch event.

An initial experiment was performed to verify the laser switching speed by the measuring the time for the laser to reach 90% of the steady-state intensity. A single unmodulated DSDBR laser was supplied with tuning currents by arbitrary waveform
generators (Arb. Wave Gen.), so as to switch repeatedly between a pair of wavelengths. The laser tuning currents were switched using simple step functions (i.e. no pre-emphasis was applied), and the temperature of the laser was held constant.

The laser optical output passed through an attenuator into the signal port of an optical coherent receiver, and two commercially available integrated tunable laser assemblies (ITLAs) were used as LOs at fixed wavelengths ($\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$) into the same coherent receiver. The ITLAs comprised DSDBR lasers with pre-set tuning current drive electronics, in an integrated transceiver form factor for use in optical transmission equipment manufacture. This experimental setup is shown in Figure 25 (note that the optional data modulation was not used in this initial experiment).

Figure 25: Experimental setup for measuring the switching time of a DSDBR laser between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. Arb. Wave Gen. = Arbitrary Waveform Generator. PPG = Pulse Pattern Generator. MZM = Mach Zehnder Modulator. ITLA = Integrated Tunable Laser Assembly. EDFA = Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier.

To measure the switching time by the intensity of the received signal alone, the two LOs were tuned to match the wavelength channel that the signal switched away from, and the wavelength channel that the signal switched to, respectively. A signal was observed on the coherent receiver electrical outputs when the optical signal was aligned in frequency with either of the LOs, within the bandwidth of the photodiodes (26 GHz). The coherent receiver signal outputs were summed and squared to return an intensity signal (as described in section 2.2.4), which was processed using a one-dimensional Canny edge detector [131]. A Canny edge detector calculates the convolution of an input signal with the derivative of a Gaussian function; where the convolution produces peaks, edges are found. Edge detection thresholds were set to record times where the intensity at the original wavelength fell to below 10% of the steady state intensity, and where the intensity of the new target wavelength reached 90% of the steady state intensity. The switch time duration was captured 10 times for each of the possible wavelength pairs, and an average was taken.

Figure 26 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of wavelength switching times between all $89 \times 89$ possible pairs of wavelengths, as measured using the steady state intensity criterion. A CDF shows the normalised fraction of all wavelength switches tested which are shorter in duration than the switch time on the x-axis. 90% of
laser channel switches complete within 40 ns, and the median laser switching time is 12 ns. Some channel switches take noticeably longer than others, as shown by the long tail towards the top of the CDF. The channels with the longest switch times require the largest changes in the current applied to the rear grating; this effect will be explored further later in this thesis, in section 3.2.

Figure 26 shows that it is possible to tune between any pair of channels in the C-band in less than 90 ns.

The wavelength switching time can also be measured by the time that it takes for the wavelength to stabilise following a switching event. This can be measured using the same experimental setup as in Figure 25, but instead of processing the coherent receiver outputs to calculate intensity and find edges, a time domain windowed Fast Fourier Transform can be taken of the coherent receiver outputs, processed offline. The DSDBR remained unmodulated during this experiment.

Figure 27 shows an example of the measured frequency offset as a function of time, demonstrating 3 switch events between ITU 50 GHz grid channels 46 and 44 (i.e. 100GHz total switch distance). The frequency offsets between the DSDBR and each LO are reduced to within ±1 GHz after an average of 113 ns, and after a further 50 ns settling period remain in a stable ±500 MHz range for the rest of each 2 µs epoch.
Figure 27: The frequency offset between a fast tunable DSDBR (signal) and a pair of fixed wavelength ITLA lasers at ITU grid channels 44 and 46. The DSDBR laser is switched between the two wavelength channels every 2.2 µs.

Figure 28 shows the time-resolved frequency offset when switching between ITU grid channels 2 and 87 (i.e. 4.25 THz total switching distance). The frequency offset still settles within 147 ns of the switch event, but the frequency is no longer stable and drifts over the remainder of the 2 µs epoch duration, due to thermal recovery from the large change in switching current in the rear section (this current change was not directly measured, but is estimated at around 35 mA). These frequency instabilities may cause issues for higher complexity coherent modulation formats, for instance in the tracking of the offset between the signal and an LO. However, these frequency drifts should not affect the performance of amplitude modulation, as used in this system design.

Figure 28: The frequency offset between a fast tunable DSDBR (signal) and a pair of fixed wavelength ITLA lasers at ITU grid channels 2 and 87. The DSDBR laser is switched between the two wavelength channels every 2.2 µs.

The DSDBR laser permits full and continuous use of the C-band, and wavelength tuning is not restricted to any particular grid. It should, therefore, be possible to reduce the grid spacing in future to allow elastic grids. This could permit flexibility in the modulation format used to match the achievable signal to noise ratio (SNR) e.g. lower
SNR over long distances or noisy channels. Given that the total wavelength drift observed in Figure 28 is around ±1 GHz, it is imperative that sufficient guard bands are allowed between wavelength channels to avoid cross-talk if adjacent channels drift towards each other. For example, experimental optimisation of the bandpass filter used at the receiver gave the best BER performance for a low cut-off filtering at 22.5 GHz. This means that no smaller grid spacing than 24.5 GHz should be used, to allow for a worst case laser drift of two notionally adjacent channels drifting by 1 GHz each towards each other.

To examine how wavelength switching directly impacts on the integrity of the modulated data, a continuous stream of 25 Gbit/s IBLC data was modulated onto an optical signal using a pulse pattern generator and a Mach-Zehnder modulator, as shown in Figure 25. The optical power source came from a DSDBR laser switching between a pair of wavelengths on the ITU grid every 2.2 µs; several different pairs of wavelengths were used, including switching distances from 1 to 88 ITU grid channels. The modulated data signal passed through an optical attenuator into the coherent receiver, which was set to attenuate the signal such that -20.5 dBm signal power was present at the receiver; this power level would ordinarily allow error-free reception of data (see section 2.3.1). Both of the LOs shown in Figure 25 were also enabled into the coherent receiver, with their wavelengths statically set to match the pair of wavelengths being switched between by the signal.

There was no synchronisation between the continuous stream of data and the wavelength switching events. It was expected that the coherent receiver should recover a continuous stream of data, which is error-free. However, during a switch event, a burst of bit errors were observed in the data stream captured at the receiver, and the duration of this burst of errors was recorded as the switching time.

Figure 29 shows the recorded durations of bursts of errors i.e. the times taken to return to error-free data reception after a switching event. The subset of wavelength switches in Figure 29 is a selection of all possible wavelength switches, including full range changes of tuning current in the front, rear and phase sections, and switches between wavelength pairs spaced from 1 to 88 ITU 50 GHz grid channels apart. By selecting test cases with these properties, the performance in Figure 29 is representative of all accessible channels of any DSDBR laser. In all cases error-free reception was observed within 200 ns of the switch event.

For switching between adjacent channels, requiring only small changes to the phase and rear tuning currents of the laser, the tuning time was zero, as no errors were observed in the received data. There is no direct correlation between switching time
duration and the change in laser wavelength during the switch; this is due to tuning time being primarily influenced by the large (up to 60 mA) changes in switching current in the rear grating, which do not directly correlate with wavelength when crossing multiple laser modes. This topic is explored further in section 3.2.

Figure 29: Switching time for a selection of pairs of switches between ITU grid channels, as measured by the time taken for data to return to error-free performance after a burst of errors caused by a wavelength switch event.

2.3.3. Maximum number of transmitters per wavelength

When using TDM to share the available capacity on each wavelength, there is a finite amount of optical power entering the network core from optical transmitters that do not have data transmission rights at any given time. Section 2.2.6 described how line coding can remove data components at low frequencies, allowing filtering to remove interfering signals. However, there is a limit to the total interference signal power, above which a filter cannot fully remove all of the interference. This limit provides a bound on the number of transmitters that can share a wavelength during any epoch.

An experiment was performed to determine the maximum number of transmitters that can simultaneously share a wavelength, before the receiver filtering can no longer remove the interference from unmodulated lasers. Due to the fast tuning of the lasers, the absolute wavelength of each transmitter laser can only be guaranteed within ±1 GHz of the target. This means that although multiple transmitters are notionally tuned to exactly the same wavelength, there will be a normal distribution of absolute wavelengths around ±1 GHz of the desired target. To simplify the experimental setup, it was preferable to use just one single laser to emulate all of the interfering transmitters, rather than requiring multiple lasers, each at a slightly different wavelength. However, this would only be a valid simplification if the same effect on BER is observed when a single interfering laser is used compared to multiple lasers each at a different wavelength.
Two simulations were performed to monitor the impact on BER of unmodulated interference on data transmission, modelling the experimental setup shown in Figure 30, where the interfering channels are shown as "1 or more ECLs". The first simulation used between 1 and 100 interfering lasers, each with a wavelength distributed around a normal distribution between ±1 GHz of the data signal; the second simulation used a single interfering laser at a static wavelength 300 MHz greater than the data signal, at a range of power levels to emulate integer numbers of interfering transmitters. The effect on BER of the received signal when increasing the number of interfering transmitters in both simulations is plotted in Figure 31.

Figure 30: Experimental setup to determine the maximum number of transmitters that can share a wavelength at any time without degrading the BER performance of the single channel that is granted data transmission rights. PPG = Pulse Pattern Generator. Arb. Wave Gen. = arbitrary waveform generator. MZM = Mach-Zehnder modulator. ECL = external cavity laser. LO = local oscillator.

There is no noticeable deviation in Figure 31 between the BER performance for the system using multiple interfering transmitters, and the system using a single interfering transmitter. This result verifies that it is a reasonable experimental simplification to use a single unmodulated laser to emulate additional transmitters, rather than needing a bank of unmodulated lasers all at slightly different frequencies. In this simulation, where data was recovered without using an equaliser, any number of interferers caused the BER of the received data to drop below the error-free rate of 10^{-12}, despite the signal power at the receiver being -20 dBm, verified in section 2.3.1 to be error free. This informed the subsequent experimental procedure: an equaliser was always required to ensure an error-free system when multiple transmitters share a wavelength.

Figure 31: Simulation of the impact on BER of interfering transmitters, where in a) the interfering transmitters are individually modelled; and b) the interfering transmitters are modelled as a single laser with the power of the sum of all interfering laser powers.
An experiment was performed to assess the maximum number of interfering transmitters that could be tolerated by a receiver, with the received data remaining error-free. An ECL was used to emulate transmitters at the same wavelength as the data transmitter, and was coupled into the signal path before the coherent receiver, as shown in Figure 30.

The attenuator following the signal laser was set to allow a signal power level of -20 dBm at the coherent receiver; Figure 24 showed that this power level would normally be received error-free. By varying the attenuation of the attenuator following the interference emulating ECL, the power levels of interfering lasers were emulated.

The maximum number of nodes sharing a single wavelength is defined as $M$. As measured at the receiver, each interfering transmitter has the average power of an operational data transmitter (-20 dBm), attenuated by the steady-state shuttered attenuation of the Mach Zehnder Modulator (measured to be 14.2 dB). The total power entering the coherent receiver due to the interfering lasers would therefore be $(M - 1) \times (-20 - 14.2)$ dBm. This equation was used to set the received power at the coherent receiver for integer values of $M$. The measured BER, both with and without the simple equaliser outlined in section 2.3.1, is plotted in Figure 32.

![Figure 32: The impact of additional unmodulated transmitters only attenuated by the Mach Zehnder modulator on the received signal BER, with and without an equaliser applied to the signal chain.](image)

Figure 32 shows that to retain a BER below $10^{-12}$, it was necessary to limit the number of additional unmodulated transmitters to 25 or fewer, and to use an equaliser. Above this number, the power from the interfering transmitters can no longer be filtered, and the data can no longer be considered error-free. The plot on Figure 32 of the data without an equaliser is also in reasonable agreement with Figure 31, as the simulation was performed without an equaliser.
This result has implications for the scheduling of data across the network. When the central scheduler is allocating wavelengths to transmitters and receivers, this result shows that no more than 26 transmitters should be allocated the same wavelength during the same epoch. It does not matter how many timeslots each of the transmitters is allocated, as it is only the cumulative effect of unmodulated transmitters at any instant which impacts on data integrity. There are no limits to the number of receivers that can be tuned to the same wavelength simultaneously, since each local oscillator laser is completely independent of all others.

Section 2.2.2 described that 89 wavelengths at 50 GHz grid spacing are available in the C-band from DSDBR lasers, and the results of this section showed that 26 transmitters can share a wavelength in each epoch. This implies the potential for a maximum of $89 \times 26 = 2314$ unique transmitters to all be allocated data transmission rights within an epoch. Although the total number of nodes in the network is limited to 1000 by loss budget constraints (see section 2.2.1), it is convenient that all of those nodes could transmit some data within each epoch, should the traffic pattern permit.

2.3.4. Full system demonstration

To verify the performance of the system, a full experimental demonstration of the data plane was performed. The aims of the system demonstration were to simultaneously verify the feasibility of wavelength switching, the feasibility of TDM with minimal guard bands between packets from different sources, the BER performance of the system through attenuation equivalent to a 1000 port star coupler, and the BER performance of the system when multiple transmitters are sharing the same wavelength (using the simplified emulation of a single interfering transmitter as described and verified in section 2.3.3).

The full experimental setup is shown in Figure 33. The system has two transmitters (labelled TX); TX 1 used a fast tunable DSDBR laser, with tuning currents supplied by an arbitrary waveform generator (Arb. Wave Gen.). The tuning currents were set to switch the laser between $\lambda_1$ (1564.68 nm) and $\lambda_2$ (1524.89 nm) every 2.2 $\mu$s. 200 ns were allowed for the wavelength switching time, before each 2 $\mu$s data transmission epoch. TX 2 emulated two further optical transmitters, using a pair of external cavity lasers (ECLs), one tuned to $\lambda_1$ and the other tuned to $\lambda_2$, with both lasers coupled into a 2x1 fibre coupler. The output of the DSDBR (TX 1) and the coupler (TX 2) were connected to Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs), each independently driven with 10 Gbit/s IBLC PRBS data streams. Following the modulator, TX1 and TX2 passed through independent variable optical attenuators, with attenuation set to ensure that the total system loss emulated the loss incurred by a 1000 port star coupler.
At the coherent receiver, a second fast tunable DSDBR was used as a local oscillator (LO), with pre-set tuning currents supplied by a second Arb. Wave Gen. to enable fast wavelength switching. In between the two transmitters and the receiver was a 4x1 port coupler. Two external cavity lasers (ECLs), one at each of $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, were connected to the remaining ports of the 4x1 coupler, via attenuators to provide the equivalent optical power of 24 additional transmitters at the same wavelength (section 2.3.3 showed that 26 is the maximum transmitters supported at the same wavelength without impacting on the system BER, and this experimental setup already included TX1 and TX2, making 26 in total).

![Experimental setup for a full demonstration of the wavelength switched TDM star network. A fast wavelength switching DSDBR laser was used as a transmitter and receiver local oscillator (LO). Other transmitters (including unmodulated transmitter emulation) used external cavity lasers (ECLs). Arb. Wave Gen. = arbitrary waveform generator. MZM = Mach-Zehnder modulator.](image)

To verify the performance of the network in a wavelength switching regime, a pattern of switching was developed for the fast tunable lasers in TX 1 and the RX, alongside a fixed allocation of data transmission rights across both transmitters, to avoid collisions. The fixed switching pattern is shown in Figure 34. All lasers were tuned to a constant wavelength for the entire duration of an epoch (2 $\mu$s) before retuning over the subsequent 200 ns. The tuning time was synchronised across all lasers in this work, through the use of an external clock and triggering system connected to each Arb. Wave Gen. TX 1 and the RX LO were both tuned to the same wavelength in each epoch, either $\lambda_1$ or $\lambda_2$. Since TX 2 comprises two constant wavelength ECLs, it was always transmitting on both $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ in all epochs.
Each epoch was divided into 50 timeslots, each of which was 40 ns in duration. At a data rate of 10 Gbit/s, this permitted 399 useful data bits to be transmitted, followed by a single zero level guard bit, to allow for phase misalignment between the transmitters. A fixed pattern of data transmission rights in each timeslot was allocated to the transmitters, with each transmitter being granted data transmission rights in alternate timeslots. This pattern resulted in the receiver during each epoch receiving a constant stream of data packets which originated alternately from TX 1 and TX 2.

Figure 34: The wavelength switching pattern of the two transmitters (TX 1 and TX 2) and the receiver local oscillator (RX LO).

To investigate the system operation, the signals from the coherent receiver were captured and processed off-line, following the signal flow outlined in Figure 15. The receiver captured a constant stream of incoming data, including multiple repeats of the pattern shown in Figure 34.

The received signal power is shown in Figure 35 for two epochs, showing TX 1 and RX LO tuned to the two different wavelengths with a 200 ns reconfiguration gap in between epochs. Note that there was a power mis-match between the two transmitters, which shows in the figure as alternate timeslots having varying average powers at the receiver. This did not corrupt the received signal in this experiment, as the offline processing separated out each timeslot to recover data.

Figure 35: The received signal power, after summing and squaring at the coherent receiver. TX 1 and RX LO are tuned to $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ in each epoch.
In a real system where a receiver would continuously be receiving data from a variety of transmitters, this would cause a problem for the automatic gain control of amplifiers following the coherent receiver photodiodes, and for equalisers and decision circuits to correctly interpret the received signals. Solutions to this problem could include varying the current through the SOA that is part of the DSDBR laser package to change the transmitter power, or varying the drive signal to the MZM at each laser to increase or decrease the modulation depth, which in turn changes the optical power transmitted.

To verify the performance of the wavelength switching, the laser intensity during the 200 ns wavelength switch time in between each epoch was observed, as shown in detail in Figure 36. There was a clear drop in laser power to almost zero at 2000 ns (0 ns of the switch interval), before a small peak at 2050 ns (50 ns) followed by a drop in laser power before recovering at 2100 ns (100 ns). At 2050 ns, the small peak in power signifies that both the TX 1 and RX LO DSDBR lasers were tuned to the new target wavelength, before a brief mode-hop, followed by settling at the desired wavelength 100 ns after the wavelength switch was initiated.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 36:** Detail of the received optical power during the 200 ns wavelength switching time from Figure 35.

To verify the performance of the TDM guard band between individual timeslots, the transmitter output during the gap between two adjacent timeslots was observed, and is plotted in Figure 37. It is not possible to reduce the guard interval further than the time interval of a single bit, else the worst case phase misalignment between any pair of transmitters could not be accommodated, as discussed in section 2.2.5. Figure 37 shows a single bit guard interval between the two timeslots; all data from all timeslots in this experiment was received error-free.
Figure 37: Detail of the single bit TDM guard band between two adjacent timeslots. Each timeslot shown was transmitted by an independent transmitter, verifying the feasibility of a single bit guard interval.

All data was received at a BER below $10^{-12}$ throughout this experimental demonstration, and wavelength switching within 200 ns and TDM with a single bit guard interval were both successfully verified. The combination of these results verifies the overall feasibility of the physical layer of the WS-TDM switch design. Further work, described in the next chapter, can enhance the performance of some of the subsystems, to improve the total data throughput and network reconfigurability.

2.4. Conclusions

This chapter has introduced the WS-TDM network design, described the key subsystems required to construct the network, and presented experimental results showing the feasibility of the network data plane.

By using fast tunable optical transmitters and receivers across a star coupler core, an inherently multicast and incast capable network is formed, including full flexibility in constructing and adapting multicast group memberships. All network nodes are connected via a direct optical link, which removes hierarchical layers from data centre networks to minimise data transmission latency and reduce power consumption. Although the WS-TDM designs demonstrated in this thesis use intensity-only modulation formats at 10 Gbit/s to 25 Gbit/s, by equipping data centre nodes with optical coherent receivers there is a clear upgrade path to higher data rates per wavelength, by using higher complexity modulation formats. The WS-TDM design therefore meets all of the network design requirements listed in section 1.12.

Experimental tests and simulations of individual subsystems have shown the feasibility of connecting 1000 nodes across a single star while achieving error-free ($10^{-12}$ BER)
transmission. Fast laser retuning was shown to complete for error-free data recovery within 200 ns, and up to 26 transmitters can share a wavelength to transmit data using TDM. A full data plane experimental demonstration showed both wavelength switching and TDM simultaneously, verifying the operation of the complete network.

Although the experimental results demonstrated the feasibility of the WS-TDM network design, there are some limits to the performance of the topology. The following chapter will outline some limits to both the total network throughput and the transceiver reconfiguration time, and suggest improvements to physical layer subsystems to overcome the challenges.
3. Physical layer improvements to the WS-TDM star network design

Chapter 2 described the WS-TDM star network design, which can support multicast traffic over a network reaching more than 1000 nodes while switching traffic within 200 ns. However, the network design as experimentally tested has some disadvantages which limit the overall network performance. These include the proportion of data transmission time lost to wavelength tuning, and the high oversubscription ratios when the network core is at full capacity. In this chapter these problems are quantified and potential solutions explored.

3.1. Drawbacks to the WS-TDM star network

3.1.1. Transmission time overhead due to laser tuning

In the WS-TDM star network design, all transmitters retune their wavelengths simultaneously at the end of each 2 µs epoch, and no data can be transmitted during the 200 ns tuning time. As a proportion of the total available transmission time, the tuning time causes a 9.1% reduction in overall throughput. The epoch and tuning time durations were set so that the tuning time caused less than a 10% overhead on the network throughput. By increasing the length of each epoch, the downtime during tuning events is shared over longer data transmission periods, so that the tuning time overhead percentage is reduced. However, this comes at the cost of reduced granularity in sharing the network bandwidth, as wavelength reconfiguration of the network is only performed once per epoch.

Depending on the connectivity requests made by the network nodes, it may be impossible to serve all requests within the same epoch that they arrive, due to the limited combinations of wavelengths and timeslots available. If a request cannot be served by the network immediately, the data packet must be held in a queue at the transmitting node, incurring latency until transmission can be scheduled. Shorter epochs are thus preferable to increase reconfigurability and thus potentially serve more requests.

The shortest possible epoch duration would contain a single packet per epoch, and would therefore allow wavelength tuning before every individual packet transmission. Assuming a single packet per epoch, Figure 38 shows the target laser tuning time, defined here as 10% of a packet duration, for a range of transmitter data rates and for both the minimum and maximum packet sizes (64 and 1542 bytes) according to the Ethernet specification [110]. Studies of real data centre traffic have shown packet sizes are likely to be in one of two ranges close to the minimum or maximum i.e. either 64-
400 bytes, or 1300-1400 bytes, but unlikely to take a value in between these two ranges [1], hence why the maximum and minimum cases are considered here.

![Figure 38: Laser tuning times at 10% of packet duration by link bitrate.](image)

The 200 ns tuning time demonstrated in Section 2.3 is larger than the desired tuning time for the maximum packet size at any bitrate above 6 Gbit/s, as shown in Figure 38. For the minimum packet size at 25 Gbit/s, the desired tuning time is just 2 ns, 1% of the experimentally demonstrated tuning time in chapter 2. Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the laser wavelength tuning time, and this is explored further in section 3.2.

### 3.1.2. High oversubscription due to fewer wavelengths than nodes

Although the WS-TDM network design provides full single-hop connectivity between all nodes, it has a finite limit in total capacity. At the centre of a passive optical star network all wavelengths are combined, so each wavelength can only be used for a single transmission at any time (avoiding interference). This means that the total capacity of the star network, which can be shared by all network nodes, is:

\[ C = WB \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

for total capacity \( C \), number of wavelengths \( W \), and bit rate per wavelength \( B \).

By dividing equation 10 by the total number of nodes \( N \), the expected bit rate per node (assuming equal sharing of the total capacity) can be calculated, denoted \( B_{EXP} \).

\[ B_{EXP} = \frac{W}{N}B \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)
Equation 11 shows that for any passive optical star network where the total number of connected nodes is greater than the number of wavelengths through the star, the expected bit rate per node is less than the bit rate per wavelength. In networks where the number of wavelengths exceeds the number of nodes, $B_{\text{EXP}}$ would not exceed $B$. This is due to the line rate of the transmitter providing an upper bound to $B_{\text{EXP}}$.

Figure 39 shows the theoretical expected bandwidth per node for a single passive optical star system with 89 wavelengths, as the number of nodes on the star is increased. The expected bandwidth per node assumes that all nodes on the star are granted an equal share of the total capacity. As per equation 11, there is a $\frac{1}{N}$ relationship between expected bitrate and the number of nodes ($N$) for any number of nodes $N > 89$. For $10^3$ nodes, the expected bitrate per node is reduced to 8.9, 2.23 and 0.89 Gbit/s despite a bitrate per wavelength of 100, 25 and 10 Gbit/s respectively.

Figure 39: The expected bandwidth per node as the number of nodes on a single star network varies, where 89 wavelengths are available in the network.

Given that 50 GHz spaced channels in the optical C-band provide only 89 wavelengths, and data centre networks require at least one order of magnitude more than 89 nodes, this limit provides a major problem for the WS-TDM star design. Even though the network design provides a single, global pool of capacity to be shared between all connected nodes, when the offered network load is greater than the fraction $\frac{W}{N}$, each node has reduced effective throughput compared to the transmitter line rate.

To overcome this limit, there are a number of possible solutions. The first is to increase the bit rate $B$. To increase $B$ beyond 25 Gbit/s using only an OOK format (including line coded approaches such as that described in section 2.2.6) would require high speed electronics with high bandwidth signal paths. Additionally the increased signal-
to-noise ratio requirements of higher line rate signals (required SNR is proportional to bit rate) would reduce the maximum port count of the star coupler, due to power splitting losses. To increase $B$ beyond 40 Gbit/s would require the use of higher complexity modulation formats to transmit multiple bits per symbol. This would increase the complexity of the transmitter hardware compared to the design in section 2.2.4, as it would require digital signal processing (DSP) to successfully demodulate received signals. In a data centre environment where the number of nodes is high, the cost and energy consumption of each transceiver is a key concern, making DSP unattractive.

The second solution is to increase the number of wavelengths $W$. This could be achieved by spacing the channels closer together i.e. rather than 50 GHz spacing between channels, perhaps 37.5 GHz or even 25 GHz could be used. This places strict requirements on the stability of the wavelength that the tunable laser must maintain during an epoch. In section 2.3.2, Figure 28 showed how the central frequency of a transmission can vary by ±0.6 GHz after a tuning event. This drift places a lower bound on the amount of guard interval required between adjacent channels, to avoid crosstalk between channels as wavelengths drift over time.

To avoid issues with wavelength drifts across tight frequency grids, an alternative way to find more wavelengths is by extending the operational range of the lasers (both within transmitters and receiver local oscillators). Despite the DSDBR laser itself only being certified for use within the optical C-band, it is possible to produce extra wavelengths at either end of the C-band using customised drive electronics and tuning current mapping. This is explored further in section 3.2.

A final solution explored in this work involves the splitting of the star coupler network so that the expected bitrates above are a worst-case bound on the network performance. By intelligently designing stars formed from smaller couplers, sub-stars could be created, each with their own finite capacity. The sub-star topologies can be reconfigured to match the traffic patterns as they change over time, maximising throughout. Split-star designs are considered further in chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.

3.2. Fast wavelength tuning

3.2.1. Laser characterisation and setup

DSDBR lasers require full characterisation before use as tunable optical sources, due to their large tuning range using multiple tuning diode sections, as described in section 2.2.2. A “tuning map” can be created to record how the laser output wavelength varies with applied current [92], [95]. To create a tuning map, a pair of adjacent front sections is selected, and the lower number of the front section pair (corresponding to the lowest wavelength grating) is held at a constant current of 5 mA. The adjacent front section
has its injection current incrementally increased from 0 mA up to a maximum of 5 mA, while the current to the rear section is also incrementally increased (between 0 mA and approximately 60 mA). The peak wavelength output is measured for each current combination using an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). This process is then repeated for all pairs of front sections and all possible rear currents. To perform a tuning map measurement is time consuming (up to 18 hours), although the process can be automated. However, it is essential to perform tuning characterisation for every individual laser diode, due to manufacturing tolerances in the laser diode structure.

A tuning map was recorded for a single DSDBR laser, using FPGA-controlled digital-to-analogue converters (DACs) to independently drive current into each tuning section of the laser. The laser optical output was connected to an OSA via an optical attenuator, as shown in Figure 40; the tuning map of the wavelengths recorded by the OSA for the full range of all tuning currents are shown in Figure 41.

![Figure 40: Experimental setup to record a tuning map for a single DSDBR laser.](image)

![Figure 41: An example tuning map for a DSDBR laser, showing the variation of the laser output wavelength as measured by an OSA while the currents through the front and rear tuning sections were varied. The laser gain, SOA and phase currents were all held constant.](image)

Figure 41 shows that a single laser can reach all wavelengths in a continuous range throughout the optical C-band (1530-1565 nm) and 5-7 nm either side. A grid of
wavelength channels can be selected as operating points for transmissions across a network, so that there is no interference between data transmitted on adjacent wavelengths. The international standard grid system was developed by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) which specifies a set of frequency spacings from 12.5 GHz – 200 GHz [132]. Each frequency on the ITU grid is called a “channel”. Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the channel numbers used will refer to the ITU 50 GHz grid, where channel 1 is defined as 191.35 THz (1566.723 nm), and frequencies increase by 50 GHz sequentially with channel number.

At manufacture, DSDBR lasers are only certified to provide 89 channels, spaced 50GHz apart, within the optical C-band. By using more current combinations than are suggested in the device datasheets, up to 120 channels at 50 GHz spacing can be found. Front sections 7-8 are not recommended for use, due to the small current range over which the lowest wavelength supermode is seen (front currents at 5mA in both of the front section pair, or rear currents below 15 mA), but using a precision current driver could enable the use of that front pair and therefore extend the device capabilities for 5 nm below the optical C-band. Front section pair 1-2 can only be used in the low rear current regime (< 12 mA), as any wavelengths at higher rear currents while using that front section pair can be unstable. This can be seen in Figure 41 where the wavelength jumps between several supermodes (large changes in wavelength) for small rear current changes (< 5 mA) when using the front section pair 1-2 and greater than 12 mA of rear section current. However, the wavelengths available using low currents could still increase the laser tuning range by a further 3 nm above the optical C-band, making a total tuning range gain of $\frac{8 \text{ nm}}{35 \text{ nm}} = 22.9\%$.

To produce any wavelength within the laser’s tuning range, the rear section current, front pair selection and front section currents can all be read from Figure 41. A lookup table can be produced of the DAC values required to provide the currents for every wavelength grid channel, and electronic switches can configure the current flow from the DACs to the required pair of front sections. Further fine tuning to precisely adjust the laser wavelength can be performed by varying the laser phase current.

The output wavelength of a DSDBR laser has a non-linear response to the applied rear section current. This can be observed by holding all tuning currents at a constant value and varying only the rear section current; a measurement of the variation of output wavelength with rear current can then provide the required resolution of DACs to directly drive DSDBR lasers, to ensure that sufficient resolution bits are available in the low current regime. Figure 42 shows a vertical cross-section through Figure 41, for the
variation in laser wavelength due to a variation in rear section tuning current alone (gain, SOA and all other tuning section currents are constant).

Figure 42: The variation of laser wavelength with current applied to the rear section with all other currents held constant.

Although in the high rear current regime the longitudinal modes of the laser are separated by ~4 mA steps in rear current, in the low current regime the longitudinal modes are separated by only ~1.5 mA steps in current. It is necessary to use a DAC resolution of at least 0.05 mA, as the wavelength can vary slightly with the applied rear current even within each longitudinal mode. This is shown by the negative gradient throughout Figure 42, with no horizontally flat regions of constant wavelength.

Having specified the DAC resolution required and observed the tuning pattern for the DSDBR laser, an automated method can be found to calibrate the FPGA lookup table to the wavelength grid, optimised for fast wavelength switching and based on the laser side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR).

3.2.2. Automatic wavelength tuning with SMSR optimisation

The side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of a laser is defined as the difference in power between the optical spectrum peak power and the second highest peak power, and is usually measured in dB. SMSR is a measure of the quality of the laser output; a high quality laser beam would have a single wavelength output with low or no power (at least 30-40 dB SMSR) in any competing modes. The optimisation of SMSR is therefore a useful tool for laser wavelength calibration, to ensure that high quality laser beams are selected for all desired operating wavelengths.

After creating a tuning map, the conventional method for finding laser wavelengths on the ITU grid is to trace linear diagonal lines on a semilog-plotted tuning map, at the centre of each super-mode. These diagonal lines exponentially relate the front and rear currents [92]. By incrementing the front and rear currents along the traced diagonal
lines, super-mode jumps can be minimised, while reaching all channels within the laser’s wavelength range. The laser gain and SOA currents can also be varied if it is necessary to ensure a constant output power across all channels [91].

When the laser is to be used in a steady state configuration this method works well to accurately find wavelength channels on ms or longer timescales. However, when performing fast wavelength switching, the laser current dynamics on a nanosecond to microsecond timescale mean that the tuning map is not an accurate representation of the wavelength expected for any current combination. In addition, this method of calibrating laser wavelengths is slow, due to the need to create a full tuning map for each individual laser chip. Each data point on a tuning map requires a full measurement sweep of an OSA, which can take 10 seconds (assuming a resolution of 0.02 nm over a bandwidth of 50 nm). Multiplying this single sweep duration by 1024 steps in rear current and 64 steps in front current results in more than 18 hours being required to produce a tuning map for each new DSDBR device.

An alternative method to find steady state tuning currents is presented here, which only requires a tuning map to be produced for a single DSDBR laser chip. This should both reduce the time taken to calibrate the laser tuning, and more importantly, improve the fast tuning characteristics of the laser through the choice of tuning currents. Most wavelengths can be reached by several possible tuning current combinations, but not all of those combinations are sufficiently far from mode boundaries that fast tuning can be successfully realised. By selecting tuning currents which are furthest from mode boundaries, fast switching should be easier to optimise.

When the tuning map in Figure 41 was recorded, measurements were made of both the laser wavelength and the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR). It is possible to achieve an SMSR of 45 dB or more across all channels [133]. A “mask” was created from the measured SMSR data, by plotting a binary pattern of current combinations which result in an SMSR greater than 45 dB (the mask contained “1” for current combinations giving SMSR > 45 dB and “0” for SMSR < 45 dB). By multiplying the SMSR “mask” by the wavelength tuning map shown in Figure 41, a new tuning map was created on which only tuning current combinations which result in SMSRs of 45 dB or greater were displayed. The masked tuning map is shown in Figure 43.

Having removed the low SMSR regions of the tuning map by using the mask, the laser wavelengths that were closest to the desired wavelength channels were located. To minimise the likelihood of mode hops when fast tuning the laser, regions of the tuning map close to low SMSR regions were avoided, because poor SMSR is an indication of the boundary between modes. This resulted in a set of candidate tuning currents being
selected for each wavelength channel. The candidate tuning currents are shown in Figure 43, where 50 GHz spaced ITU grid channels are highlighted in yellow on top of the masked tuning map. Note that the yellow highlighted locations do not border any currents where a low SMSR was recorded, and that the pattern of yellow locations do not fit an exponential relationship between front and rear current, in contrast to the established calibration methods in [92].

Figure 43: A DSDBR laser tuning map of wavelength against front and rear currents, masked by a side-mode suppression ratio of 44 dB or better.

The candidate tuning currents for one laser chip can be used as initial seeds for an alternative algorithm (compared to that described in section 3.2.2) to find optimum fast tuning currents for any new laser chip, improving on the fast tuning wavelength stability and reducing the time taken to calibrate each individual laser chip. For optimum fast tuning performance, the target wavelengths should be accessed using tuning currents that are as far as possible from poor SMSR regions, i.e. at the centre of the coloured regions in Figure 43. This can be achieved by using the initial seed currents found at the centre of coloured regions in Figure 43 (these initial seed currents are highlighted in yellow) and iteratively adjusting the laser phase and rear section currents while monitoring the laser optical output on an OSA to simultaneously maximise SMSR and minimise offset between the laser output wavelength and grid wavelength. An automated algorithm for this process calibrated the laser to 96 channels on the 50 GHz ITU grid in 90 minutes – a reduction of 91% compared to using the method from previously published work. The static tuning currents found using this process also form an optimised basis for the following work on fast wavelength switching.
3.2.3. Challenges in observing fast switching

When characterising the fast switching performance of the laser, it is difficult to precisely observe the wavelength of the optical output at nanosecond resolution. To aid in laser optical output monitoring, the DSDBR laser package is equipped with two photodiodes which measure the optical transmission through 100 GHz spaced gratings. A fractional tap of the laser optical output is coupled into both gratings, and each photodiode current is proportional to the frequency offset between the laser output and the nearest multiple of 100 GHz. These photodiode signals can be used to determine how close the laser wavelength is to a grid channel. However, they have low bandwidth (~500 MHz, limited by poor packaging) so cannot provide nanosecond resolution, and they do not provide information of the absolute wavelength that the laser is currently emitting, only the proximity of the wavelength to a grid channel.

To experimentally investigate the wavelengths emitted over time during a laser switching event, a single DSDBR laser was repeatedly switched between channels 38 and 21, with the laser output connected via an attenuator to a coherent receiver. A tunable laser assembly (containing a DSDBR second DSDBR laser) was used as a local oscillator (LO), as shown in Figure 44. The LO laser was statically set at each of 96 wavelengths in turn, and the coherent receiver electrical outputs were captured using an 80 GSample/s oscilloscope. These outputs were processed to record the optical intensity at each wavelength during a switching event, as shown in Figure 45.

Figure 44: Experimental setup to observe laser fast switching properties. TLA = Tunable laser assembly.

The optical power emitted at intermediate wavelengths when switching (shown between 3.8 and 9.5 ns in Figure 45) would interfere with other transmissions across an all-optical network if the switching laser was not attenuated sufficiently that the spurious wavelengths do not enter the fibre. Figure 45 also illustrates the challenge in using the photodiodes on the DSDBR laser package. Due to packaging constraints, the signals from the photodiodes have a bandwidth of approximately 500 MHz. The rise and fall times of the successive wavelengths produced by the laser are of such short duration (< 0.2 ns), that the photodiode signal path does not have sufficient bandwidth to show the gaps. It could therefore be erroneously recorded that a wavelength switch...
has completed while the optical output is still passing between intermediate wavelengths, if the photodiodes alone are used to monitor the laser output.

Figure 45: Time-resolved laser wavelengths when switching between C-band channels 38 and 21.

Observing the laser wavelengths at sub-nanosecond time resolution provides conflicting wavelength information compared to observations of the laser using the OSA. The steady state wavelengths which are observed on an OSA are time averaged measurements over ms timescales, meaning that the steady state values are only reached after a much longer duration than the minimum Ethernet packet duration at 10 Gbit/s or higher (51 ns or smaller). For example, a time resolved measurement of the wavelength of a DSDBR laser immediately after a wavelength switch is shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46: The frequency offset between a switching DSDBR laser and a statically tuned DSDBR laser, immediately after the DSDBR laser has switched from channel 21 to 85.

Figure 46 shows the frequency offset over a 5 µs period after a fast switching event from channel 21 to channel 85. The black line through the middle of the figure shows
the steady state frequency offset value of -8.8 GHz, which is reached within 2.3 \( \mu \)s; immediately after the switch, the offset is -11.5 GHz.

Given that the epoch duration proposed in chapter 2 was 2 \( \mu \)s, and that the minimum Ethernet packet at 10 Gbit/s has a duration of only 51 ns, the steady state wavelength would not be reached on either of these timescales. An alternative method of using current to rapidly tune the laser must be found, and despite the challenges in observing DSDBR fast switching performance, a reduction can still be made to the wavelength switching time, using current pre-emphasis.

### 3.2.4. Current drive pre-emphasis

Current drive pre-emphasis has previously been experimentally demonstrated to reduce the wavelength tuning time of multi-section DBR lasers [93], [98]. However, few details are presented in the literature which quantify the amount and type of pre-emphasis required. Most prior work demonstrates only the speed of only a few wavelength switches rather than all possible combinations. Additionally, the switches selected for publication were often adjacent wavelengths or deliberately chosen for minimal current injection or draining required to change the laser wavelength.

In this work, an effective pre-emphasis method is found for not only a select few wavelength switches, but all possible combinations across the optical C-band. By observing the pattern of front and rear currents required for laser wavelength switching across a sub-set of wavelength switches and applying an iterative search, an effective pre-emphasis model was determined. This model is related only to the change in rear current between the two channels being switched.

To control the laser wavelength, 4 independent DACs were used to supply current to odd numbered front sections, even numbered front sections, the phase section and the rear section respectively. Circuit switches were used to connect the even and odd front section DACs to one laser diode section each, enabling the full tuning range to be reached with only 4 DACs (rather than 10 independent DACs if each DAC was directly connected to a laser section). Each DAC operated at 200 MSample/s, and was controlled by an FPGA to produce up to 4 samples per wavelength switch event. The 4\textsuperscript{th} sample was then held for the duration of a wavelength tuning epoch to produce the steady state wavelength. The experimental setup used to measure the laser switching time is shown in Figure 44.

To assess which laser tuning sections have the largest effect on the laser tuning time, the time resolved wavelengths observed during a tuning event can be overlaid on a tuning map. Figure 47 shows the steady state currents for each of the intermediate
channels seen during the switching event previously shown in Figure 45, with lines connecting the channels observed during the switch event in chronological order.

Figure 47: The intermediate wavelength channels reached during a wavelength switch between channel 21 and 38, overlaid on a map of side-mode suppression ratio against applied tuning currents.

The general trend for the switch from channel 21 to 38 is for the wavelengths to initially track a path following changes in front section pair selection and front section current, before a gradual increase in rear current. There is an outlier to this general trend for wavelength 22, however this is most likely an artefact of the plotting process. Wavelength 22 (and most other wavelengths) can be reached with several combinations of tuning currents, but the current combinations chosen using the method outlined in section 3.2.2 were selected specifically for their fast switching properties rather than by following a strict relationship between channel number and current. It is therefore more likely that channel 22 is reached at an alternative switching current combination with low rear current, than the steady state location plotted in Figure 47.

Given that the laser has been shown in Figure 47 to take more time to move through wavelengths on the rear current axis than on the front current axis, it follows that the rear current injection has a larger impact on laser tuning time than front or phase current injection. This is compounded by the rear current section requiring more current overall (a maximum of 58.5 mA was used in these experiments) than the front (4.8 mA) or phase (9.5 mA) sections.

To reduce the impact of the rear current injection time on the wavelength switching time, the DACs can create pulse shapes with pre-emphasis rather than step functions. The novel pre-emphasis model presented here, compared to prior work, is asymmetric depending on whether the rear current increases or decreases during the switch, to
attempt to increase the carrier injection (or removal) rate at the start of a wavelength switching event. For a switch requiring an increase in current in the rear section, by initially injecting more than the desired steady state current level during the first sample of the switch event, a faster current rise time can be achieved. The inverse pattern can be used for switches requiring decreases in the rear current, to draw current out from the diode junctions as quickly as possible. Three further DAC samples were used to counteract any overshoot or oscillations due to parasitic capacitive and inductive effects in both the laser packaging and the DAC/laser interfaces and circuitry.

The steady state rear section current required for the desired wavelength after the switch was defined as $I_{SS}$, and the change in steady state rear section current between the two wavelengths of the switch was defined as $\Delta I$. Table 3 shows how the 4 samples to be played out by the rear DAC can be calculated if both $I_{SS}$ and $\Delta I$ are known. This pattern can be applied to all laser switches to create a look-up table of 4 samples for every possible wavelength switch.

Table 3: Current pre-emphasis applied to laser rear section for fast tuning without mode-hops. The values in this table are the values written to the DACs, where the minimum value is 2050 (0 mA) and the maximum is 4095 (58.5 mA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decrease of $\Delta I$, where steady state current is $I_{SS}$</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta I &gt; 400$ and $I_{SS} &gt; 2900$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{\Delta I}{8}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{(1500 - \Delta I)}{50}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{(1500 - \Delta I)}{50}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other cases</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \Delta I$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{(1500 - \Delta I)}{80}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{(1500 - \Delta I)}{80}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase of $\Delta I$, where steady state current is $I_{SS}$</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta I &gt; 700$ and $I_{SS} &gt; 2900$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{\Delta I}{15}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other cases</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{2\Delta I}{3}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS} - \frac{\Delta I}{15}$</td>
<td>$I_{SS}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lookup table values explicitly depend on both the absolute steady state rear current that is required after the switch event, and the difference between the steady state rear currents before and after the switch. The values presented here were found
using an iterative method of trials for a select number of wavelength switches, and further experiments to verify the switching times across all possible channel combinations are described in the next section.

3.2.5. Optimising laser tuning speed across all wavelength pair combinations

The current patterns to be produced by the DAC for each switching event, shown in Table 3, do not depend on the absolute wavelength that the laser is set to produce, and only on the rear currents. This means it is possible to assess the improvement in tuning time based upon applying the DAC current patterns for a subset of laser channel switches, and to then extrapolate the pattern across the full range of the DSDBR laser.

Figure 48 shows the switching time between all possible pairs of wavelength channels from 1 to 22, selected as a subset of the full laser tuning range including the full range of rear current from 0 to 58 mA (as section 3.2.3 identified that the rear current has most impact on tuning speed). There is a clear diagonal line through Figure 48 which corresponds to fast adjacent channel switches below 3 ns, which can be achieved with small (< 5 mA) rear current changes. All switches in this sample completed (measured by 90% rise-time of the laser intensity) within 28 ns. The yellow shaded regions were the slowest wavelength switches tested (> 20 ns), and correspond to switching from a high rear current (> 50 mA) to a low rear current (<5 mA).

Figure 48: Switching time between any of a 22 channel subset of wavelengths for a single DSDBR laser.
Figure 48 shows that current pre-emphasis can be applied to the rear section currents such that switching between all possible pairs of wavelengths for channels 1-22 can be achieved within 23 ns. It has been asserted so far in this section that the pre-emphasis has no dependence on wavelength; this can be experimentally verified by applying the same pre-emphasis which successfully reduced the tuning time for channels 1-22 across all available channels. Due to equipment limitations with the tunable local oscillator DSDBR, 96 wavelength channels were available; this is greater than the total number of 50 GHz spaced channels than within the optical C-band alone, but less than the full 120 channels that a DSDBR laser could potentially reach as shown in section 3.2.1. A measurement of switching time for all 96x96 channel pair combinations was performed, and the resulting switching times are shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49: Switching time for all possible pair combinations of 96 available wavelength channels.

The clear periodicity of the switch times in Figure 49 matches the periodicity of the rear current i.e. increasing rear current from channel 21 to channel 38. The longest switch times are consistently observed for switches from high rear current to low rear current, for instance, the region around switches from channel 21 (y-axis) to channel 38 (x-axis), is yellow, corresponding to the longest switch times (> 25 ns). A summary of the
recorded switch times is shown in Figure 50, which presents a cumulative distribution function of the switch times across all 96x96 = 9216 possible wavelength switch pair combinations. Figure 50 shows that in 60% of the possible wavelength switches, the laser tunes to the new wavelength within 10 ns, and more than 90% of the possible wavelength switches are complete within 20 ns.

Figure 50: Cumulative density function (CDF) of the switch times between all possible pair combinations of 96 wavelength channels. Each switch was performed 5 times; the blue trace is the mean switch time from the 5 attempts while the green and yellow traces provide maximum and minimum bounds respectively.

The significance of Figure 50 is that a DSDBR laser has been shown to be capable of rapidly switching between all possible wavelength pairs across 96 channels, with a switching time always less than 35 ns. By using pre-calculated pre-emphasis on the laser rear section, the wavelength switch time of a DSDBR laser is now bounded at 35 ns for all possible wavelength switches, which is an 82.5% reduction on the previous bound of 200 ns shown in section 2.3.2. The most comparable prior work showed 64x64 channel switching within 5 ns [125]; 64x64 channel pairs corresponds to 44% of the available switches from 96x96 channel pairs, and Figure 50 shows that 44% of switches complete around 7 ns. The novelty of this work lies in extending the range of the laser fast tuning demonstration, and the asymmetric current pre-emphasis design used to achieve all fast tuning results.

The switching time bound of 35 ns can be compared back to Figure 38, where the required laser tuning times for a range of data rates was presented. A tuning time of 35 ns is sufficiently small to allow laser wavelength retuning between every packet at
25 Gbit/s. This in turn allows increased flexibility and reconfigurability of the star network design, supporting increased data throughput for varied traffic patterns if it could be integrated into future optical network implementations.

By reducing the laser wavelength tuning time, but retaining a constant Epoch duration, the data transmission time lost to tuning events could also be a shorter fractional overhead of the usable data transmission time. This in turn would increase the overall network throughput. An alternative route to increasing the total available pool of bandwidth is to increase the bitrate carried on each wavelength channel by using a higher complexity modulation format, such as PAM.

3.3. **Higher bitrate using line coded PAM**

Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) signals are ideal for increasing the throughput across the WS-TDM star network design. PAM signals use multiple amplitude levels to provide an increase in the number of bits transmitted per symbol, which results in an increased data transfer rate per wavelength compared to binary OOK formats. The increase in data rate is achieved without increasing the symbol transmission rate or adding DSP to receivers, since PAM can be received using only intensity detection.

The WS-TDM star network requires the transmitted data signals to be spectrally shaped to remove data content below 1 GHz (see section 2.2.6). This was demonstrated using IBLC, which is an example of many spectral shaping codes for binary data. However, limited progress has been made to date in developing line codes which can be applied directly to PAM signals to achieve spectral shaping for low frequency suppression.

Prior work has explored the use of line codes for multilevel signal formats. In [134] the bipolar signal format derived from AMI presented in [135] is extended to multilevel signal formats. This encoding gives the benefit of DC balanced encoding and suppression of signal spectrum around DC, but the coding relies on both the transmitter and receiver being capable of producing more levels than in the original signal. For example, a PAMn signal (multilevel PAM with n distinct levels) is precoded before transmission as a \((2n - 1)\) level signal, and a receiver must be able to distinguish between all \((2n - 1)\) levels to correctly decode the data. Increasing transmitter resolution and receiver sensitivity to \((2n - 1)\) levels from \(n\) levels would increase the required complexity and cost of the communications link, due to the increase in transmitter and receiver SNR required to differentiate between tightly spaced intensity levels.
In the WS-TDM star network, the optical receiver is a square-law intensity detector (after the squaring and summing operation of the coherent receiver outputs), only capable of detecting the power envelope of a received signal. However, when the electric field of an optical signal is modulated, it can take both positive and negative values. At the receiver, a square-law detector converts this to power; the electric field amplitude is squared and it is this value that is recorded by the slicer. For the multilevel PAM line code in [134], the levels \(-q\) and \(q\) would both be received as \(+q^2\) and transmitted information is lost. The receiver design used in the WS-TDM network design rules out the use of any coding schemes that need to distinguish between positive and negative values of signal amplitude.

The naïve application of line coding to a stream of binary data prior to PAM mapping does not necessarily give the same spectral properties to the mapped PAM signal as it does to the binary coded signal alone. The spectral properties of a PAM signal can also be affected by the binary to PAM mapping, and the number of signal levels \((n)\) in the PAM\(n\) format.

Four line codes for PAM\(n\) are proposed and simulated in this section, that all meet the objectives from section 2.2.6 of producing a spectral null around DC. All four provide increased spectral efficiency compared to binary OOK; three of them are suitable for optical intensity reception of electric field modulation. The four line codes proposed here, in increasing complexity of implementation, are a block-based inverting code (LC1), an asymmetric block-based inverting code (LC2), an asymmetric block-based rotating code (LC3), and a running disparity symbol-wise monitoring code (LC4).

3.3.1.1. LC1: Block inverting code
This encoding is an extension of that presented in [114], which considered a method of encoding binary symbols for fixed block lengths \(b\). By integrating the signal amplitudes over each block, the DC component of the block is found. Each block could then be inverted (swapping 0s for 1s and vice versa) if necessary to minimise the long-term accumulation of DC offset from all blocks. An additional bit must be added to each block to describe whether an inversion took place for that block.

When mapping binary data to PAM\(n\) symbols, the optimal mapping scheme in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise is a Gray coding scheme [136]. Gray coding schemes maintain only a single binary bit difference between any two adjacent symbols, minimising bit errors in the presence of noise. Gray coded symbols form a cyclic pattern; a binary bit pattern of all zeros need not be paired to the lowest amplitude level of a PAM\(n\) system but could correspond to any of the amplitude levels. It is, therefore, possible to create multiple mappings from binary data to Gray coded
PAMn symbols for any given block of \( b \) binary bits. For any block of binary bits, up to \( n \) independent PAMn symbol mappings are possible using Gray coding, and the LC1 code uses that property to choose between two “inverted” mappings.

The full coding mechanism is outlined in Figure 51 (using PAM4 as an example) and detailed here. An incoming stream of binary data is split into blocks of \( b \) bits; \( \log_2 n \) blocks are taken from this binary bit stream in parallel and passed through two independent symbol mappers, which also calculate the disparity (the maximum possible number of consecutive identical symbols) of each mapping. Table 4 shows an example of two possible mapping sets for PAM4 (similar patterns can be designed for higher order PAMn formats). The polarity of the symbols in one mapping is the opposite of the polarity in the other mapping for each block of binary bits. This is the “inversion” of the code, whereby it is possible to invert the polarity of each symbol as it is coded (albeit with a different magnitude).

Figure 51: The symbol mapping for binary data, for LC1 using PAM4 coding. Without any additional markers to denote the mapping, it would be impossible to know which mapping (A or B) had been used for any given block. Thus it would not be possible for the receiver to recover the original binary data, as two parallel de-mappers
would be required but the receiver could not possibly know which one recovered the data as transmitted.

Table 4: An example of the two possible PAM4 mappings in LC1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary Bit Pattern</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping A</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that PAMn can carry n binary bits per symbol, a single PAMn marker inserted into the data stream can denote which of the two mappings was used for up to $\log_2 n$ blocks. Therefore after every $\log_2 n$ blocks, a single additional symbol is inserted which denotes which mapping was used in the preceding $\log_2 n$ blocks. For example, for PAM4, appending mapping symbol “-1” may represent that mappings “AB” were used in the preceding two blocks. The symbols representing the mappings are predetermined, and are consistent for all blocks at both the transmitter and receiver.

The total disparity of the $\log_2 n$ blocks and mapping symbol is found for all mapping combination, and compared to the running disparity (cumulative sum of all previous symbols in the transmission) of the data stream. The combination of mapped blocks (including the mapping symbol) is selected which would result in minimising the absolute value of the running disparity.

The number of binary bits transmitted per block ($b$) has no relation to the size of the PAMn symbol space ($n$), and can be chosen based on several factors: the spectral properties produced by the choice of $b$; the overhead imposed by the insertion of the mapping flip symbols every $b \log_2 n$ bits; and the ease of parallel implementation of the code e.g. the transmitter’s capacity to calculate the disparity of all block/mapper combinations simultaneously. These concepts are explored further in section 3.3.2

However, this code using symmetric symbol levels could not be implemented in the WS-TDM network proposed in chapter 2, as there is no way for a square-law receiver to distinguish between signal levels of the same amplitude but opposite polarity. For instance, consider symbols transmitted from the set $[-3 -1 1 3]$; a square law receiver would square the amplitude signals to produce the received signal set $[9 1 1 9]$. Information is irrecoverably lost in the squaring operation which makes symbols of the same magnitude appear identical, regardless of their polarity. This code thus provides
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a convenient model for introducing block inversion PAMn coding, but is of no practical use for the WS-TDM system.

### 3.3.1.2. LC2: Asymmetric block inverting code

To overcome the issue with the symmetric symbol set in LC1, where symbols of the same amplitude but opposite polarity appear identical at a square law receiver, a further line code is proposed. LC2 uses an asymmetric PAM symbol set, so that when the symbol amplitudes are squared, each symbol retains a unique value. In addition, for application to the WS-TDM star network system, it is desirable to use a PAM symbol set which includes a zero level at the transmitter. This would simplify the control interface for an optical modulator to extinguish optical power when a transmitter did not have transmission rights; a transmitter could simply be instructed to transmit a continuous run of zeros.

An example of a mapping for PAM4 transmission meeting the above constraints would be the levels \([-3, 0, 1, 2]\). For statistical DC balance of this symbol set it would be necessary to transmit as many “-3” symbols as “1” and “2” symbols combined. However, any code designed to achieve this would reduce the information capacity of the link compared to uncoded transmission. Instead, bounded DC balance can be achieved by using the mapping inversion technique to minimise running disparity, in exactly the same manner as described for LC1 in section 3.3.1.1. As with LC1, blocks of binary bits are compiled with a symbol identifying the mapping used, and the mappings are chosen to minimise the disparity within the block and mapping symbol combination. An example pair of PAM4 mappings for LC2 is shown in Table 5.

**Table 5: An example of the two possible PAM4 mappings in LC2: asymmetric block inverting line code.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary Bit Pattern</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping A</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the absolute value of the signal magnitude is taken at the receiver, a direct translation into evenly spaced symbols is easily achieved. This is ideal for simple receiver decision threshold structures with noise affecting all symbols equally. However, if the square of the signal magnitude is measured at the receiver, the received symbols are not evenly spaced (e.g. the equally spaced transmitter symbol set \([0 1 2 -3]\) would be received
as \([0 \, 1 \, 4 \, 9]\)). Either the transmitter could be adapted to send unevenly spaced levels (i.e. the square root of the PAM levels shown in Table 5), or a receiver could be constructed which maintains performance for uneven level spacing. Both of these methods impose stricter signal-to-noise ratio requirements on either the transmitter or the receiver (but not both) than would be expected for a standard PAM\(_n\) system.

### 3.3.1.3. LC3: Asymmetric block rotating code

Both codes LC1 and LC2 are based on the principle of “inverting” the mapping of blocks of symbols, so that the chosen mapping would reduce the running disparity of the code stream. This principle was developed from the binary coding in [114], in which only two possible inversions exist for any given set of bits. However, when symbols are Gray coded to PAM\(_n\), it is possible to “rotate” between \(n\) possible mappings, each of which would produce a different disparity over a coded block. This method forms the basis of LC3.

A possible set of symbol mappings, retaining the symbol asymmetry outlined for LC2 above, is shown in Table 6. The coding operation proceeds as outlined above for LC1 and as shown in Figure 51, by assembling blocks of binary bits with a mapping symbol, and choosing the mapping which minimises the disparity of the data stream.

**Table 6: An example of the four possible PAM4 mappings in LC3: asymmetric block rotating line code.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary Bit Pattern</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping A</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping B</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping C</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one difference in the symbol coding process between LC1 and LC3: the insertion of symbols to identify the mapping used in each block. In LC3, there are \(n\) possible mappings, so a single mapping symbol can now only identify the mapping used within one block. This means that the overhead due to mapping symbol insertion for LC3 is \(\frac{n}{2}\) times larger than the overhead for LC1 and LC2.

### 3.3.1.4. LC4: Symmetric running disparity monitoring code

In LC2 and LC3 above, the method of measuring at the receiver either the absolute magnitude or square of a transmitted symbol was described. Positive and negative symbols can be transmitted over the channel, before all symbols are converted to an
absolute positive value at the receiver. By alternating positive and negative values appropriately at the transmitter, the overall DC component of the signal can be reduced.

For the final line code studied in this work, LC4, a transmitter is used which can transmit all symbol levels in the set \(-n \pm 1\) ... 0 ... \((n - 1)\) i.e. the total number of distinct symbols in the transmitted code is \(2n - 1\). A receiver is used which rectifies the received signal to its absolute value, and a conventional \(n\) level PAM\(n\) signal can be recovered. Given that an uncoded PAM\(n\) transmitter would only require \(n\) levels, this requires additional complexity (i.e. an additional DAC resolution bit) than would be required for uncoded transmission. However, this line code requires no overhead since there is no need to insert symbols to communicate which mapping was used per block at the receiver.

Each incoming \(n\) binary bits of the data stream are Grey coded by two independent symbol mappers, each mapping to the same amplitude of PAM symbol, but with one mapping positive and the other mapping negative. An example for PAM4 is shown in Table 7. The mapping is then chosen that would minimize the magnitude of the running disparity of the whole signal stream.

Table 7: An example of the two possible PAM4 mappings in LC4: symmetric running disparity monitoring line code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary Bit Pattern</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping A</th>
<th>PAM4 Mapping B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no need for the transmitter to communicate to a square law receiver which mapping was used, since the binary bit pattern always maps to the same magnitude of PAM\(n\) symbol (polarity is ignored by a square law receiver). This results in no coding overhead in LC4 due to the insertion of mapping symbols, and no need to consider a block-wise approach to coding.

3.3.2. Performance of the proposed line codes

3.3.2.1. Symbol transition frequency

Serial communications systems require frequent transitions between symbols, so that clock recovery can be performed at the receiver. This process aligns the receiver
sampling frequency with the transmitted clock rate, so that received data is sampled at
the optimum symbol phase. It is, therefore, important to consider the number of
adjacent identical symbols that are permitted in each of these codes, as a long run of
identical symbols precludes any symbol transitions from taking place.

For LC1, there are no limits directly imposed on the number of identical adjacent
symbols within each block. However, if multiple consecutive blocks were to contain the
same identical symbols, block inversion would be necessary to ensure that there is no
continuous build-up of running disparity. This limits the maximum run length without a
transition to the length of a single block.

To discuss this by example, again considering PAM4, the highest disparity that a single
block of $\frac{b}{2}$ symbols could introduce is $\pm \frac{3b}{2}$. A subsequent block of $b$ identical binary bits
could not be mapped to the same symbols, as this would increase running disparity
rather than reduce it. Since both mappings from binary to PAM symbols in LC1 are
always of opposing polarity, it is always possible to select a mapping that works to
undo the contribution to disparity made by the previous block. It therefore follows that
there must be a transition at least every block, and thus that the maximum distance
between transitions is $\frac{b}{\log_2 n}$ symbols.

For LC2 and LC3, a similar argument can be followed to LC1, to find that again the
maximum number of symbols without a transition is $\frac{b}{\log_2 n}$. However, an exceptional
case for these codes is a block containing only a continuous run of “0” symbols, which
could be followed by a further block containing only “0” symbols should the running
disparity before the two blocks be $\geq 0$. To attempt to introduce a transition in the
coding layer, an exception could be triggered which causes a block which would cause
successive blocks of all “0” symbols to be coded using the “inverted” mapping, even
though that works against the primary aim of reducing the running disparity. This is not
a viable solution, as this could theoretically lead to continuously increasing disparity
due to the asymmetry of the symbol set when a “0” symbol is included. For example,
using LC2 or LC3 for PAM4 encoding, it could be possible to repeatedly only choose
symbols from the set [0 2], which would not allow the disparity to return below zero. To
use LC2 or LC3 therefore requires limits to the symbol run-length to be placed at a
higher layer of the transmission protocol. This could be through statistical means via
scrambling, or by imposing limits on the packet structure and assembly at higher levels
of the network stack to remove the possibility of adjacent symbols.

For LC4, there is generally a transition between every symbol. Even if two consecutive
sets of $n$ binary bits entering the two mappers are identical, the second mapped
symbol would be allocated the same magnitude but opposite polarity from the first, to continuously minimise the running disparity. However, as for LC2 and LC3, issues arise for long streams of “0” symbols in the data stream. Without any limits imposed by higher layers, there is nothing to prevent a continuous run of zeros, especially as this code does not require markers to be sent signifying mapping inversions (or the lack thereof) for each block. This code therefore also requires scrambling or run-length limits to be imposed higher up in the network stack.

The maximum distance between symbol transitions for each of the four codes, as calculated and discussed in the previous four paragraphs, is summarised in Table 8.

Table 8: A comparison of the maximum distance between transitions for each of the three proposed line codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line code</th>
<th>Maximum Distance Between Transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LC1: Symmetric block inverting</td>
<td>$\frac{b}{\log_2 n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC2 and LC3: Asymmetric block inverting/rotating</td>
<td>$\frac{b}{\log_2 n}$ (except whole blocks of zeros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC4: Asymmetric running disparity monitoring</td>
<td>1 symbol (except runs of zeros)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2.2. Coding overhead

The coding overhead is dependent on both the block length chosen and the number of symbols in the PAM symbol set for line codes LC1, LC2 and LC3. In a PAMn modulation format, each symbol represents $\log_2(n)$ binary bits. For LC1 and LC2, one binary bit is required per block of $b$ binary bits to denote the mapping used within that block. This is regardless of whether the information is encoded as a definitive statement of the mapping used within the block, or a flag to denote whether the mapping changed in each block compared to the previous block. It follows that for LC1 and LC2 a single symbol must be added to the data stream every $\log_2(n)$ blocks to inform the receiver of the mapping used by the transmitter in the prior $\log_2(n)$ blocks. This results in a percentage overhead imposed on the input data rate of $\frac{1}{b}$. For LC3, one symbol is required per block to denote the mapping used within that block, and
thus the imposed overhead is $\frac{\log(n)}{b}$. LC4 incurs no overhead, since no symbols need to be inserted into the output symbol stream to identify mappings. By inserting values for block length $b$ and PAM amplitude levels $n$ into these equations, the coding overheads can be calculated for a range of scenarios, to determine which codes may be suitable for implementation in the WS-TDM star network.

Figure 52 shows the variation of coding overhead with the block length $b$ for LC1, LC2 and LC3 encoded PAM4 and PAM8.

![Figure 52: The fractional coding overhead introduced by LC1, LC2 and LC3, as the block size and modulation format are varied.](image)

The coding overhead is identical for LC1 and LC2, and for PAM4 and PAM8 using LC3. The coding overhead discussed in this section does not include any additional overhead that may be incurred by higher layers in removing the possibility of long zero run lengths in LC2, LC3 and LC4. The maximum overhead calculated was 50% for a block length of $b = 2$ bits, using LC3. For an overhead of 1% (a limit chosen to minimise the impact of coding on the overall throughput of the WS-TDM star network), the block sizes required are 33 (for LC1 and LC2 PAM8), 50 (for LC1 and LC2 PAM4) and 100 (for LC3). Larger block sizes reduce the overhead, but also impact on the low frequency suppression of the code, as discussed in the next section.

### 3.3.2.3. Low frequency suppression

To assess the suitability of the four codes presented here for the WS-TDM star network and other applications described in section 2.2.6, an important characteristic is the suppression of signal power at low frequencies. Specifically for the WS-TDM star
network, the suppression of frequencies below $\pm 1$ GHz is required to use TDM with multiple transmitters at the same wavelength, as outlined in section 2.2.6.

A simulation was performed for a stream of $2^{21}$ random bits of binary data, encoded with the four different line codes outlined above, using a PAM4 symbol set. The results obtained here with PAM4 are representative of similar designs for higher order PAM\(n\) formats (where \(n\) is any power of 2), without loss of generality. For LC1, LC2 and LC3, the block size of each code was varied to be a power of 2 between 2 and 512 bits. The coded data rate was simulated as 25 Gbaud, and the power spectral density of each signal was calculated. For comparison, IBLC at 25 Gbit/s was also simulated, as applied to the same input binary data stream.

Figure 53 shows the simulated relative signal power of the four proposed line codes and IBLC, at 1 GHz. Power spectral density was normalised so that the peak of the power spectral density was aligned at 0 dB, for ease of comparison. Figure 53 shows that LC4 has the highest suppression of low frequency data at 1 GHz (-13.19 dB relative to the spectral peak), even more than IBLC (-10.96 dB). The best suppression for LC1 and LC2 is for a block length of 2 bits, with suppression of -7.69 dB and -6.82 dB respectively compared to the peak power. The best suppression for LC3 is for a block length of 4 bits, at -6.28 dB compared to peak power.

![Figure 53: Comparison of the relative power at 1 GHz of the proposed line codes with IBLC as coding block length is varied.](image)

There is a general trend across LC1-LC3 for higher power at 1 GHz with increased block length, with the exception of LC3. Given that in LC3 a mapping symbol must be attached to every block, using a binary block length of 2 bits (= 1 PAM4 symbol) results in each block consisting of a data symbol and a mapping symbol. Although the impact of the mapping symbol is included in the coding method, the assignment of mapping symbols to mappings is arbitrary and predetermined. Therefore, the impact of a 1:1 ratio of mapping symbols to data symbols actually reduces the performance of the
code. For longer block lengths, LC3 has better suppression of power at 1 GHz than both LC1 and LC2, as would be expected given the greater range of mappings available to reduce the running disparity at each block.

To further explore the low frequency power suppression of the line codes, the full power spectral densities of the simulated signals are shown in Figure 54 for block sizes of 2, 8 and 128 bits. The LC4 line code (which has no blocks) shows a low frequency roll-off within 2 dB of IBLC below 3 GHz, while for all block sizes tested, the LC1 and LC2 code show a low-frequency roll-off between 0.5 dB of each other below 3 GHz.

For a block size of 128, as shown in Figure 54e and f, the low-frequency roll-off only begins at 220 MHz for LC1 and LC2, and 350 MHz for LC3. This is likely due to the high suppression of the DC component through mapping inversions/rotations, but no removal of long streams of adjacent symbols. At long block sizes such as 128 bits, a full block of identical symbols (including a mapping symbol identical to the data symbols) could result in frequency components all the way down to 385 MHz, which is in agreement with the simulations. This further emphasises the need for higher layer scrambling or run-length limits, to remove the possibility of long runs of identical symbols.

The implications of the simulations for the WS-TDM system are that LC4 is the most optimal line code (of those studied) to use with PAM transmissions and thereby increase the total network throughput. This conclusion is reached due to the lack of overhead using the line code, and better suppression of signal power at 1 GHz than the IBLC code used on binary data. The drawbacks to implementing LC4 are the increased transmitter complexity required to transmit additional symbol levels compared to the other line codes studied. However, given that LC1 cannot be used in the WS-TDM system, and LC2/LC3 do not have low frequency suppression comparable to IBLC for any block length, there are no other choices. Having chosen LC4 as the optimum solution, the next section describes attempts to implement LC4 into a practical demonstration of the WS-TDM network.

3.3.3. RIN Modelling

The properties of the LC4 line code discussed in the previous section show promise for increasing the overall throughput across the WS-TDM design by increasing the bitrate per wavelength. To transmit any PAM format the transmitter would still only require an amplitude modulator, and DSP-free coherent reception can provide the intensity information required to demodulate PAM signals. Given that better low frequency suppression performance can be obtained using LC4 than with the IBLC OOK, the high-pass filter requirements of the WS-TDM system should be easily met.
A BER power sensitivity experiment was performed using the same experimental setup as in Figure 21, with the exception of the 10 GS/s Arb. Wave Gen., which was replaced with a 50 GS/s Arb. Wave Gen. to create the PAM4 electrical drive waveforms for the Mach-Zehnder modulator. The data waveform was a 22 GBaud PAM4 signal, encoded...
from raw binary data using the LC4 method described in the previous section. The variable attenuator following the transmitter was set to provide attenuation such that the received optical signal power was -14 dBm. This power level was chosen based on the error-free optical power level for 25 Gbit/s IBLC of -24 dBm, with an additional 10 dB optical signal power to accommodate the theoretically required 9.5 dB increase in SNR when moving from an OOK to a PAM4 signal format.

The received data was captured from the oscilloscope and processed offline, using the same signal workflow as in Figure 15. The decision circuit at the end of the signal flow was adapted to be capable of 4 level decisions using three decision thresholds, and Q factor was calculated from statistical measurements and swept decision thresholding following the method in [137]. An eye diagram of the received signal is shown in Figure 55, and there is no clear eye opening at any sampling instant. The BER calculated from the measured Q factor was approximately 0.16. Given that this experimental result was beyond the correction capability of common error correction codes [138] the experimental investigation was not continued further.

![Eye diagram of 22 GBaud line coded PAM4 experimentally received using the DSP-free coherent receiver from the WS-TDM system in chapter 2.](image)

In Figure 20c (which showed the eye diagram for 25 Gbit/s OOK at the same receiver), the amplitude of “1” symbols had a high variance, due to the squaring of the electrical signals produced by the coherent receiver squaring the received optical noise as well as the signal. The squaring operation has also caused all of the PAM4 symbols to spread in amplitude so that there are no clear decision thresholds between them. The noise source which contributed most significantly to the poor BER performance of the system was most likely the laser relative intensity noise (RIN), which is the variation of the laser intensity over time due to the spontaneous emission of photons. DSDBR lasers have poor RIN characteristics; measurements of the RIN spectrum of DSDBR lasers in [139] show a RIN of -140 dB/Hz or higher for bandwidths up to 200 MHz, and
between -140 and -160 dB/Hz for bandwidths greater than 200 MHz. This is due to noise on all of the electrical contacts (all 12 tuning diode sections) translating into RIN on the laser optical output. In [140], simulation results showed that RIN imposed at least a 3dB penalty on PAM4 reception for a laser RIN of -135 dB/Hz. It was further proposed in [141] that a single RIN value would not fully specify a multilevel PAM system in the same way as it would a binary OOK system, so the RIN performance of DSDBR lasers when transmitting PAM modulated data may be even worse than the value quoted in [139].

A simulation was performed of the experimental setup of Figure 21, with the exception of an arbitrary waveform generator simulated to modulate the laser with data (instead of a 10 Gbit/s pulse pattern generator). The simulation transmitted data using 50 GBaud PAM4 encoded with the LC4 line code outlined in this chapter, for an ideal laser without RIN range of RIN levels between -170 and -130 dB/Hz. The simulation was also performed without any RIN, to verify the error floor without the effects of RIN. In the simulation, the same RIN was assumed on both signal and LO lasers, although the contribution from the LO dominates given the low signal power at the receiver. The receiver BER sensitivity to received power for various RIN levels is plotted in Figure 56.

![Figure 56: Simulated receiver BER sensitivity to received power for varying RIN levels on both signal and LO lasers.](image)

The simulation was performed for a selection of RIN values spaced by 2 dB/Hz between -170 dB/Hz to -130 dB/Hz. However, for all RIN levels between -170 dB/Hz and -140 dB/Hz, the BER performance of the system was identical to the performance simulation without RIN, implying bit error performance was limited by receiver sensitivity rather than RIN. For clarity of the figure, only RIN levels of -140 dB/Hz or higher are plotted on Figure 56.
In [139], the RIN power spectral density of a DSDBR laser was measured to be above -130 dB/Hz for frequencies up to $10^8$ Hz, and in the region of -160 to -135 dB/Hz for frequencies above $10^8$ Hz. The simulation results in Figure 56 show that error-free transmission will not be feasible without the application of an error correction code. Forward error correction (FEC) codes can correct data with bit error rates of the order of $4 \times 10^{-3}$ to have error rates of the order of $10^{-15}$. Considering the simulation results at a BER of $4 \times 10^{-3}$, there is a sensitivity penalty of 2.9 dB for RIN of -136 dB/Hz compared to no RIN, increasing to a sensitivity penalty of 18.8 dB for RIN of -132 dB/Hz compared to no RIN.

The non-linear increase in sensitivity penalty for increasing values of RIN can be explained by the receive signal flow of the WS-TDM receivers (see Figure 15 in section 2.2.3). To convert the electric field signal components produced by the coherent receiver back to optical intensity, a squaring operation takes place. Assuming a RIN model of additive Gaussian white noise to the electric field amplitude, the RIN power will also be squared.

In [139], a method for removing the impact of LO RIN was proposed, using a linear FIR high pass filter. The experimental demonstration in [139] was implemented to reach BER values in excess of $10^{-3}$, where FEC is necessary to recover error-free data; error floors were seen for lower BERs where the RIN cannot be completely removed. However, the effect of the PAM line coding presented in this work is already to enable a high pass filter to be used to remove interfering transmitters at the same wavelength. A high pass filter was already integrated in the signal path for the experiments in thesis, with a larger roll-off at a higher frequency than that in [139], and no improvement in system performance was observed due to this filtering. This concurs with the findings of [139], which observed an error floor to receiver sensitivity attributed to the incomplete removal of RIN – as seen in Figure 56.

For all of the RIN levels simulated, it is clear from Figure 56 that a BER of $10^{-12}$ corresponding to error-free data cannot be reached using PAM4. Given the results of this simulation, and despite the excellent properties of LC4 for the application, it is therefore not suggested that PAM signals are used with the WS-TDM optical network design, and alternative methods of increasing the total system throughput should be sought.

### 3.4. Conclusions

This chapter has outlined the major limits to the performance of the WS-TDM network, including the restriction in total bandwidth across an optical star coupler due to the
finite number of available wavelengths, and the data transmission overhead and lack of packet-by-packet switching due to the laser tuning time.

By using pre-emphasis in the laser diode current drivers, 35 ns switching between all pairs of 96 wavelength channels (at 50 GHz spacing) was demonstrated using a single laser. In the nanosecond tuning regime of a DSDBR laser, the most important factor was shown to be the rear tuning current and ensuring that longitudinal mode hops are avoided. This can be achieved by selecting tuning currents for the target wavelengths which are far from longitudinal mode boundaries, in contrast to established slow tuning techniques. Creating lookup tables of tuning currents based on fast tuning properties alone allows for greater wavelength stability over nanosecond timescales.

To increase the bit rate per wavelength, which in turn increases the total network throughput, the modulation format of the WS-TDM network can be changed from binary OOK to a PAM format which encodes multiple data bits per symbol. However, in chapter 2, line coding (IBLC) was required to suppress low frequency signal components, which in turn permitted up to 26 transmitters to share a wavelength using TDM. Similar line codes are required for higher order PAM formats, and this chapter presented candidate line codes which match or beat the low frequency suppression of IBLC e.g. more than 13 dB suppression of power at 1 GHz for LC4, compared to 10 dB suppression at 1 GHz for IBLC. Although experimental work to optically transmit line coded PAM4 formats did not show success due to laser RIN and the noise enhancement of the squaring operation in the DSP-free coherent receiver, the work in this chapter can inform future implementations of low frequency suppressed PAM transmission.

The physical layer improvements presented in this chapter can be integrated with the WS-TDM network design of chapter 2 to increase the total throughput. A further method to increase the overall available bandwidth is to exploit traffic locality and split the single star coupler into multiple physically separated sub-stars. By forming sub-stars, each sub-star can independently allocate wavelengths and timeslots from the full range. Details of sub-star construction and operation are described in chapters 4 and 5.
4. Reconfigurable star networks by sub-star construction

In section 3.1.2, the limit to network throughput across the WS-TDM star system was stated – an optical star coupler has a finite total capacity, limited by the total number of wavelengths that can exist simultaneously in the network core without interference. To overcome the throughput limit, it is possible to partition the network into independent pools of transmission capacity. This chapter explores a method of separating a single star into multiple sub-stars, while still maintaining the attractive properties of star couplers for media networks (single hop latency, flexible multicast and in-cast support, and the ability to connect all network nodes into a single multicast group).

This chapter introduces criteria for sub-star designs to meet the needs of the applications running in the data centre, before reviewing four possible topologies which at least partially meet the criteria. Three data centre traffic scenarios are then defined (random traffic, hotspot traffic, and zonal media production traffic), so that flow level simulations can be carried out across each topology for a range of network traffic loads. This allows quantification of the increased throughput per network node for the reconfigurable topologies presented here compared to a single large passive star.

4.1. Motivation and design criteria

The WS-TDM star network design introduced in chapter 2 and enhanced in chapter 3 is an ideal architecture for data centres with predominantly multicast traffic, such as live media production data centres. There are two key design criteria for media data centres, which will be used to assess the suitability of network designs:

1. It is required for one input data flow to be multicast from a single transmitter to an arbitrarily sized group of receivers on the network, from 2 receivers up to all N receivers simultaneously (where N is at least 1000). For instance, a video flow of static colour bars or a visual interference pattern can be sent to multiple monitors to ensure that colour grading and contrast settings are matched. This presents the first network design constraint: any transmitter must be capable of multicasting to any number of receivers, including all receivers simultaneously.

2. When signal flows already exist across the network between transmitters and receivers, it is required that these flows are not interrupted by network reconfiguration, as this would result in video or audio break-up. This is especially important in an all-optical star coupler network with no central buffering, as there are no network locations where packets can be temporarily stored while waiting for the network to reconfigure. This presents the second
constraint: "truly non-blocking" optical circuit switching [142], where any optical switching activity must not disrupt existing circuits through a network.

A solution which meets both of these design constraints is the WS-TDM star network of Chapter 2, where a single passive star coupler forms the network core. The broadcast-and-select nature of a star coupler always permits multicasting to arbitrarily sized groups of receivers, including all receivers being part of the same multicast group. Wavelength switching occurs only at the transmitters and receivers, with no active switching elements in the network core, so network reconfiguration is always non-blocking. The design thus meets both of the design criteria, but the total throughput of a single optical star is limited by the number of wavelengths that can be simultaneously supported through the central core, as discussed in section 3.1.2.

It is proposed here to create star networks on demand using optical circuit switches (OCSs). Instead of using just one large passive optical coupler capable of connecting all nodes in the system via a single star, smaller passive optical couplers can be joined via an OCS to form multiple sub-stars. Sub-stars are physically partitioned from each other, and are formed as required to meet the connectivity demands at any given instant. Each sub-star would independently have the same total throughput capacity as a single large star, thus linearly increasing the available capacity with the number of sub-stars formed. The abstraction of each sub-star is a single passive star directly connecting all nodes on that sub-star by a single hop, which minimises network latency.

The OCS connectivity must be reconfigurable to add and remove passive couplers from each sub-star, permitting connectivity and optimising the resource usage of the network as traffic demands change. Sub-stars must be designed such that they could all be instantaneously joined to provide the topology of a single star connecting all nodes; enforcing this requirement meets design constraint 1. If the creation, growth, shrinking and joining of sub-stars can be performed without blocking any existing flows across the network, then design constraint 2 is also met.

This chapter presents four possible designs for constructing sub-star networks from smaller couplers, aiming to meet the criteria outlined above: centred stars; rings; meshes; and centred meshes.

4.2. Network design topologies

4.2.1. Design and modelling assumptions

All of the network designs analysed in this section assume the following physical construction: a set of $N$ nodes, each with a single fibre coupled transmitter and
receiver, are initially not connected to any sub-star. Each transmitter and receiver is attached to an OCS (for example, a MEMS switch with lenses or mirrors moved in 3D by mechanical actuators, such as those described in [143]–[145]). The OCS also has connections to multiple passive optical couplers and wavelength filters, which can be used to construct star networks. This design is shown in Figure 57. For the purposes of this architectural design comparison, it is assumed that the OCS port count does not limit the connectivity of the network. The OCS units are transparent and agnostic to the modulation format used to transmit and receive data, but are actively switching in the network core, in contrast to the designs presented in the earlier chapters of this thesis.

Figure 57: The building blocks of the sub-star networks discussed throughout this section. OCS = optical circuit switch.

Where the port counts required to create each topology are calculated below, the numbers quoted do not include the ports required to connect nodes to the sub-stars, which is constant across all architectures studied. The connection power loss over each OCS link is defined as $L$, and in loss budget simulations, fixed at 0.2 dB. The wavelength filter power loss is defined as $F$, and is simulated as 0.2 dB loss in the pass-band, and infinite loss in the stop-band.

Within each sub-star, the WS-TDM combination outlined in chapter 2 can be used to share the transmission capacity. Given that each sub-star is physically separated from all others, each sub-star can independently share the full bandwidth of the WS-TDM system ($WB$ as described in section 3.1.2). This results in a greater expected bandwidth per transmitter when multiple sub-stars are formed within a network, compared to all $N$ nodes connected to a single large star.

Should a node connected to one sub-star request connectivity to a node connected to a different sub-star, the two sub-stars must join together to accommodate the connectivity request; this is an essential design requirement met by all designs proposed in this thesis. After joining multiple sub-stars together, the WS-TDM network wavelength and timeslot allocation algorithm (beyond the scope of this thesis) must reallocate transmission rights across the new combined sub-star as a whole.

The major drawback to these designs is the relatively long time (ms) for a device to connect to the network, and for reconfiguration of the sub-stars when traffic demands change. This time is imposed by the speed of switching of the OCS units which
connect the nodes and couplers. However, it is envisaged that the reconfiguration of the OCS units occurs on a timescale of seconds or minutes, over which some traffic patterns within data centres, particularly media facilities, can be considered stable [1], [146]. The millisecond-scale switching time of OCS units would then only impose a reconfiguration downtime of at most 1% of the duration of stable traffic flows.

There are several characteristics of the four network designs studied that allow comparisons with both the design criteria and the other designs, including:

- The method of adding a new node to an existing sub-star;
- The method of connecting sub-stars together;
- The maximum and minimum power losses across a sub-star;
- The number of wavelength filters required per sub-star;
- And the total number of OCS ports required to create the network design.

4.2.2. Centred star

The centred star network design is constructed as follows: a “central” optical passive star coupler, of size $b \times b$ is at the centre of each sub-star. Further “outer” couplers of size $c \times c$ connect nodes to the central coupler. The topology of a single sub-star is shown in Figure 58; the OCS is omitted for clarity, but all links between couplers (shown in red lines) are via an OCS.

![Figure 58: A central star network design, where an initial central $b \times b$ coupler has $c \times c$ passive stars connected to it, creating a single large star.](image)

For a single sub-star to connect all $N$ nodes, the inequality $bc \geq N$ must be obeyed. However, the network may also grow to connect all $N$ nodes by combining multiple sub-stars together. The maximum possible number of sub-stars that can be simultaneously formed is defined as $a$, and is limited only by the number of central $b \times b$ passive optical couplers attached to the OCS. To allow any permutation of sub-stars to combine to connect all nodes into a single sub-star network, the inequalities $c \geq a$ and $b \geq a$ must also be obeyed.
When connectivity is required between nodes located on two different sub-stars, the sub-stars are combined by cross-connecting the outer transmit couplers and central stars of both sub-stars. This can be explained by an example, shown in Figure 59.

When a data flow is requested between a transmitter on sub-star 1 and a receiver on sub-star 2, sub-stars 1 and 2 must join together. To join the two sub-stars requires the outer couplers on the transmitter side of sub-star 1 (top left in Figure 59) to be connected to the central coupler of sub-star 2, and the outer couplers on the transmitter side of sub-star 2 (bottom left in Figure 59) to be connected to the central coupler of sub-star 1. The additional connectivity to join the sub-stars is shown by dashed red lines on Figure 59. No reconfiguration is required on the receiver side of either sub-star. This is because connectivity between the sub-stars on the receiver side would create multiple paths through the network, causing interference where optical signals are superimposed on themselves.

Figure 59: An example of two central star networks joining to provide bidirectional connectivity between transceivers on sub-stars 1 and 2. The dashed lines are the connections that must be made by the OCS to support traffic without creating multiple optical paths through the combined network.

The maximum throughput that could be obtained through each individual sub-star is limited to the $WB$ product, as described in section 3.1.2. However, the total network throughput is equal to the sum of the throughput of all sub-stars, up to $aWB$. This upper bound to throughput is achieved only if all sub-stars remain separated.

The maximum power loss through a centred star sub-star network is $20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + 2L$ dB. However, this is also the minimum power loss, and this remains constant even after combining multiple sub-stars together to form a new sub-star network. This is appealing, since a constant power loss independent of network path
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avoids power equalisation issues at the receiver (such as misaligned decision thresholds or equaliser inaccuracy), which occur when signals experience path-dependent attenuation. The power loss also does not depend on the potential number of sub-stars that can be formed, which is constrained only by the number of central optical couplers available to the network, \( a \).

For a target network size of 1024 nodes, the system power loss budget for varying sizes of optical coupler \( b \) and \( c \) is plotted in Figure 60. The region coloured white does not meet the target of 1024 or more nodes. The lowest loss of 37.5dB is achieved for \( b = 205, c = 5 \) (marked with a ✭ on Figure 60); the general trend is for lower loss for large central coupler sizes \( b \) combined with small outer coupler sizes \( c \).

![Figure 60](image.png)

Figure 60: Network optical power loss for a centred star optical network of varying central and outer coupler sizes. The operating point for the lowest power loss of 37.5 dB is marked with ✭.

The centred star topology for sub-stars does not require wavelength filtering. The abstraction of a single large optical star can always be achieved with no optical path loops where optical signals at the same wavelength could potentially interfere.

Two extreme cases of connectivity set bounds to the number of OCS ports required to form the network. When all nodes are attached to a single sub-star, the number of OCS ports required within the network is bounded at \( 2b \). This is because the only connections that need to be made are from the central \( b \times b \) coupler to \( b \) couplers on the transmitter side, and \( b \) couplers on the receiver side. However, if all \( a \) central couplers form separate sub-stars, with only a single outer coupler per sub-star, the total number of OCS connections required within the network is bounded by \( a^2 + a \).

Whether these bounds form upper or lower limits to the full network OCS port count depends on the choice of both \( a \) and \( b \).
4.2.3. Ring

The ring sub-star topology is constructed by connecting \( \alpha \) passive optical star couplers in a “ring”, as shown for \( \alpha = 4 \) in Figure 61. Each “ring” coupler has a port count of \( b \times b \) (shown in blue in Figure 61), and one output from each “ring” coupler is connected to the input of just one other “ring” coupler, via a wavelength filter. Each of the ring couplers can then be attached to up to \( b - 1 \) optical passive star couplers, each of size \( c \times c \) (shown in yellow in Figure 61).

The splitting of a ring network (in the same fashion as splitting a network into sub-stars) was considered here by using wavelength filtering alone – it is not possible to add and remove ring couplers without temporarily blocking transmission around the ring, which would disobey the design requirement for fully non-blocking switching (see section 4.1).

To ensure that the ring design abstracts to a single large star connecting all \( N \) nodes, the number of optical star couplers and their port counts must obey the equation \( \alpha (b - 1)c \geq N \) (derived by combining the total number of ports on each coupler to reach a total node count).

Wavelength filtering is essential at all links between central couplers on the ring, so that transmissions launched into the ring do not continue indefinitely in a loop. Three possible options are considered to configure the pass-band of the wavelength filters:

1. Fixed wavelength assignment: each ring coupler is assigned a set of wavelengths, which can be freely allocated to any transmitter which is attached to that ring coupler. A simple assignment would provide \( \frac{W}{\alpha} \) wavelengths to each

---

![Diagram of ring network](image_url)

Figure 61: A ring network topology which provides all-to-all connectivity. In this example, \( \alpha = 4 \) central passive optical star couplers each of port count \( b \times b \) are connected in a ring. Note the fixed direction of transmission flow around the ring, and the need for wavelength tunable filtering on every link between couplers on the ring.

---
central coupler on the ring, so that each ring coupler has an equal share of the available bandwidth. This means that each filter should block $\frac{W}{a}$ wavelengths and transmit $1 - \frac{W}{a}$ wavelengths, with a different set of wavelengths blocked at each filter. Since the wavelengths allocated to each ring coupler are fixed, fixed wavelength filters can be used. The bandwidth can also be shared unequally (but still in a fixed configuration) by varying the number of wavelengths assigned to each ring coupler, if this matches the connectivity pattern.

2. Dynamic wavelength assignment (coupler assigned): each ring coupler is assigned a number of wavelengths to allocate freely between transmitters attached to that ring coupler, but the number of wavelengths assigned to each coupler can be varied as the application demands change. Each wavelength can only be assigned to a single ring coupler, to avoid contention if the same wavelength were used multiple times, causing interference. This assignment method requires tunable wavelength filters.

3. Dynamic wavelength assignment (flow assigned): the wavelengths allocated to each ring coupler can be varied on demand, and the same wavelength can be assigned to multiple ring couplers simultaneously. The wavelength filter at the input to each ring coupler can reject not only wavelengths that originated at that ring coupler to avoid interference and continuous loops, but can also reject wavelengths that are not required at destinations further around the ring. An example of this approach is shown in Figure 62, where the same wavelength is used by two transmitters simultaneously. By blocking the dark blue wavelength at the filters marked “B” in Figure 62, but transmitting it through the other filters, the wavelength can be used for two flows simultaneously.

![Figure 62](image)

Figure 62: An example of dynamic wavelength filter adjustment across the network, permitting wavelength reuse. By setting the filters marked B to block the dark blue wavelength, and transmitting the dark blue wavelength through the other two filters, this dark blue wavelength can be re-used around the ring, increasing the overall transmission capacity.
The ring topology described above still abstracts to the same connectivity as a star coupler. All nodes are directly connected by a single hop, and the multicasting from one node to all other nodes is always permitted.

In the ring topology, some paths would experience vastly different losses compared to others, for example the maximum path length would pass through all other couplers on the ring to reach all destinations. The minimum loss between a receiver and transmitter is $20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + 2L \, \text{dB}$, but the maximum loss is $20 \log_{10} c + 10a \log_{10} b + (a-1)F + 2aL \, \text{dB}$. The number of ring couplers, $a$, has a linear impact on the maximum loss, assuming that the port count of each ring coupler, $b$, remains constant.

To assess the impact of the number of ring couplers on the network optical power loss, alongside the impact of the port count of both the ring couplers and the outer couplers, a simulation was performed. For fixed values of the number of central couplers $a = 5, 10, 15$ and $20$, the central and outer coupler size was varied and the maximum system optical power loss calculated. The results are plotted in Figure 63, where the white regions of the plot are areas where a single sub-star supports fewer than 1024 nodes.

The general trend for any number of central couplers ($a$) is for the lowest loss budget to be achieved with smaller ring couplers (lower $b$) and larger outer couplers (higher $c$), as per the darkest blue regions of Figure 63. Intuitively this is reasonable: the loss equation above is defined for the worst-case scenario, where a data flow will have to pass through all ring couplers to ensure that the transmission reaches all nodes.

![Figure 63: Network optical power loss for a ring optical network of four different numbers of central couplers, as well as varying central and outer coupler sizes.](image-url)
For any number of ring couplers, the power loss is much higher than the centred star topology, with a minimum loss of 64.5 dB for $a = 5$ ring couplers ($b = 5, c = 52$). The power loss increases linearly with the number of ring couplers ($a$), assuming constant values of $b$ and $c$. In this simulation, the lowest power loss observed for $a = 20$ central couplers was 108.2 dB ($b = 3, c = 53$), and all power losses for $a = 20$ were unreasonably high (from 108.2 dB to more than 400 dB). All of these losses are impractically high for full implementation, considering the tolerable loss budgets across the WS-TDM design of only 30 dB shown in chapter 2 - Table 9 shows a comparison of the loss budget for each topology assuming a 1000 node network.

The minimum total throughput is the same as for a single large star i.e. $WB$, and this throughput is constant for the first two wavelength allocation scenarios. Considering wavelength allocation scenario 3 (dynamic filters with wavelengths assigned to flows rather than couplers), the total throughput can increase. The exact value of the increase is traffic dependent, rather than coupler size dependent, but if transmitters only require connection to receivers on the same ring coupler (i.e. all wavelength filters block all wavelengths), the potential maximum throughput is $aWB$. The upper bound to the number of OCS ports required is $2ab$; this bound may not be reached depending on the uniformity of the distribution of outer couplers around the ring.

4.2.4. Mesh

This topology is constructed as follows: individual optical passive star couplers of size $b \times b$ are connected such that one output of each coupler is connected to an input of all other couplers, via a wavelength selective filter. An example of this topology is shown in Figure 64 for three couplers. The wavelength filters are required to attenuate any wavelengths that originate from the coupler that they precede, so that continuous loops are not formed. All other wavelengths are transmitted through the filter, attenuated only by the filter’s pass-band loss of $F$ dB.

Should connectivity be required between two sub-stars, direct connectivity must be made between all couplers in both sub-stars, via wavelength filters. The overall topology remains identical after performing the connection; each coupler has a direct connection to all other couplers in the combined sub-star.

The number of couplers forming the network (i.e. including all sub-stars) is defined as $a$. Each coupler has a port count $b$ obeying the inequality $b > (a - 1)$, so that each coupler can connect to all other couplers in the mesh, while also still connecting ($b - a + 1$) nodes. The inequality includes the limiting case $a = b$, which would mean each coupler in the sub-star connecting only a single network node to all other nodes. To meet the abstraction of a single large star, the variables must also obey the inequality...
$a(b - a + 1) \geq N$ so that all of the nodes across the whole network can be connect to a single sub-star.

Figure 64: A mesh sub-star topology constructed from smaller couplers. Note that each coupler has a direct connection to all other couplers.

The minimum optical path loss occurs when nodes communicate across just a single coupler, with a loss of $10 \log_{10} b$ dB. The maximum loss occurs when nodes attached to different couplers communicate, with a loss of $20 \log_{10} b + F + 2L$ dB (where $F$ is the insertion loss of each wavelength filter and $L$ is the optical path loss of each connection between couplers). These are the only two possible power loss values in this topology.

A simulation was performed of the total maximum power budget of a single sub-star as both the number of couplers and their port count was varied. The results are shown in Figure 65. The lowest system power loss for $a = 19$ couplers each of size $b = 72$ is 38.1 dB. There is a general trend for the lowest system loss for higher numbers of couplers (higher $a$) and smaller coupler port counts (lower $b$). This is reasonable given that the loss budget of the mesh network has no dependence on the number of couplers $a$. The value of $a$ is only important in determining valid values of $b$ to meet the total node count requirement ($N$, defined above).

Since it is essential to provide a wavelength filter at every input to a coupler, the number of wavelength filters required in this topology is $a(a - 1)$. However, each coupler has a direct connection to every other coupler via only a single wavelength filter, so the high number of filters required (compared to the other topologies described in this chapter) does not result in excessive insertion loss penalties. Although fixed optical filters are inexpensive, tunable wavelength filters are expensive and complex devices, especially fast tunable filters (e.g. silicon photonic devices have been
demonstrated to tune in 10 µs across the C-band, but are not yet commercially available [147]). The total number of OCS ports required in this network topology is \(2a(a - 1)\).

Figure 65: Sub-star power loss for a mesh of varying coupler sizes and numbers.

### 4.2.5. Centred mesh

This topology is formed as follows, and shown diagrammatically in Figure 66: a coupler of size \(b \times b\) is defined as the “central” coupler of the sub-star (yellow in Figure 66). Other couplers of size \(c \times c\) (defined as “outer” couplers, and shown blue in Figure 66) are attached to the central coupler by two links: an output of each outer coupler is connected to an input of the central coupler via a wavelength filter; and an input of each outer coupler is connected to an output of the central coupler. Node transceivers are connected to outer couplers. The wavelength filter preceding each outer coupler should be set to block all wavelengths that originated from that outer star, and to transmit all other wavelengths.

Figure 66: A centred mesh network topology. All outer couplers (blue) are connected to the central coupler, (yellow), providing the abstraction of a single large star connecting all points. Wavelength filters are necessary to stop transmissions continuing around the star structure indefinitely.
To enable this topology to connect all \( N \) network nodes into a single large star, the inequality \( c(b - 1) \geq N \) must be obeyed. There are no further restrictions on the size of the two types of coupler, although the total number of central couplers available at the OCS would define the number of sub-star networks that could be simultaneously formed. New nodes joining a sub-star can be attached to any available ports on an outer coupler; if no ports are free on any outer couplers, a new outer coupler is added to the central coupler. Should two sub-stars need to combine to meet connectivity requirements, the central couplers of each sub-star should be joined output to input, via a wavelength filter, as shown in Figure 67. The resulting topology has increased loss budget compared to the two separate sub-stars, due to the potential for communications to need to traverse multiple central couplers. Once two central couplers have been combined into a single sub-star network, one of the central couplers should be designated the network master central coupler. If a sub-star network which already contains two central couplers is required to merge with a further sub-star network, the network master central coupler should be connected to the merging central coupler, as per Figure 67. This minimises any further optical power loss due to sub-star merging.

The minimum loss budget between two nodes on a single sub-star is \( 20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + F + 3L \) dB. The maximum loss budget is reached when multiple central couplers are attached directly i.e. after the combination of two or more sub-stars. For any link that requires crossing two central couplers (i.e. source and destination are attached to outer couplers that were initially part of different sub-stars), the maximum loss budget occurs, which is \( 20 \log_{10} c + 20 \log_{10} b + 2F + 5L \) dB (where \( F \) is the insertion loss of each wavelength filter and \( L \) is the optical path loss of each connection between couplers).

Figure 67: Two sub-star centred meshes combining to form a single sub-star. Dashed red lines show the new connectivity between the two original sub-stars.
The impact on the total optical power loss of varying the port count of both the central couplers and the outer couplers has been simulated, and the results are plotted in Figure 68. The optical power loss was affected equally by the size of the central couplers and the outer couplers used in the network, as shown by the diagonal symmetry of Figure 68. However, to reach the target number of 1024 nodes, the lowest loss simulated here of 61.9 dB is observed for \( b = 205, \ c = 5 \), which matches the general trend across all topologies in this chapter, of lowest loss for a smaller outer coupler size (lower \( c \)) and a larger central coupler size (larger \( b \)).

The number of wavelength filters in this design also depends on the number of central star couplers used to construct the topology. Defining the number of central couplers used in the entire network as \( a \), and the number of outer couplers as \( d \), the total number of wavelength filters required is \( a + d \). The parameters for each of the topologies can now be summarised and compared, and conclusions drawn as to the optimum architecture to meet the design requirements.

Figure 68: Network optical power loss for a centred mesh optical network as the coupler port counts (\( b \) and \( c \)) are varied.

4.2.6. Summary and comparison

A summary of the characteristics of the four sub-star networks is presented in Table 9. For each topology, generalised formulae for physical attributes are given, alongside absolute values for a target of 1024 nodes and a target of 20 central/ring couplers.
Table 9: A summary of the star construction topologies and relevant parameters. *Italic* values correspond to a target of 1024 nodes and 20 central/ring couplers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Minimum loss budget (dB)</th>
<th>Maximum loss budget (dB)</th>
<th>Wavelength filtering</th>
<th>Sub-star throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centred Star</td>
<td>20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + 2L</td>
<td>20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + 2L</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>WB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 205, c = 5</td>
<td>b = 205, c = 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.5 dB</td>
<td>37.5 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + 2L</td>
<td>20 \log_{10} c + 10a \log_{10} b + 2aL + (a − 1)F</td>
<td>a filters required</td>
<td>&gt; WB if flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 5, b = 5, c = 52</td>
<td>a = 5, b = 5, c = 52</td>
<td>a = 5</td>
<td>wavelength filters used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41.3 dB</td>
<td>72.1 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh</td>
<td>10 \log_{10} b</td>
<td>10 \log_{10} b + 2L + F</td>
<td>a(a − 1) filters</td>
<td>&gt; WB if flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 19, b = 72</td>
<td>a = 19, b = 72</td>
<td>required</td>
<td>wavelength filters used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.6 dB</td>
<td>38.1 dB</td>
<td>a(a − 1) = 342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centred Mesh</td>
<td>20 \log_{10} c + 10 \log_{10} b + 3L</td>
<td>20 \log_{10} c + 20 \log_{10} b + 2F + 5L</td>
<td>(a + d) filters</td>
<td>WB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 205, c = 5</td>
<td>b = 205, c = 5</td>
<td>required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.9 dB</td>
<td>61.4 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3. Flow-level traffic simulations

To compare the throughput of these network designs, simulations have been performed at “flow-level” - that is, considering the capacity of the network by simulating flows rather than individual packets. A flow is defined as a continuous stream of data, with no gaps; this means that the maximum flow rate in these simulations is higher than a practical data rate with inter-packet gaps. It is assumed in these simulations that the higher layers of the network stack at each node are capable of sending and receiving
flows at the full transceiver line rate, defined throughout these simulations as 25 Gb/s (matching the WS-TDM experiments of chapter 2).

A sub-star is defined here as an isolated group of nodes that can have their connectivity abstracted to a passive optical star network. All nodes can behave as sources (transmitting a flow), destinations (receiving one or more flows), or both. Nodes request flows, between a source and a destination, by contacting a central controller to ensure that connectivity is available between them. There are then two basic principles to the flow level simulations in this work:

1. All flows that are requested are always allocated connectivity. This means that physical layer connections are always made between a source and destination pair that request a flow between them, even if this means combining two sub-stars together into a single sub-star. In a practical implementation, the source node would request a specific bandwidth from the controller. If the network only has the capacity available to allocate less bandwidth to a flow than was requested, the network controller must instruct the source node to reduce the flow rate to meet the allocation e.g. by sending a lower resolution video or changing the media codec.

2. All flows within a sub-star are allocated the same bandwidth. This allows for meaningful comparisons between the network topologies simulated and the network traffic scenarios. It is feasible for the wavelength/timeslot allocation controller to offer different bandwidths per flow, based on priority or other flow metadata, so long as the total throughput does not exceed the limit per sub-star. However, the implementation of complex controllers capable of variable bandwidth allocation is beyond the scope of this thesis, which considers only the data plane of the network.

Despite the differences between the four topologies described in the previous section, the network designs reduce to just two possible models when performing flow level simulations:

- For the centred star, mesh and centred mesh topologies, the flow level simulation is identical for all designs. Sub-stars are formed to accommodate network requests as they are received, connecting sub-stars together as necessary to meet the traffic demands. A flow level simulation does not need to be aware of the precise mechanics of splitting and connecting sub-stars and/or wavelength filtering, but only needs to be aware that splitting and combining of sub-stars is always possible, which is true for all three of the centred star, mesh and centred mesh designs.
For the ring topology, the links between couplers are always fixed, so the reconfiguration of the tunable wavelength filters is the only method of varying connectivity. The links between ring couplers provide more of a bottleneck than the couplers themselves, since each link must carry transmissions that originate from many sources across multiple stars. A flow level simulation must determine the number of flows per link, which restricts the available bandwidth. The third wavelength allocation scenario from section 4.2.3, dynamic allocation of wavelengths at flow level, is used in these simulations.

4.3.1. Simulation parameters and workflow

The throughput performance of the network is always dependent on the network traffic, as it is the source-destination connectivity which defines the sub-star formation. It is defined that destinations request connectivity from sources in this simulation model, matching practical media workflows (high bitrate media streams are not injected into a network unless a receiver requests them). To assess the potential increase in total network throughput by splitting the network into sub-stars (relative to a single star network), three distinct traffic patterns were used to model the flows through the system:

1. **Random**
   - Each destination selects any source on the network, at random, to receive a data flow from.

2. **Hotspot**
   - A group of \( g \) sources out of the \( N \) total sources is designated a “hotspot”. Each destination has an \( h\% \) likelihood of requesting a data flow from any source in the hotspot, and a \( (1 - h)\% \) chance of requesting a data flow from any source that is not in the hotspot. In this work \( g = N/10 \) and \( h = 50\% \).

3. **Zonal Media Production**
   - Each node is defined as a member of one of five “zones”, designed to separate nodes according to their function at the application layer (a node can function as a source, destination or both simultaneously). A traffic probability matrix defines the probability that a destination would request a source from each of the zones; the probability values are taken from a survey of a media production network traffic within a medium sized live production centre.

A visualisation of a sample dataset of each of the three traffic patterns is shown in Figure 69. The random traffic shown in Figure 69a has no locality, as there is the same
chance that a destination will request a data flow from a specific source as from any other source. In Figure 69b, data flows from the “hotspot” source nodes are shown in red, while data flows from all other source nodes are shown in blue. The zonal media production traffic is shown in Figure 69c, where sources in each of the five zones are each allocated a colour. There is clear locality shown in Figure 69c, where most data flows follow distinct patterns of connectivity across the network.

Figure 69: Visualisations of the three traffic patterns used in simulation: a) random traffic; b) hotspot traffic; and c) zonal media production traffic.

To perform each simulation, the following workflow was simulated:

- Generate a list of $10^6$ source-destination pairs which follow the traffic distribution under simulation (from the three definitions above). The source-destination pairs are listed in a random order.
- Considering each source-destination pair in turn, provision the fibre connectivity required to transmit a flow between the source and the destination i.e. connect the source and the destination to the same sub-star via the OCS (including connecting sub-stars if necessary).
- It is possible that multiple destinations will request the same source i.e. multicast. It is also possible that multiple sources will be requested by the same destination i.e. in-cast. This is because each pair is added to the network sequentially, with no consideration of prior connectivity, and is a realistic method of provisioning connectivity in a media production data centre.
- Count the total number of unique sources which are transmitting flows into the network. Defining the load percentage of the network as $l$, after $lN$ unique sources are transmitting into the network, the load level has been reached and no further flows are added from the source-destination pairs list. Note that the total number of active destinations has no direct impact on the network load.
- Count the number of sources in each sub-star (denoted $n$) and find the expected transmission rate per source for each sub-star $\left(\frac{W_n}{n}\right)$. 
- Calculate the median transmission rate per source, considering all sources on all sub-stars in the network.

The median transmission rate per source, considering all sub-stars, is selected in preference to other averages to more accurately reflect network performance. A sub-star with few active sources would have a disproportionately strong effect on the mean transmission rate per node of all sub-stars in the network. For example, the network could form one sub-star of \( n = W \) sources, each transmitting at a transmission rate of \( B \), and one sub-star of \( n = (N - W) \) sources, each transmitting at a transmission rate of \( \frac{WB}{N-W} \). In this example, the mean bandwidth per transmitter, considering all transmitters on all sub-stars, is \( \frac{2WB}{N} \), while the median is \( \frac{WB}{N-W} \). Given that \( N \gg W \), the mean transmission rate could be approximately double the median transmission rate. However, there are far more flows with the lower transmission rate, so the median is more representative of transmission rates on average. Presenting the median in this work, therefore, gives a realistic representation of the expected transmission rates. In addition, the transmission rate of each source has an upper bound, as transmitters cannot transmit faster than their maximum line rate \( B \) when \( n < W \).

The results in this section, starting with Figure 70, are presented in terms of the probability distribution function (PDF) of the median transmission rate per node.

- For a single star network, all nodes can transmit at the same rate (as described in section 3.1.2). This rate is fixed, regardless of the network traffic, and is displayed on the PDF plots as vertical dashed lines. Single star transmission rates are a minimum bound to the split star transmission rate per node.

- For network designs which can split into sub-stars, the transmission rate per node can vary, based on the connectivity required. The network seeks to maximise the transmission rate of all nodes by optimally splitting into sub-stars wherever possible. Transmission rates directly depend on the traffic, and as it is not practical to simulate all connectivity combinations, a Monte Carlo simulation finds the probability of the network achieving each transmission rate.

If the peak of a PDF is at a higher transmission rate than the single star worst-case transmission rate, the sub-star network design has improved upon the single star design of Chapter 2 by exploiting traffic locality to increase the throughput per node. Where a percentage comparison is made between the expected transmission rates of the split sub-star topologies and the single star topology of chapter 2, it is quoted for the mean of the median transmission rates. This means that the percentage increases in throughput will be achieved on average 50% of the time. For instance, if it is stated...
that there is a 26% increase in throughput for a given traffic pattern and network load, this means that each transmitter on average can transmit 26% more data per epoch in the split star configuration compared to a single large star. Because the percentage increase is calculated as an average over the Monte Carlo simulation, in a real implementation the throughput increase has a 50% likelihood of being more than the value quoted, and a 50% likelihood of being less than the value quoted.

The specific parameters used in these simulations were:

- All transmitters have a maximum transmission rate of 25 Gbit/s;
- For the random and hotspot traffic, the network had 1024 nodes (all nodes could function as a source or destination);
- For the zonal media production traffic, 1280 nodes were destinations, and 960 nodes were sources (matching the layout of a real media production centre);
- Every transmitter and receiver can access 120 wavelengths (matching the achievable extended range of the DSDBR lasers, as described in section 3.2.1);
- And the number of timeslots per epoch is not relevant, since in flow level simulations, it is assumed that sufficient timeslots will be allocated to provide the allocated transmission rate on aggregate.

4.3.2. Centred star, mesh and centred mesh simulation

To perform the simulation, instructions were defined to determine the formation of sub-stars as flows were added to the network, which in turn can be translated to connectivity at the OCS for each of the three network topologies: This is presented as an algorithm in Appendix A and described as follows:

- In general, pre-existing active connectivity is used to determine which sub-star a new flow should be connected through; if either source or destination are already active, they cannot be moved to another sub-star without interrupting existing flows.
- If neither the source nor destination of a flow are already members of any sub-stars, a preferred sub-star is chosen which has the lowest number of active sources out of all existing sub-stars in the network.

The most efficient use of bandwidth is made when each sub-star has the same number of active nodes as wavelengths (i.e. \( n = W \)). In this situation, each node can transmit at the full transmitter line rate on a dedicated wavelength, and no capacity is spare. The algorithm, therefore, targets this optimal state by only attaching flows for newly active sources and destinations to sub-stars with less than \( W \) active sources. This does not
preclude sub-stars ever reaching \( W \) active sources when sources are added to the same sub-star as existing destinations, but does aim to reduce wasted bandwidth.

Figure 70 shows PDFs for a split star network formed using the centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies, for random traffic. For traffic loads of 80% or 100%, there is no improvement to the median bandwidth per node compared to a single passive star network (shown by the alignment of the PDF with the dashed line at the single star transmission rate). For a 40% or 20% network load, there is a 6.6% and 27.3% increase in the median transmission rate compared to a single star network.

Figure 70: Probability density function (PDF) of the median transmission rate for random traffic. Results are shown for a split star network using centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies, compared to a single passive star network.

Figure 71 shows PDFs of the median transmission rate per node for a split star network formed using the centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies, for hotspot traffic. There is a clear increase in the expected transmission rate per node compared to a single large star for all network loads simulated, from a 258% increase at 100% network load, down to a 136% increase in throughput for 20% network load.

Figure 71: Probability density function (PDF) of the median transmission rate for hotspot traffic. Results are shown for a split star network using centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies, compared to a single passive star network.
Hotspot traffic is a good fit to network topologies that grow sub-stars as network requests arrive, due to the clustering effect of the hotspot on the network connectivity. In this model, there is a 50% likelihood that new destinations becoming active on the network will request a source from the hotspot group. If the same destination then requests an additional flow from another source (possible due to expressly including in-cast in the network traffic feasibility), there is a 50% likelihood that the requested source will also be a member of the hotspot group, and if it is not already active, it will join the same sub-star as the originally requested source. This pattern repeats as more and more flows are set up across the network, resulting in a highly clustered network.

Figure 72 shows PDFs for a split star network formed using the centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies, for zonal media production traffic. For a 100% and 80% network load, on average there is a 10.1% and 10.5% increase in the median throughput per node. Since the zonal traffic displays locality, it is more likely that when a new source or destination becomes active, flows will be requested which match the existing physical connectivity. If new flows can be added without requiring new connectivity between sub-stars, it is more likely that each sub-star can remain physically separated. This separation between individual sub-stars allows the increased throughput compared to a single large star.

![Figure 72: Probability density function (PDF) of the median transmission rate for zonal media production traffic. Results are shown for a split star network using centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies, compared to a single passive star network.](image)

The combination of Figure 70 to Figure 72 show that the traffic pattern across the data centre is highly influential on the achievable data transmission rates. The aim of this work is to increase the data transmission rates when using a reconfigurable set of couplers to form sub-stars compared to a single large passive star network. Assuming a high network load (> 80%), there is only increased throughput for the hotspot or zonal traffic patterns, with the hotspot traffic showing the largest increase in expected
bandwidth per node. Traffic patterns with locality (including hotspot, which shows extreme locality), allow the construction of segregated sub-stars where it is unlikely (but not impossible) that the sub-stars would need to join together to add new connectivity.

Figure 73 shows the mean number of sub-stars formed over all 10,000 simulation trials performed. Although the number of sub-stars formed must practically be an integer, the mean is presented here for ease of comparison. The hotspot traffic consistently splits the network into more sub-stars than the other two scenarios. The extreme locality of hotspot traffic means that many destinations request sources which are already on a sub-star, and few connections are necessary to combine sub-stars together.

![Figure 73: The mean number of sub-stars formed for each of the three traffic scenarios, varying with network load.](image)

Hotspot traffic allows partitioning of the network into more sub-stars than the other scenarios; more sub-stars means that each sub-star connects fewer nodes. This is shown in Figure 74, where the mean number of nodes per sub-star at 100% network load is only 239 for hotspot traffic, compared to 491 and 465 for random and zonal media respectively. For all network loads studied, the hotspot traffic formed sub-stars with relatively fewer nodes; resulting in turn in a higher transmission rate per node.

![Figure 74: Mean number of nodes on each sub-star, varying with network load, for each of the three traffic scenarios studied.](image)
4.3.3. Ring simulation

In the ring topology, the number of links between ring couplers is fixed, and is the same as the number of ring couplers. In contrast to the other topologies, the connectivity of the couplers cannot be changed to create separate sub-stars. Instead, the tunable wavelength filters between ring couplers are reconfigured to partition the network. Although section 4.2.3 showed that the ring topology could not be realised in practice for a 1000 node network due to impractically high power losses, throughput simulations are included here for completeness.

For flows that are transmitted from a source to a destination on the same ring coupler, only the total throughput through the ring coupler would limit the bandwidth allocation per flow, assuming that wavelength filtering can be used to segregate a wavelength for use within that coupler alone. However, flows could also be transmitted from a source on one ring coupler to a destination on a different ring coupler. The links between couplers then set the limit to the maximum throughput.

For the ring network topologies, many wavelength allocation algorithms have been proposed in prior work [148]–[151], and no new proposals for wavelength allocation are presented here. Instead, it is assumed that an optimal wavelength allocation could be found, which ensures that every link between couplers is saturated, and all wavelengths and timeslots are fully utilised. By measuring the desired connectivity requests for each of the three traffic patterns, the number of unique flows over each link of the ring can be calculated. Given that the maximum bandwidth per link is known ($W_B$, assuming optimal allocation), the expected bandwidth per flow is the total bandwidth divided by the number of flows per link. The most congested link limits the expected bandwidth of all flows passing through that link, providing a worst case bound to expected bandwidth per flow around the whole network.

The simulation proceeded as follows:

1. for all source-destination pairs
2. find central coupler of source
3. find central coupler of destination
4. determine path from source coupler to destination coupler
5. reserve a flow request on each link on the path
6. end

It was shown in [148] and [152] that the most important parameter in determining capacity bounds around optical ring networks is the maximum number of flows that
must share any link around the ring, which is defined as $L_{\text{max}}$. In [148] it is shown that to serve all connection requests around a ring network without sharing any wavelengths, a minimum of $0.5L_{\text{max}} \log_2 N + L_{\text{max}}$ wavelengths are required. It is then always possible to assign wavelengths and meet connection requests without blocking, provided that $L_{\text{max}}$ does not exceed $\frac{W}{3 \log_2 N}$. Given that the data centre scales that this thesis targets are on the order of $W = 120$ and $N = 1024$, non-blocking throughput would only be guaranteed if $L_{\text{max}} < 4$, which is a low number of flows through any link.

It is assumed that each sub-star uses all available wavelengths and timeslots of a WS-TDM system. This is achieved by sharing wavelengths via TDM, to allocate timeslots on the same wavelength to multiple transmitters. The maximum load of any link around the ring is therefore likely to exceed $L_{\text{max}} = 4$, given that there are 1024 nodes and network load levels of at least 70%. It is assumed in the simulations that a wavelength assignment can always be found which allows all nodes to transmit some data, that all flows are assigned the same bandwidth, and that the link with maximum congestion provides a limit to the maximum bandwidth of all flows around the ring.

Figure 75 shows how the median transmission rate per node varies under random traffic for the ring topology. The ring allows the transmission rate to increase compared to the passive star for low network loads i.e. a 70.8% and 73.7% increase for 20% and 40% traffic loads respectively. However, the increase for a high traffic load is more modest, at only 11.3% for a 100% network load, and still only providing a 3.26 Gbit/s flow rate despite a 25 Gbit/s transmitter line rate.

Figure 75: Probability density function (PDF) of the median transmission rate for the ring network topology, with a random traffic distribution.

Figure 76 shows the PDFs of the median bandwidth per source node for a hotspot traffic model over the ring topology. There is an increase in throughput compared to a single passive star for all network loads simulated, however this increase is smaller
than for random traffic. At 100% network load, the increase is only 5.9%, and at 20% network load the increase is only 54.1%. Given that traffic flow around the ring is unidirectional, and that the hotspot nodes are co-located, all flows from hotspot sources must use the same link, causing congestion. It is assumed that the most congested link limits the bitrate of all flows around the network. The hotspot traffic scenario is not as well suited to the ring topology as the other two traffic patterns studied here.

Figure 76: Probability density function (PDF) of the median transmission rate for the ring network topology, with a hotspot traffic distribution.

For zonal media production traffic across the ring topology, there is an increase in median transmission rate compared to a single passive star, except for 100% network load. Figure 77 shows that for low network loads the median transmission rate per source is similar to the random traffic scenario, displaying increases over a single passive star network of 67.1% and 68.7% at network loads of 20% and 40% respectively. However, for 100% network load there is no increase at all in median transmission rate compared to the single passive star network.

Figure 77: Probability density function (PDF) of the median transmission rate for the ring network topology, with a zonal media production traffic distribution.
4.4. Discussion and conclusions

This chapter has shown that it is possible to meet the design criteria for live media data centre networks by building optical networks from passive couplers on-demand. The topologies analysed in this chapter can provide the same connectivity as a passive star while retaining the multicast and in-cast properties of a single large star network.

For the target node count of $N = 1024$, only the centred star or mesh networks are potentially viable for use with the WS-TDM network design, as the optical path losses across the other topologies are too high. The ring topology in particular is excluded from further analysis, due to the excessive optical power losses of 65-400 dB calculated here. Chapter 2 showed a tolerable loss budget across the WS-TDM network of only ~35 dB at 25 Gbit/s, although low complexity FEC could increase this figure by a further 10 dB, albeit at the cost of a 6% overhead on data throughput [153]. Only the centred star or mesh networks have optical path losses of less than 45 dB.

The centred star is preferable to the mesh for two reasons: the loss budget is the same between all pairs of nodes (i.e. minimum = maximum), so a node receiving in-cast signals from multiple transmitters will not have to tolerate wide variations in received signal power; and no wavelength filtering is required, so no active optical components are required in the network core other than OCS units to connect the couplers.

Considering the achievable gains in transmission rate, particularly at high network loads (80-100%), the traffic pattern to be served across the network has a major impact on whether these split-star network designs provide any significant gains. For the centred star, mesh and centred mesh topologies, when traffic follows a random pattern without locality, there is no increase in transmission rate per node. However, when traffic follows a hotspot pattern, the transmission rate per node increases by 252% (under 80% network load). Sub-stars can form to efficiently serve the hotspot clustering, creating separated sub-stars for traffic both within and outside the hotspot.

Hotspot traffic is an extreme case of traffic locality, and a realistic model of zonal media production traffic shows more modest improvements when using a sub-star topology over a single large star. A 13.7% improvement in transmission rate per node is expected for the centred star, mesh, or centred mesh topologies at 80% network load.

In conclusion, of all the split star designs tested, the centred star design is the most promising for practical implementation alongside the WS-TDM network concept. The following chapter presents an alternative topology for forming split star networks, while maintaining optimal properties for media-centric connectivity.
5. **Reconfigurable star networks by splitting**

This chapter presents a second approach to partitioning a passive star network into sub-stars. In chapter 4, sub-stars were grown from zero initial connectivity, with couplers joined together to form stars connecting up to $N$ nodes. As an alternative, sub-stars could be constructed by initially creating a fully connected star network of $N$ nodes. The star network could then be partitioned in the centre to remove connectivity that is not required, while maintaining a low and bounded optical power loss budget across all network paths. The design presented here uses switchable optical attenuation at the core of the network, alongside an efficient control algorithm to always split the star wherever possible. This makes it feasible to always split the network into the maximum number of sub-stars possible and thereby maximise throughput, while still meeting the design constraints outlined in section 4.1.

5.1. **High level topology design**

Figure 78 shows an example of an $N \times N$ port star network, that has been split at the centre into 2 layers: a layer of $\sqrt{N} \times \sqrt{N}$ “input” couplers, and a layer of $\sqrt{N} \times \sqrt{N}$ “output” couplers. Each input coupler has a direct connection to all of the output couplers, via an optical power switching element (shown as “S” in Figure 78).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 78:** A dual layer split star system connecting a total of $N$ nodes. Each element marked S is an optical switching unit, capable of switching between transmissive and blocking states.

The central power switching elements have two states: blocking (at all wavelengths), or transmissive (at all wavelengths). If all of the central switching elements are set to the transmissive state, then all optical signals in all input couplers will be broadcast to all of the output couplers. The network is then functionally identical to a single large passive star connecting all nodes. However, if some of the switching elements are set to block the optical signal, the network is partitioned into sub-stars. As in chapter 4, each sub-
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star can independently allocate wavelengths and timeslots from the full range of the tunable lasers, resulting in increased total throughput across the whole network.

Figure 79 shows an example of how a two-layered star network could be partitioned into sub-stars in different ways. In Figure 79a, all of the input and output couplers require connectivity, meaning that all central optical switches are in the transmissive state. This all-to-all connectivity pattern results in a topology identical to a single passive star connecting all nodes (meeting the design criteria presented in section 4.1 for a single, all-to-all multicast group).

Figure 79: a) An example star network where connections are transmissive between all input and output couplers, which can be abstracted as a single large star; b) the same network but with connectivity enabled only in two distinct sub-stars, allowing full reuse of wavelengths and timeslots in the two groups; c) more complex connectivity pattern across the same network, with splitting into two distinct and disconnected sub-stars feasible.

Should simultaneous all-to-all connectivity not be required, the network can be partitioned into several sub-stars using the central switches. The switches are set to be transmissive only where connectivity is required e.g. for Figure 79b, the connection requests between nodes only require optical transmission between couplers 1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B, 3-A, 3-B, 4-C, 4-E, 5-C and 5-E. All other switches are set to attenuate light so that the optical signals between input and output couplers are not transmitted. Two sub-stars are then clearly formed: the red, dashed links in Figure 79b form one sub-star, while the blue solid links form another. Given that there is full optical separation of the two sub-stars, the full range of wavelengths and timeslots can be shared in each sub-star independently i.e. the same wavelengths can be used in both sub-stars simultaneously. This effectively doubles the total possible throughput compared to a single passive star connecting all nodes.

Complex network connectivity requests can be analysed so that the network can always be optimally partitioned into sub-stars. Figure 79c shows an example of a complex connectivity pattern through the central switches of the network. Input couplers 2, 3, 4 and 5 all have a connection in common to an output coupler with at least one other input coupler. It is, therefore, not possible to further split the sub-star containing input couplers 2, 3, 4 and 5 due to the mixing of optical signals at the
common output couplers. However, input coupler 1 does not share any output couplers with any of the other input couplers. This means that input coupler 1 and output couplers A and D together form a sub-star, separated from the rest of the network. The full network has again split into two sub-stars, resulting in a potential doubling of total network throughput compared to a single large star.

If a star splits such that the number of nodes connected to each sub-star is less than the number of accessible wavelengths, then all transmitters can operate at the full line rate. However, if the number of nodes in each sub-star is greater than the number of wavelengths, then the network is oversubscribed. The expected transmission rate per node is given by equation 11, but is now calculated independently for each sub-star.

The improvement in network throughput for split stars compared to a single large star is, therefore, entirely dependent on the traffic pattern across the network. It is possible that the required connectivity would force all of the switching units to be in the transmissive state, connecting all input and output couplers together. In this case the network throughput reduces to the worst-case, matching the throughput of a single large star. In practice, considering that the central switches could be switched at the same speed as the transceiver wavelengths and thus on a packet or few-packet timescale, sufficient locality is likely to exist in the traffic to permit splitting the star into multiple sub-stars, even if only instantaneously on a packet-by-packet basis. The maximum possible throughput capacity in this network design occurs if all input couplers do not share any output couplers i.e. each input coupler is connected to only one output coupler. This upper bound on network throughput is given by $\sqrt{NW_B}$.

System loss budget is a major consideration for optical star networks. To avoid wasting power by splitting the optical signal more than is necessary, each individual optical coupler should have the same number of output ports as input ports. This means that for a network of $N$ nodes to be served by a dual layer system of couplers, the optimum number of input and output ports on each coupler is $\sqrt{N}$, with $\sqrt{N}$ couplers in both the input layer and output layer. This can be verified by considering the insertion power loss of a single $N \times N$ port coupler, of $10\log_{10}\frac{1}{N}$ dB. The total insertion loss after light has travelled both input and output couplers in this layered design is then found to be $2 \times (10\log_{10}\frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}) = 20\left(\log_{10} N^{-\frac{1}{2}}\right) = 20\left(\frac{1}{2}\log_{10} N^{-1}\right) = 10\log_{10}\frac{1}{N}$ dB, which is the same as the insertion loss of a single $N \times N$ coupler. In practice, optical switches incur additional insertion loss even in the transmissive state; the choice made of switching technology is key to minimise these additional losses, as discussed in the next section.
5.2. Optical switching hardware

Careful choice must be made of the hardware which provides switchable optical attenuation at the centre of the star network. An ideal switching technology would provide: high extinction ratio (\( > 40 \text{ dB} \)), so that no optical power can flow between sub-stars when blocking; low insertion loss (\( < 1 \text{ dB} \)) in the transmissive state, so as not to increase total system power loss; and fast switching time (\( \sim 35 \text{ ns} \)), so that the central switches can be reconfigured at the same rate as the tunable transceivers.

Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) meet all of these switching technology requirements. Additionally, SOAs could provide optical power gain at the centre of the star network, which would help to overcome power loss due to the high power splitting ratio. However, they are not suitable for use with WDM signals, due to the non-linear cross-gain modulation effect, whereby channels interfere with each other inside the SOA [154]. Given that the connections between the two layers of couplers each carry a WDM signal, SOAs cannot be used as switches in this design.

Wavelength selective switches (WSS) could be used as switches to create the network partitions. This would allow additional flexibility in allocating wavelengths to traffic flows, since a connection between sub-stars would not need to carry all wavelengths but only those necessary to meet connectivity requirements. However, WSSs are comparatively slow to switch (\( \mu \text{s or greater} \)) [9], and current technologies for implementing WSS functionality such as liquid crystal reconfigurable filters incur a high insertion loss (often > 4 dB) [155]. These drawbacks to WSS technology would not permit packet timescale switching, meaning that the partitioning at the centre of the network would have to operate over longer epochs than the edge transceivers.

Instead, the use of Acousto-Optic Modulators (AOMs) is proposed to provide switchable blocking functionality at the centre of the network. AOMs operate over a wide range of wavelengths with both low insertion loss (around 1.5 dB across the full C-band, as shown in Figure 80) and low variation in insertion loss (< 0.03 dB across the full C-band, as shown in Figure 80). The acousto-optic effect can operate on the order of nanoseconds [156], matching the switching times of the transceivers. This permits the centre of the star to switch at the same rate as the tuning speed of the transmitters and receivers, resulting in a packet-scale reconfigurable network fabric.
5.3. **Computing the optimum partitions into sub-stars**

This section presents an algorithm which finds the sub-stars which can be formed within the network, based on the required network connectivity at any moment in time.

A network controller is essential for this network design, to analyse the connectivity requests between all nodes and ensure that the switch states are correctly set to link all nodes that require connectivity. It is not necessary to prescribe whether the network controller is centralised or distributed, but given that the controller must have knowledge of all connectivity across all input and output couplers, a centralised controller which processes all communication requests is an efficient method.

A naïve interpretation of the operation of the switch might assume that there must be no connectivity whatsoever between two (or more) sets of input and output couplers to enable partitioning of the network into two (or more) sub-stars. However, it is only necessary for any two input couplers not to share connectivity to any output couplers, to define that the same wavelengths can be used by transmissions into those input couplers without interference. By assessing whether each pair of input couplers shares connectivity to any output couplers, the partitioned sub-stars can be defined, and in addition, opportunities for wavelength re-use within each sub-star identified. This analysis must be performed before wavelength and timeslot allocation so that each sub-star can independently allocate the full balance of wavelengths and timeslots.

The algorithm seeks one optimisation target, bounded by two operating principles:

**Target:** maximise the overall pool of wavelengths and timeslots across the whole network, by partitioning the large star into multiple sub-stars.

**Operating principles:**

1. All flows that request a connection are offered some transmission slots i.e. every data flow request must be granted. If fewer slots are offered to a

---

**Figure 80:** The insertion loss variation with wavelength of an AOM capable of 35 ns switching time between transmissive and blocking states [157].
transmitter than were requested, the application layer is expected to reduce the flow rate to match the allocation (e.g. send a lower resolution video stream).

2. All flows across the same sub-star are offered equal transmission rates. Although the wavelength and timeslot scheduler could allocate variable bandwidth per node, dependent on priority and/or flow size, this is beyond the scope of this work. This work targets increasing the overall throughput capacity, which is best shown as increases to average flow sizes.

The algorithm then operates as follows (described in pseudo-code in Appendix C):

A. Map the connectivity between input and output couplers, by finding which switches must be set to the transmissive state to accommodate all connectivity requests

B. Find pairs of input couplers that do not have connections in common to any output couplers

C. Disregard any input couplers which are not connected to any output couplers

D. Identify which combinations of input coupler pairs form sub-stars, and any potential sharing of wavelengths within a sub-star

The outputs of the algorithm are:

- A matrix $M$ which denotes the central switches set to the transmissive state;
- A matrix $D$ which denotes the input coupler pairs that do not have any output coupler connections in common;
- A list $L$ which lists all input coupler pairs that are members of any sub-star;
- And a list of sub-stars, where each entry of the list contains a list of input couplers which are members of that sub-star.

The outputs can be passed to the wavelength and timeslot allocation algorithm (such as that in [85], designed for use in a single star system), so that each sub-star can independently allocate wavelengths and timeslots. Whenever the network splits into multiple sub-stars, each sub-star has access to the full $W$ wavelengths, which results in greater total throughput (up to $WBS$ where $S$ is the number of sub-stars formed within the network). The maximum possible number of sub-stars is $\sqrt{N}$, although this can only be achieved if each input coupler connects to only one output coupler.

To present a specific example of the algorithm output, consider the connectivity pattern shown in Figure 81. This pattern is deliberately chosen to demonstrate splitting into two independent sub-stars, wavelength re-use feasible within one sub-star, and ignoring couplers that do not contain any active nodes.
Implementing the splitting algorithm (outlined above and described in full detail in Appendix C) on the connectivity pattern shown in Figure 81, gives the following results:

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
D = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
L = [1,3,4,14,15,16,23,24,25,26,31,32,41,42,43,44,45,46,51,52,54,61,62,63,64];
\]

sub-stars [1,2]; [3,5,6];

sharing potential within sub-star [3,6].

Regarding optimality, the algorithm will always find the optimal locations to split the network into sub-stars, in that it will always split the network as many times as possible, without blocking any requested flows. This meets the goal of the algorithm, to maximize the possible pool of transmission slots to be shared across the entire network. This target is constrained by the design principle of always guaranteeing connectivity to any transmitter that requests it. It is always possible to offer all-to-all connectivity if required, as the algorithm could collapse the design to match a single \(N \times N\) port star by setting all switches to the transmissive state.

In terms of complexity, algorithm stages A-C must be performed sequentially, in that order, but each stage can be independently parallelised. Stages A-C always take a
deterministic number of operations, scaling linearly with the number of network nodes. The complexity of stage D depends on the length of \( L \) and cannot be parallelised. This is because \( L \) is entirely dependent on the traffic pattern; in the simplest case \( L \) may have zero entries, and in the most complex case \( L \) could have a length \( AB \), requiring \( 2AB \) sequential calculations to be performed.

This algorithm assumes that when a connectivity request is made, the nodes to be connected are in fixed locations, and when a request is made for a connection between two nodes, it is those specific nodes that must communicate. If services at the application layer can run on any one of multiple nodes, and an application can be directed to use a particular node based on its physical location and the overall coupler connectivity, the network performance could be improved. Such load balancing techniques at the application layer are beyond the scope of this thesis, but would be a worthwhile topic for further investigation.

5.4. Flow-level traffic simulations

To assess the potential increase in network throughput that is achievable by splitting the network into sub-stars, flow-level simulations were performed. The traffic models and simulation workflows that were described in section 4.3.1 were also used to produce the results shown in this section i.e. the split star network was simulated for random, hotspot and realistic zonal media traffic flows, over 10,000 simulation trials at each network load percentage. Where a percentage increase in transmission rate relative to the single star network is described, the increase is measured at the mean of the median transmission rate per node i.e. where the integral of the probability distribution function (PDF) is 0.5.

Figure 82 shows the probability distribution functions (PDF) of median transmission rate per node after splitting the network optimally under random traffic connectivity. For all network loads higher than 50% there is no noticeable difference between the performance of the single large star network and the reconfigurable star network. When the network is under low load (network load of 50% or 30%) there is some deviation between the single large star case and the reconfigurable split star case, with an increase in median transmission rate of 3.9% and 10.0% for the 50% and 30% loads respectively.
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Figure 82: PDF for random traffic over the split-star network, showing the median transmission rate, assuming that the total throughput is shared equally after optimally splitting the star using the central switches.

The connectivity simulation was repeated for the hotspot traffic scenario. The results are shown in Figure 83; there is no advantage to using a reconfigurable star network rather than a single large star for any network load of greater than 50%. At 50% network load, an improvement on the median transmission rate is even less probable than for random traffic, with only an 8% likelihood of the split star network design increasing transmission rate (this is difficult to ascertain from Figure 83 as plotted, but can be found from the cumulative distribution function, not shown here). At 30% network traffic load, there is only a 12.7% increase in the median transmission rate.

Figure 83: PDF for hotspot traffic over the split-star network, showing the median transmission rate, assuming that the total throughput is shared equally after optimally splitting the star using the central switches.

The split star network design performs worse under hotspot cluster traffic compared to random traffic due to the high likelihood of multiple output couplers connecting to the same input star(s) where the hotspots are located. A marginal improvement could be achieved by spreading the nodes which are members of the “hotspot” over several input couplers, reducing the contention at a single (or few) input couplers which
effectively joins groups together. This could be achieved by physically attaching the hotspot nodes to multiple different input and output couplers, rather than aligning the input and output stars to physical rack structures. However this would require prior knowledge of the hotspot location when cabling the nodes into the network; this is not feasible when launching new services or when demands change over time [19].

The final traffic connectivity scenario simulated over this network design is the zonal media production traffic, and the median transmission rates are shown in Figure 84. This traffic pattern scenario shows the greatest improvement in transmission rate per node for the split star over a single large star. The zonal traffic connectivity pattern makes it likely that traffic will be clustered, since some zones are more likely to communicate than others, as shown in the traffic diagram in Figure 69. For zonal or clustered traffic, if the physical connectivity between nodes and input/output couplers is also aligned as far as possible with particular zones, it is more likely that the network can split into multiple distinct groups, increasing the transmission rate per node.

Figure 84: PDF for zonal media production traffic over the split-star network, showing the median transmission rate, assuming that the total throughput is shared equally after optimally splitting the star using the central switches. Figure 84 shows that for even 90% load, the expected transmission rate increases by 26% compared to that expected from a single large optical star. For 70% load, the expected transmission rate increases by 48% – on average the median bandwidth simulated per port is 6.8 Gbit/s, compared to the 4.6 Gbit/s expected in the case of a single large star.

To emphasise the importance of the traffic pattern on the effectiveness of this network design, the number of sub-stars formed can be compared between the three traffic patterns. Figure 85 shows the mean number of sub-stars that are formed over all 10,000 simulation trials for each traffic scenario and network load. Zonal media production traffic forms a higher number of sub-stars than the other two traffic patterns,
consistently above 2 on average, which in turn results in a higher total network bandwidth which can be shared. For high network loads (greater than 70% for random or 50% for hotspot) the random and hotspot traffic scenarios on average form a single sub-star. This corroborates the data seen in Figure 82, Figure 83 and Figure 84: that there is no discernible benefit to introducing this network design under those traffic scenarios and network loads.

Figure 85: Comparison of the number of sub-stars formed in the network for the three traffic scenarios. Zonal media production traffic always splits into more sub-stars than random or hotspot traffic, regardless of the network load.

Figure 86 shows the mean number of nodes attached to each sub-star within the network. The total bandwidth that can be shared within in each sub-star is identical, as it is known that each sub-star can independently allocate all wavelengths and timeslots. A lower number of nodes per sub-star is thus advantageous, as this means the total available bandwidth is split between a smaller number of nodes, increasing the bandwidth expected by each node.

The zonal media production traffic consistently produces a lower number of nodes per sub-star compared to the other two traffic scenarios. For the zonal media traffic scenario, a mean value of 370 nodes per sub-star (as shown in Figure 86 for 100% network load) means an expected transmission rate of 8.1 Gbit/s per node within the group, an increase of 273% compared to a single, static star. For high network loads (greater than 70% for random or 50% for hotspot cluster) the random and hotspot cluster traffic show 1024 members per sub-star. This is the same as if no splitting of a single large star supporting 1024 nodes has occurred. For a network load of 70%, random traffic again performs slightly better through the network than hotspot cluster traffic, with on average 40.8% fewer nodes per group and thus the same percentage increase in expected bandwidth per node. This is likely due to the hotspot nodes being
in high demand for connectivity, and large numbers of input couplers with connectivity to a few hotspot output couplers.

![Graph showing the mean number of nodes attached to each sub-star for all three traffic scenarios and network loads. Zonal media production traffic displays a lower number of nodes per sub-star compared to random and hotspot traffic patterns.](image)

Figure 86: A comparison of the mean number of nodes attached to each sub-star for all three traffic scenarios and network loads. Zonal media production traffic displays a lower number of nodes per sub-star compared to random and hotspot traffic patterns.

### 5.5. Power consumption analysis

Conventional data centre networks formed from hierarchical layers of electronic packet switches consume vast amounts of energy. Each switch in the network can consume several hundreds of Watts, and given that the port count of each switch is limited, the total number of switches required to span an entire data centre scale network is also high. To ensure full redundancy of the network should any key components fail, multiple redundant switches are often used in key locations; for media production networks every element in the entire network is duplicated and a robust protocol used to establish instant failover in the event of network failure [19]. This results in the total network throughput being doubly overprovisioned, and double the bandwidth of each application layer request being reserved across the network at all times. Such a comprehensive redundancy protocol has high associated costs in capital, complexity and energy consumption, but is necessary to remove all possible single points of failure within the network.

Reducing the total number of switches required in the network topology is one method to design data centre network cores which consume as little energy as possible. In the optical network designs presented in this thesis, far fewer electrical switches are required compared to Clos or Leaf-Spine architectures. Only the control plane of these architectures requires electrical switching, and although sufficient electrical switches must be deployed in the control plane to reach the full port count of $N$ nodes, each
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control plane switch can run at a lower data rate than the main data plane. This reduces the total network power consumption drastically due to the lower speed electronics and processing required in the control plane switches.

A comparison is presented in Table 10 of the power requirements of the networks proposed in this thesis, alongside a conventional hierarchical EPS network topology, and a hybrid EPS/OCS network (suitable for limited multicast usage as in [158], although not meeting all of the design constraints for a media production centre).

The total power consumption was evaluated for each of the network architectures, using the parameters of a real world media production centre i.e. 1260 nodes all co-located at a single facility. In this analysis, all packet switched connections in EPS networks are assumed to use active optical cables (AOCs), consuming 1 W per link. The increased complexity of the transceivers for the optical star system (i.e. fast tunable lasers with current driving DACs) is wrapped into a 5.6 W power consumption per transceiver. It is assumed for this power consumption analysis that both of the network topologies presented in both chapters 4 and 5 are using optical MEMS units in the network core to provide reconfigurability of the couplers.

Although there is an 8.8 % increase in power consumption to upgrade from a single passive star network to the reconfigurable switching design presented in chapters 4 and 5, the increased network throughput means that the power consumption per bit transferred will be lower overall. An EPS network would use 49 % more energy than the single passive star network. The comparatively high power consumption of the leaf-spine switches in the incumbent EPS network designs far outweighs the issue of increased transceiver power, resulting in lower overall energy consumption in the all-optical networks.

A hybrid EPS/OCS solution is attractive for providing fast packet switching alongside some limited multicast support. The analysis presented here assumes that a full EPS network is constructed alongside a reconfigurable optical plane for multicast traffic i.e. each node has two independent transceivers, although neither transceiver is fast tunable.

However, the need for both a full EPS network and a series of optical circuit switches (including overprovision in the port count of the OCS to enable greater flexibility in the multicast group sizes from passive splits etc. attached to the OCS) results in high total power consumption. Such hybrid network designs requiring effectively two independent data plane implementations would consume 82 % more power than the single passive star network of chapter 2.
Table 10: A comparison of the power consumptions of the optical networks described in chapters 2-5 with other data centre network topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>EPS Network:</th>
<th>OCS Network:</th>
<th>SDN Controller:</th>
<th>TOTAL:</th>
<th>Compare to single passive star:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid EPS/OCS e.g. [63]</td>
<td>EPS Network: 7534 W</td>
<td>OCS Network: 6520 W</td>
<td>(includes 2520 AOC transceivers and 20 OCS units)</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
<td>41097 W +81.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>CORE: 2 x 72 port spine switch</td>
<td>36 x Leaf spine AOC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfigurable Star network (Chapters 4/5)</td>
<td>ACCESS: 138 x Leaf spine AOC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In practice, the reduction in energy consumption will be even greater than this per-device analysis implies, due to the passive nature of optical star components. Each EPS within a data centre network requires cooling, however the passive components in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the optical network core would not require any active cooling. A MEMS or AOM based optical cross connect would require some active heat management, the amount of which is hard to quantify. However, even making a conservative and unlikely estimate that a MEMS fibre circuit switch produces as much excess heat as an EPS, there is a lower total number of MEMS switches and low speed EPSs in a network control plane, compared to the total number of high speed EPSs of an all-electrical network. The overall effect is that less cooling is required in all-optical networks compared to electrical EPS networks, which in turn means a reduced network energy consumption.

5.6. Summary and conclusion

This chapter has shown that by splitting a star network, using attenuating switches between two layers of optical star couplers, the achievable transmission rates per node can be increased compared to a single large star network. This has been achieved using a design which could still provide any-to-any multicast and single-hop connectivity between all nodes, should the traffic pattern require it. In addition, the optical loss budget of a split star network remains acceptable (< 35 dB to support 1024 nodes).

For a realistic network traffic load level of at least 70%, the split-star network shows up to a 40% increase in the throughput per node compared to a single star, but the total achievable throughput is entirely dependent on the network traffic pattern. Traffic in a zonal pattern, such as that observed in a live media production centre, showed greater transmission rates per node compared to random or hotspot traffic; at high network nodes (> 90 %), only the zonal traffic pattern showed an improved throughput per-node compared to a single star network (26 %). It is therefore critical to match the network traffic pattern to the choice of topology.

An advantage to the reconfigurable split-star network is that changes in traffic pattern can be immediately met with changes to the connectivity, to maximise the network throughput. This could have applications in flexible data centre networks where nodes are FPGAs rather than fixed servers and can be reprogrammed to meet application layer demands [159].

Considering the power consumption of four different network topologies which meet the design criteria, the lowest power consumption is found for a single star topology at 23 kW. A 9 % increase in power is required to convert a single star network to a split-star design (due to the central circuit switching elements). However, both of the all-optical topologies discussed in this thesis (single star and split-star) consume vastly less power than an EPS-only network and an EPS-optical hybrid network (34 kW and 41 kW respectively). Energy consumption is one of the largest ongoing costs for data
centre operators, as well as a major environmental concern; by moving away from EPS networks towards all-optical designs, the overall data centre energy consumption requirements could be reduced.
6. Conclusions and future work

The network designs presented in this thesis investigated all-optical switching within data centres to enable multicast and incast traffic patterns. These traffic patterns are often overlooked by conventional network designs, not due to a lack of desire from network operators and applications, but due to incompatibility with current implementations of electrical switching networks. The lack of support for multicast over hierarchical switch networks means that physical layer multicast, such as the capability offered by the optical network designs in this thesis, is a promising solution to provide multicast at data centre scales.

The hybrid WS-TDM network design presented in chapter 2 described a network design capable of connecting over 1024 nodes at 25 Gbit/s, with fully flexible multicast and incast group creation, of group sizes from 1 node up to the full 1024 nodes. By using fast wavelength tunable transceivers and sharing wavelengths using TDM, packet-like switching allowed a total throughput capacity of 2.03 Tb/s to be flexibly shared by all connected nodes. The total capacity figure quoted here incorporates overhead due to laser tuning (200 ns after every 2 µs of data transmission), and overhead due to TDM guard interval (error-free data recovery was observed after only a single bit guard interval between subsequent data packets).

To improve the physical layer performance of the WS-TDM network design, chapter 3 presented enhancements to key transceiver subsystems. DSDBR lasers were selected for use in the network due to their fast wavelength tuning capability, but calibration of the lasers to find optimal tuning currents has previously only been described for optimal use in steady state operation. Chapter 3 described a method of selecting tuning current operating points optimised for fast switching feasible for up to 120 wavelength channels at 50 GHz spacing. By applying pre-emphasis to the current waveforms driving the laser tuning sections, tuning times were measured below 35 ns for switching between any pair of laser wavelengths across 96 channels at 50 GHz spacing.

Having reduced the laser tuning speed to 35 ns, the new methods for laser tuning could be implemented in the WS-TDM network in two ways: to increase the overall throughput across the whole network (potentially to 2.95 Tb/s, assuming 120 channels switching within 35 ns every 2 µs); or to move the network to a truly packet switching model, rather than combining multiple packets into epochs (35 ns network reconfiguration time is comparable to the packet durations of 20-500 ns at 25 Gbit/s).

To further increase the total throughput across a WS-TDM network, chapter 3 also presented line codes suitable for transmitting PAM signals, using only the same transmitter and receiver hardware as the binary data format used in chapter 2. A line
code is essential to remove signal frequencies below 1 GHz, so as to allow TDM as well as wavelength switching. Using PAM4 instead of a binary modulation format could double the potential total throughput to 5.9 Tb/s, due to the increased spectral efficiency of PAM4 modulation. A line code was developed for implementation on generalised PAM symbols which provides 2.23 dB more suppression of signal power below 1 GHz than the IBLC scheme used in chapter 2. It was not feasible to implement the line codes developed in Chapter 3 into a fully functioning optical network due to the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the DSDBR lasers. However, the line codes developed may have applications in data storage or network transmission, or future laser designs with lower RIN may permit line coded PAM to be used alongside fast wavelength switching.

The finite limit to throughput across an optical star network can also be increased by splitting a single large star into multiple sub-stars. By partitioning the wider network into physically separated sub-stars using circuit switching or switchable attenuation, each sub-star can independently allocate the full throughput capacity of a single large star. Chapter 4 described four methods of constructing sub-stars by starting with no connectivity and making connections as the network requests them, while chapter 5 described a method of splitting a fully connected single star into sub-stars wherever possible, to maximise the number of sub-stars formed. All sub-star topologies were analysed to ensure that all-to-all multicast was always feasible, and that network reconfiguration never interrupted existing network traffic flows – key criteria for media production networks.

The traffic pattern across the network has a large effect on the achievable throughput per node of all designs. For instance, the expected throughput per node for the sub-star network design presented in chapter 5 is 48% larger for zonal media production traffic than for hotspot traffic. Given the current trend in data centre design for reconfigurable components rather than fixed, dedicated infrastructure, future data centre traffic patterns will be unpredictable and vary widely on timescales from minutes to days. This trend is compounded by the recent interest in disaggregated data centres, where compute, storage and short term memory units are physically separated within the data centre [160]. Given that hardware resources could be freely allocated as applications request them, the traffic pattern in disaggregated data centres is likely to be even less predictable than in current scenarios. Network designs based on star couplers, which allow flexible sharing of the total throughput capacity between all transceivers, are ideal to support the rapidly changing connectivity requirements.

In terms of the maximum number of network nodes supported by the optical network designs discussed in this thesis, the single star design in chapter 2 experimentally
showed that 1000 nodes is feasible without FEC, and the data plane is only limited by optical power loss in the star splitter. The designs in chapters 4 and 5 incur additional optical loss due to the insertion of optical switching devices. However, the overall loss due to these switches is sufficiently small ( < 5 dB total), that if FEC were used in addition to the physical layer design of chapter 2, the network could still communicate error-free (assuming that 5 dB additional optical loss in the network core would result in the signal at the detector being attenuated from -19 dBm to -24 dBm, and an associated change in BER from $10^{-12}$ to $10^{-8}$). Low complexity hard decision FEC such as BCH codes could be used to return BER below $10^{-12}$, with only a 7% implementation overhead [153].

An energy consumption analysis comparing the network designs presented in this thesis to existing EPS networks and other network designs in the literature showed that the WS-TDM network consumes 32.7% less power than a hierarchical EPS topology supporting the same node count and throughput capacity. The passive nature of a star coupler network core results in all network power consumption at the transceivers, and even when active OCS units are added to the network core to enable sub-star formation, the resulting topology consumes 26.7% less power than the incumbent EPS hierarchical structures.

The work presented in this thesis has concentrated on the physical layer design of several network topologies for media production data centres, meeting the design criteria set out in chapter 1. However, further improvements are possible and additional challenges remain, as discussed in the next section.

6.1. Future work

6.1.1. Flexible node-coupler allocation

The network topology proposed in chapter 5 allowed the connectivity between input and output couplers to be switched on demand, forming sub-stars dependent on the traffic pattern. However, the allocation of nodes to input and output couplers was fixed, and not flexible to changes in the traffic demand patterns. For example, a set of nodes that are physically adjacent (e.g. within the same rack or cluster of racks) may not all frequently request connectivity to the same nodes, but may be attached to the same optical coupler(s). It is therefore suggested to add optical circuit switching to the outside of the split-star network design of chapter 5. This allows the best of both designs from chapters 4 and 5: flexibility to assign nodes to couplers to match the traffic pattern, with bounded and tolerable optical power losses.

The central core of a more flexible network design remains the same as that in chapter 5: a dual layer system of couplers (input and output), with switchable optical
attenuation elements in between the two layers. However, the node transmitters and receivers no longer have a direct and fixed connection to a coupler, but instead are connected to the input of OCS units. The number of OCS units in the network is defined as $T$, where each OCS unit is of size $C \times C$ i.e. each OCS unit connects $C$ nodes to the network and $CT \geq N$. The outputs of the OCS units are then connected to the input couplers. For the largest flexibility in connecting nodes to couplers, each OCS has connectivity to all $\sqrt{N}$ input couplers; each OCS therefore has $\frac{C}{\sqrt{N}}$ links (rounded down to an integer) to each coupler. This network design is shown in Figure 87.

![Diagram of the split-star network with outer optical circuit switch (OCS) units](image)

**Figure 87:** The split-star network with outer optical circuit switch (OCS) units, allowing flexibility in the allocation of nodes to couplers.

This network design therefore offers the best attributes of the previous designs while permitting locality of the traffic pattern to be exploited. The OCS units on the outside of the network can be reconfigured on a slow timescale, such as seconds or minutes, to match the long-term traffic pattern to the physical allocation of nodes to couplers. The central switches are switchable at packet level (ns) timescales if formed from AOMs.

If the traffic flow pattern changes at packet timescales such that the allocation of nodes to couplers via the OCS switches is no longer optimal, this only makes the network less efficient, but does not limit connectivity. Reconfiguration of the outer OCS units to better match the desired connectivity pattern would interrupt existing network flows and thus not meet the criteria, but sub-star partitioning could always be reconfigured using the central switches without affecting existing traffic flows. Optimisation of the parameters $C$ and $T$ for maximal throughput could reveal a trade-off between total network throughput and network cost or energy consumption.

When a node requests a new flow across this new network design, the choice of which input coupler that the node connects to can be influenced by two aims for the network:

- To split the network into as many sub-stars as possible via the central switches;
- To target $W$ nodes per sub-star, so that each sub-star avoids oversubscription.
Meeting both of these aims requires a holistic view of the network including the switches at the centre of the coupler layers and the outer OCS units simultaneously. A possible algorithm aiming to meet the two aims is outlined in Figure 88 – this algorithm is not claimed to be optimal but is a candidate for future development.

Figure 88: Flow chart of an algorithm to determine how to connect a source and destination via the outer OCS split star network.

Further future work could consider the pre-allocation of nodes to couplers, using a precomputed schedule assigned by a central controller. The schedule could be optimised based on past traffic demands, and machine learning could be used to predict the likely future demands and optimise the network topology to meet them.

6.1.2. Network control plane

A key challenge to network scalability, not considered so far in this thesis, is the network control plane. When scheduling transmissions across shared media (such as an optical star), all requests from nodes must be collected by a controller, schedules constructed, and grants returned to nodes without undue delay. Considering the
timescale suggested in chapter 2 of a 2 µs epoch (limited by only allowing laser tuning time to impose a maximum of 10% overhead), it is feasible to schedule transmissions with only a single epoch delay for a 1000 node network [97]. However, any increase in the number of nodes would reduce the optimality of the schedule solution that the controller could offer [97] – quantification of the reduction in optimality is left for future analysis.

A further challenge in operating a network control system for an all-optical network lies in the transparent nature of the network core between transmitter and receiver. It is essential for the network to know the physical location of all nodes when using optical circuit switching, so that physical connections can be made between servers. In an all-optical network, there are no electrical switches in the path of the data through the network core, and it is not possible for the main network data plane to create a connectivity map through the interrogation of neighbouring nodes. This means that standardised network discovery protocols to discover network topology by mapping neighbours, such as the simple network management protocol (SNMP) [161] and proprietary mapping algorithms such as Cisco discovery protocol (CDP), are only feasible across an electrically switched network control plane.

Networks with both static connectivity and static locations of nodes can overcome the problem of topology discovery, by defining a fixed network map when the network is commissioned. However, when nodes are connected and removed dynamically (as is often the case in media production or flexible optical networks), the network topology frequently changes.

A possible physical layer design which provides out-of-band control plane signalling (so as not to reduce data throughput by using the main network bandwidth for control data) while minimising cabling complexity within the data centre is shown in Figure 89. A separate wavelength band is used for control plane communications (e.g. 1310 nm), compared to the data plane, which operates at a range of tunable wavelengths across the C-band. Both wavelength bands could share a single fibre connection from individual nodes to gateways, which could use passive filters to multiplex and demultiplex the signals.

Figure 89: A possible network architecture with a distinct control plane and data plane operating in different wavelength bands.
The design shown in Figure 89 also solves the problem of identifying the physical connectivity of the nodes to the optical network; a one-to-one mapping can be created between each port of the EPS control network and each port of the optical network. This would require some customised protocols such that a single EPS port (which would normally support bidirectional communication over multicore copper cable) can provide identification for both input and output optical network ports.

A further challenge in realising this design lies in the additional power loss that a filter system may introduce, of the order of 1-3 dB per filter, and requiring filters in both the transmitters and receivers. Chapter 2 showed that the node count of an optical passive star network is limited only by the star coupler power loss and receiver sensitivity. This means that any additional optical power loss due to filters at the edges of the network would limit the total node count further.

### 6.1.3. Connecting Star Networks

The network designs in this thesis all describe a single, self-contained network, and assume that the end nodes attached to the network are each individual servers (or top-of-rack switches). No work to date in this thesis or in prior literature has considered the joining of a star network to another network (star or otherwise) over a long distance (e.g. 40 km or more), where amplification would be required.

Connecting star networks at a distance presents two key challenges: timing synchronisation and optical noise arising from amplification. The synchronisation of clocks between remote nodes can be performed using global positioning system (GPS) clock receivers, or by using protocols such as those described in section 2.2.5.

Optical amplification from erbium doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs) can increase the power of WDM signals across the entire optical C-band simultaneously. However, due to spontaneous emission, optical noise is added to the signal over the full amplifier bandwidth. In the optical star coupler network presented in this thesis, the full bandwidth of the optical C-band is carried across the entire network, with no wavelength filters to remove noise outside the signal bandwidths from reaching receivers. Without adding filtering, the signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal would be reduced, and the feasible network data throughput lowered.

Future work could explore the feasibility of connecting two star networks in multiple locations via an amplified link, using the application scenario of a broadcast production with video and audio capture from multiple sites simultaneously.
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Appendices

A – Algorithm for adding new flows to centred star, mesh, and centred mesh topologies

1    if source is active
2      if destination is active
3        if source and destination are on same sub-star
4          do nothing
5        else
6          join together sub-stars of source and destination
7        end
8      else // destination is NOT active
9          add destination to same sub-star as source
10     end
11    else // source is NOT active
12      if destination is active
13        add source to same sub-star as destination
14      else // destination is NOT active
15        if a sub-star exists with fewer than \( W \) active sources
16          add source and destination to that sub-star
17        else
18          add source and destination to the same new sub-star
19        end
20     end
21    end
B – Algorithm for adding new flows to ring topologies

1  for all source-destination pairs
2       find central coupler of source
3       find central coupler of destination
4       determine path from source coupler to destination coupler
5       reserve a flow request on each link on the path
6       end
C – Algorithm for splitting a two–layered optical star coupler network into sub-stars

A = [a₁,a₂,…,aᵢ]; // input couplers
B = [b₁,b₂,…,bⱼ]; // output couplers

// Stage I
// Map connectivity between input and output couplers.
// This stage should produce an i x j connectivity matrix
// denoted M, showing 1 where links between input and
// output are required and 0 for no connectivity required.

for i = 1:length(A)
    for j = 1:length(B)
        if coupler aᵢєA requested connectivity to bⱼєB
            M(i,j) = 1 // connectivity matrix
        else
            M(i,j) = 0 // connectivity matrix
        end
    end
end

// Stage II
// Find input coupler pairs that do not share outputs.
// This stage should produce an i x j matrix denoted D,
// showing 1 if input coupler i and input coupler j do not
// share connectivity to any output couplers, or 0 if input
// couplers i and j are connected to one or more of the
// same output couplers.
// A list, denoted L, is made of (i, j) pairs which have no
// shared connectivity to output couplers.

for i = 1:A
    for j = 1:A
        if maximum(M(i,:)+M(j,:)) < 2
            D(i,j) = 1 // no shared output couplers
            Append [i,j] to L
        end
    end
end
else
D(i,j) = 0 // shared output couplers
end
end
end

// Stage III
// Remove entries from L where the input coupler
// does not have active connections to any outputs.
for i=1:length(L)
    if sum(M(i,:)) < 1
discard any entries in L containing i
    end
end

// Stage IV
// Find larger sub-stars from the list of coupler pairs.
// Each member of list L is a pair of input couplers (i,j)
// which share an output coupler. By definition, input
// couplers i and j must be in the same sub-star.
// This stage checks connectivity between all possible
// pairs of members of L by finding the four
// combinations of i and j from each pair of members.
// D from stage II can be used to find connectivity
// between each combination.
for i = 1:length(L)
    for j = 1:length(L)
        if D(L(i,1),L(j,1)) == 0
            input couplers L(i,1) and L(j,1) are in a sub-star
        end
        if D(L(i,1),L(j,2)) == 0
            input couplers L(i,1) and L(j,1) are in a sub-star
        end
        if D(L(i,2),L(j,1)) == 0
            input couplers L(i,1) and L(j,1) are in a sub-star
        end
    end
if D(L(i,2),L(j,2)) == 0
    input couplers L(i,1) and L(j,1) are in a sub-star
end
end
// where L(i,1) = the 1st entry of the ith pair of L;
// and L(i,2) = the 2nd entry of the ith pair of L

// Stage V
// at this point, all sub-stars have been identified
// but some wavelengths can be shared within sub-stars
for i = 1:length(L)
    if (both members of L(i,:) are in the same sub-star)
        allow the same wavelengths and timeslots
to be used simultaneously from both
        input couplers L(i,:)
    end
end
// where L(i,:) denotes the ith pair of L